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SEATING DIAGRAM

Guests will find this diagram helpful in locating the approximate seating of the degree candidates. The seating roughly corresponds to the order by school in which the candidates for degrees are presented, beginning at top left with the College of Arts and Sciences. The actual sequence is shown in the Contents on the opposite page under Degrees in Course. Reference to the paragraph on page eight describing the colors of the candidates’ hoods according to their fields of study may further assist guests in placing the locations of the various schools.
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The Commencement Ceremony

MUSIC
The First United States Army Band
EDWARD A. GREEN, Conductor and Commander

STUDENT PROCESSION

PROCESSION OF THE CLASS OF 1937

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

OPENING PROCLAMATION
ALVIN V. SHOEMAKER, Chairman of the Trustees

INVOCATION
STANLEY E. JOHNSON, Chaplain

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

GREETINGS
SHELDON HACKNEY, President

ACADEMIC HONORS
THOMAS EHRLICH, Provost

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
The President

ROBERT AUSTRIAN
John Herr Musser
Professor Emeritus
of Research Medicine
University of Pennsylvania

THOMAS EHRLICH
Provost
University of Pennsylvania

EDGAR KAUFMANN, JR.
Architectural Historian

MARGARET ELIZA KUHN
Founder of the
Gray Panthers

BERNARD LEWIS
Director
Annenberg Research Center
for Judaic and Near
Eastern Studies

RICCARDO MUTI
Music Director
The Philadelphia Orchestra

ROBERT BOCKING STEVENS
President
Haverford College

The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession, the Invocation, the singing of the National Anthem and The Red and Blue, and the Benediction, and to remain in place until the Academic Procession has left the field.

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
ONWARD YE PEOPLES... Jan Sibelius
The Commencement Chorus and First Army Band
BRUCE MONTGOMERY, Conductor

INTRODUCTION OF THE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
The Provost

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
RICCARDO MUTI, Music Director of the Philadelphia Orchestra

GREETINGS
F. GERARD ADAMS, Chair, Faculty Senate

PRESENTATION OF THE FIFTY-YEAR CLASS
The President

TESTAMENT OF FREEDOM, fourth movement... Randall Thompson
University of Pennsylvania Glee Club and First Army Band
In Celebration of the Glee Club's 125th Anniversary

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
The President
Candidates are presented by the Deans and the Deputy Provost

CLOSING REMARKS
The President

THE RED AND BLUE
(By William J. Goeckel, '96 and Harry E. Westervelt, '98)
Come all ye loyal classmen now, in hall and campus through,
Lift up your hearts and voices for the royal Red and Blue.
Fair Harvard has her crimson, old Yale her colors too,
But for dear Pennsylvania we wear the Red and Blue.
Hurrah! Hurrah! Pennsylvania! Hurrah for the Red and the Blue:
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue.

BENEDICTION
The Chaplain

RECESSIONAL

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Historical Notes

WHEREAS, the Wellbeing of a Society depends on the Education of their Youth as well as in great measure the Eternal welfare of every Individual by impressing on their tender minds Principles of Morality and Religion, instructing them in the several Duties they owe to the Society in which they live, and one towards another, giving them the Knowledge of Languages & other parts of useful Learning necessary thereto, in order to render them Serviceable in the several Publick Stations to which they may be called;

As the graduates of the Class of 1987 turn their energies towards the challenges of career, it is useful to pause and reflect on the meaning of higher education. The quotation above is taken from the initial clause of the 1753 Charter of the Academy and Charitable School of the Province of Pennsylvania, the institution which through a series of maturing steps would become the University of Pennsylvania. While the author of this resolution is unknown, it may be safe to say that Benjamin Franklin had a hand in it for he had founded the Academy and sat as the President of its Trustees. The inspirational aims of the pronouncement of 1753 have often found expression in the lives of Pennsylvania's alumni. Viewed from this perspective the commencement of 1987 is an auspicious occasion, for it marks the anniversary of two of the most distinguished graduating classes in University history.

In 1787 events in Philadelphia were dominated by the Constitutional Convention. All eight Pennsylvania delegates were associated with the University as alumni, faculty or trustees. Benjamin Franklin, upon his return from France in 1785, was elected President of the Supreme Executive Council of Pennsylvania. That public office entitled him to the presidency of the Board of Trustees of the University, but as a delegate to the Convention he attended no meetings of the trustees. The immediate past President, John Dickinson, was a delegate from the State of Delaware. Likewise two other trustees—Jared Ingersoll and Thomas Mifflin—were Pennsylvania delegates. Still other trustees held high public office in Pennsylvania and were strong partisans in the intense debate between Federalists and Anti-Federalists. Commencement was traditionally held in July, but in 1787 it was postponed in deference to the press of national business.

The promulgation of the Constitution, on Monday, 17 September, has been the heralded event in anniversary celebrations. In 1787, however, it was only the first step in the national political process. On Friday, 28 September the Continental Congress called for state conventions to ratify the Constitution. The election of delegates to the state convention would, in effect, decide the outcome. In Philadelphia the slate of Federalists was headed by trustee Thomas McKean and included faculty members Benjamin Rush and James Wilson. Two other trustees, John Bubenheim Bayard and Charles Pettit, were members of the Continental Congress and active in the Federalist cause. Another trustee, George Bryan, was a leader on the Anti-Federalist side. The election was held on Tuesday, 6 November and the Federalists were chosen by a landslide vote. The Pennsylvania convention was directed to convene in Philadelphia on Tuesday, 20 November. The Board of Trustees, sensing a unique opportunity, scheduled commencement for Thursday, 22 November.

The minutes of the State Convention show that the delegates gathered at 10:00 a.m. on the 22nd and “proceeded in a body to the Commencement of the University.” A remarkable procession it must have been, this most diverse group of leaders, drawn from every corner of the state, walking the three blocks from Independence Hall to the old Academy building at Fourth and Arch Streets. Two hundred years later, it is to be hoped that the promise shown the youthful graduates proved an inspiration to those who carried the responsibility for uniting a youthful nation. Beginning in earnest the following day and led by Thomas McKean and James Wilson, the state convention ratified the Constitution within three weeks. Only the State of Delaware acted more expeditiously.

As the Pennsylvania delegates acted to affirm the Constitution, the Class of 1787, both arts and medical, embarked on lives worthy of the expectations of the 1753 Charter. A total of only twenty degrees were conferred in 1787—eight Bachelors of Arts, four Masters of Arts, five Bachelors of Medicine and three honorary degrees. The College graduates were led by Benjamin Franklin Bache, whose brilliant and controversial career in journalism served as counterpoint to that of his grandfather. Classmate Samuel
Harrison Smith also enjoyed a distinguished career in journalism, first in Philadelphia and then for two decades as founder and editor of the National Intelligencer in Washington, D.C. Evan William Thomas entered the field of law and was among the students of Professor James Wilson when he delivered the first law lectures at the University in the school year 1790–1791. James Mease and James Woodhouse become distinguished physicians and educators, the latter being elected Professor of Chemistry at the University in 1795.

The graduates of the Medical Department included two men, Thomas Chalkley James and Andrew McDowell, who later came to prominence, through in markedly different ways. McDowell had worked his way through medical school as a Tutor (or teacher) in the Academy. He would soon take up practice in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania and commit a long career to providing desperately needed medical care in what was then nearly a frontier town. James went on to graduate medical studies in London and Edinburgh, specializing in obstetrics. On his return to Philadelphia he established a highly innovative medical course in obstetrics and in 1810 was elected the University’s first Professor of Midwifery. James is generally recognized as the founder of modern obstetric practice in America.

The Commencement of 1787 was finally significant for the recipients of the University’s honorary degrees. The honorary degree of Master of Arts was conferred upon Benjamin Smith Barton, a twenty-one year old botanist who would pursue a medical education in Europe and return to the University for a quarter century of teaching in the Medical Department. Two degrees of Doctor of Laws were granted. One was to Hugh Williamson, scientist, physician and statesman, who had helped frame the Constitution as a delegate from North Carolina. Williamson, a graduate in the first class of the College, that of 1757, and a Professor of Mathematics from 1761 through 1763, was one of the magnificent Renaissance men of his age. The other honorary doctorate was granted in absentia to the French statesman and soldier, the Marquis de Lafayette. The trustees had conferred a similar degree on George Washington in 1783 and were pleased to honor another of the greatest Revolutionary War heroes, even at trans-Atlantic distance.

One hundred years later the Constitution of the United States again figured prominently in the life of the University. Under the direction of Provost William Pepper the University hosted a “Centenary Banquet” on Saturday evening, 17 September at which President Grover Cleveland was the principal speaker. Among those in attendance was Secretary of State Thomas Francis Bayard, Secretary of the Treasury Charles Stebbins Fairchild and former President Rutherford Birchard Hayes. In his annual report to the trustees for 1887 Provost Pepper described the event as “an exhibition of the progress and results of American education during the past century.”

The Centenary Banquet was held at the Academy of Music, Broad and Locust Streets in Philadelphia, where three months earlier the University’s commencement exercises had been held. Within a decade or two Philadelphians were calling these graduates the “famous class of ’87” and with good reason. The College Class of 1887 included United States Senator George Wharton Pepper, philosopher William Romaine Newbold, Old Testament scholar James Alan Montgomery, naturalist Witmer Stone, otolaryngologist George Fetterolf, lawyer David Werner Amram, and bankers George Harrison Frazier and Samuel Frederic Houston. Five of these eight became members of the University faculty; three became trustees of the University. Even as late as 1940 this distinguished group was described to aspiring undergraduates as “the perfect class.”

The organization of the University in 1887 was such that the courses offered in the Wharton School and the Towne Scientific School (now part of the School of Engineering and Applied Science) were administered as areas of concentration in the College Department. At commencement the College was joined by the Departments of Medicine, Law, Dentistry and for the first time, Veterinary Medicine. Like the College, each of these departments in 1887 produced graduates who would achieve uncommon excellence in their chosen profession. Though the language of the 1753 Charter was not invoked, its spirit could be found in every branch of a maturing university. Much more so than today, Anglo-American culture in the 18th and 19th centuries regarded the lives of great men as inspirational models for youth. In the observation of that practice the leading institutions of higher education played a consciously active role. In an age of heroic figures the University of Pennsylvania could claim among its alumni a fair share.
The Academic Procession

The order for today's procession is as follows: the Candidates for Degrees by School; the Fiftieth-Year Alumni Class; the Mace Bearer; the President and Provost; the Candidates for Honorary Degrees; the Trustees, Associate Trustees, and Officers of the University; the Faculties and their Deans.

The University mace, the symbol of authority of the University, is carried at the head of the academic procession by the Secretary of the University. It was a gift of the family of William Morrison Gordon, M.D. 1910. It is adorned with the seal and arms of the University, the Penn and Franklin coats-of-arms, a depiction of the Rittenhouse orrery, and a thistle symbolizing the early ties of the University with Scotland.

The President wears as a badge of office a silver medallion of which one face is engraved, like the mace, with the University seal. The obverse of the President's medal bears the "orrery seal," designed in 1782 by Francis Hopkinson, A.B. 1757, a signer of the Declaration of Independence. The medal, suspended on a chain composed of silver links, was given by the late trustee Thomas S. Gates, A.B. 1928, LL.D. 1956.

Academic dress stems from the clerical robes of the Middle Ages, when the hood was worn raised for protection in drafty halls. The American code of academic dress was developed in 1895 by an intercollegiate commission and has been modified over the years, most recently in 1960.

The bachelor's gown is relatively simple and has long, pointed sleeves. Master's gowns were formerly distinguished by long, dangling sleeves with a slit at the elbow through which the arm emerged; in a newer version an opening is made at the wrist. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well as by three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves; this trimming may be in black or in the color denoting the wearer's field of study. The mortarboard cap has been standard in the United States though soft caps are coming into use; doctors may wear a gold tassel, but all others wear black. Some institutions have authorized doctors' gowns in colors other than the customary black; holders of the Pennsylvania Ph.D. degree may wear red and blue gowns.

The hood is lined with silk in the colors of the institution which granted the highest degree held by the wearer, and the color of the bordering velvet indicates the field of study to which the degree pertains. Pennsylvania graduates wear a hood lined in red with a blue chevron. Degrees will be conferred today in: Arts, white; Science golden yellow; Business Administration, mustard; Nursing, apricot; Education, light blue; Fine Arts, brown; Philosophy, dark blue; Medicine, green; Law, purple; Dental Medicine, lilac; Veterinary Medicine, gray; Social Work, citron.
Degrees in Course

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Michael Aiken, Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 8, 1986

Sheeja K. Abraham
Edward James Anton
Thomas Christopher Armani
Donald Dominic Arnone
Rori Nicole Attermen
Rodolfo Eduardo Barros
Carlos Wesley Benito
Sujata Gaurang Bhatt
Paige Leslie Bonnivier
Bryan Mitchell Bourbin
Anthony D. Bram
Robert A. Brennan
Lyudmila Brodsky
John Peter Butera
Ralph H. Cathcart
Timothy David Chambers
Ruby Kathleen Chambliss
Andrea Yu Chan
Young-Shin Chang
Steven A. Chapman
Lydia Chin
Stefan Willy Josée Cornelis
Belle Aviva Dardik
Michael Andrew DeGroot
Edward James Delaney
Carlos Francisco Desmarás
Paul Dixon
Joan Kathryn Dorko
Maria Duchnowski
Jonathan Gilden Dushoff
Lisa Madeline Dyckman
Ayme C. Eichler
Alan Scott Elkner
Gregory L. Fake
Jeffrey Hugh Fischer
Rebecca Marie Foote
Michele Yolanda France
Susanne Elizabeth Frankel
Peter Newton Freiberg
Douglas Clayton Friedman
Michael E. Gerzog
Jennifer E. Gilbert

W. Wilson Goode, Jr.
Martin Keith Gordon
John Anthony Guthrie
H. Richmond Harbaugh
Deborah T. Hardy
Robert Vincent Harley, Jr.
Barbara Elizabeth Hedman
Richard Lewis Hoak
David Charles Hoemeyer
Craig Mitchell Horowitz
Kenneth Larry Howe
Rebecca Ann Ivy
Heidi Peek Jamieson
Karen Elizabeth Jensen
Mona Jha
Charles Douglas Johnson
David Joseph Johnson
Craig Michael Jurasinski
Linda Kam
Carl Adolph Karsh
Aziz Ahmad Khalid
Unkyu Kim
Allen Marc Kolchinsky
Rebecca Korach
Nancy Mi-Kyung Kwon
Charles Wesley LaBlanc III
Sunhee Lee
Jennifer Leeman
John Charles Leone
Robyn Loring Lieberman
Carlos José Lozada
Ann Yuk-Lin Ma
Katherine Joy Maly
Brian Edward Mann
Elizabeth A. Mansfield
Benjamin Maserang
Patty E. Matz
Peter Andrew May
Patricia Ann McCluskey
Paul F. McKibbin
Mark John Mele
Abbe Alter Miller
Thomas Leopold Moskal

Freyda Neyman
Jeffrey Allan Novins
Alan Joseph Ostfield
Joseph Pearlberg
Laura Lee Pomerleau
Douglas H. Powell, Jr.
Marietta Angela Ries
Barbara Jean Robinson
Ernest Lancelot Rosato
Deborah Anne Russell-Brown
Alan Howard Scheiner
Jamie Ann Schler
Mark C. Schneyer
Nancy M. Schwab
Katia Anna Segre
Neil Bryan Sherman
Pimol Srivikorn
Sophia Georgia Stavru
David Jonathon Steerman
Jay James Strain
Marc Diedrich Stuart
David C. Teplitzky
David M. Terné
Joel E. Tocker
Carole Willis Tonkinson
Joseph Michael Torsella
Joseph Alexander Tranfo
Arlette Denise Travis
Alessandro Gaudenzi Vaccarino
John Robert Varholy
Stephen Edward Vedro
Sandra Grace-Ann Verley
Carmela Gatchalian Vilar
David Christopher Vitali
Lynette Catherine Webb
Lisa Marta Weinsoff
Christopher Charles West
James Patrick West
Abigail Pepper Williams
Preston Harvey Yang
Siu-Long Yao
Kenny Yuen
José Miguel Zapatero

*odd: Rebecca Louise Wall

†As final action cannot always be taken by the time the program is printed, these lists of candidates are tentative only, the University reserving the right to withdraw or add names.
BACHELOR OF ARTS—Continued

Sami Salman Abbasi
Brendan D. Ahearn
Brian E. Ahearn
Donald Leo Ambrose, Jr.
Mara Cecilia Bacsujlaky
Thomas Albert Bartley
Jay-Michael Baslow
Anthony Joseph Belfiglio, Jr.
Jonathan Daniel Boniuk
Alain Paul Robert Branchey
Darrell John Briggs
Joyce Karen Brunt
Tracy Ann Causey
Jeffrey Ogden Channin
Veronique Helène Choa
Kimberly Pace Cooke
Matthew Bruce Cox
Gerald Richard Curran
Jacque Yvette Curtis
Laura Margaret Dahl
Thomas Kerr Davies
Laurence John Doering
Steven T. Doherty
Michael Scott Edelman
Sarah Allyn Edick
Aurèle Marthe Emery
Elizabeth Abbot Emery
Martin Ray Evans
Katharine Murdoch Feehan
Emily Theresa Finnegan
Susan M. Fitzgerald
Ellen Flax
Joseph Kennard Fletcher III
Paul Milan Foster Jr.
Thomas Dunworth Frayne
Steven Bruce Freilich
Scott Franklin Gelman
Anthony Giaquinto
Jennifer Lee Gilbert

Peter Frederick Giorgi
Jill Gordon
Peter Michael Gordon
Samantha Elizabeth Haidt
John Douglas Hancock
Maura Eva Hatvany
Stephanie E. V. Hirschman
Herbert Lindsey Humphrey
Andrew James Hunsicker
Genevieve Rush Innes
Elyssa Beth Kane
Bella I. Karakis
Eva Sophia Karcelsen
Svitlana Kochman
Elizabeth Megan Koussis
Stephen Christopher Kunkle
Sara Carolyn Lang
Dian C. Lau
Joyce Ellen Lev
Nancy Ilene Levy
Benjamin Field Liston
Cheryl Ann Lowitzer
Winifred Marvel Mabley
Wendy Jane Machaver
Erlinda Sison Marcelo
Donald Roderick Marks
Agustin Robert Matson
Michael Stacey McGarry
James Ken McIntyre
Elizabeth Anne Mckoy
Douglas Nathan Meyer
Robert G. Millar III
Judith A. Mohc
Kristian Muench
Mary Elizabeth O’Brien
Susan M. Och
Gregory Michael O’Connor
Curt Peter Olbricht
Francine Simone Palmer
Lina Pekler

Addition:

Bridget Louise Durnell

December 22, 1986

Jon Aboitiz
Abigail Eleanor Abrash
Rudy Ackermann
Gregory Scott Adams
Nancy Judith Aden
Deborah Sue Adler
Frances Ilena Adler
Greg I. Adler
Osman Yusuf Akiman
Felipe Coutinho Albuquerque
John C. T. Alexander
David Wilford Allen, Jr.
William Arthur Allison
Steven Bradley Alloy
Kenneth David Alpart
Kyle Meridith Alperry
Shelley J. Alperry
Mitchell Adam Altschuler

Todd Jason Pitock
Gregory Nicholas Praha
Jose Antonio Ramos
Russell Christopher Raphealy
James Taxin Ratner
Mira Arvanti Rentmeester
Jeffrey Alan Richards
Elizabeth Carol Roberts
Shellie D. Rosan
Richard Gregg Rosenberg
Michelle F. Rotbired
Hyla Gail Sabesin
Jeffrey Andrew Salamon
Mark Sard
Jacqueline Anne Sartoris
Eric Satlow
Jacqueline Hope Schuman
Elizabeth L. Shaw
Deborah Elaine Shelton
Daniel Shuchman
Gregory J. Smith
Scott Richard Snyder
Robert Lee Sohn
Simona Sokol
Miriam Ruth Stickler
Lynn Tarte
Thomas Bradley Terhune
Daria Louise Teutonico
Suthee Thomasathit
Cecelia Amy Toth
Josephine Ann Tropp
Michael Charles Gugu Tyszkiezwick
Kim Lauren Ungar
Andrew Lawrence Vick
Troy Leland Vincent
Richard V. Wade
Mariana Stabler Webb
Daniel Herman Weiss
Steven Marc Wilker
Jan Yeu-Jin Yeh
Meriam R. Zandi

Addition:

Andrea Amiel
Viji Anantharaman
Mazen Anbari
Paul Erik Anderson
Katharine Mary Andres
Peter Angelo Angelides
Daniel Joseph Apel
Helen Apostolou
Michael Ira Appel
Keith Andrew Aqua
Jorge Enrique Arana Frau
Douglas Andrew Arbittier
Philip D. Arndt
Christopher Colver Arnold
Julie Robin Arrou
James Wilson Arthur
Cynthia Michelle Avella
Scott M. Avidon

Samuel Hinton Avrett
Susan Jayne Baer
Attiya Mahmood Baig
Jordan I. Bailowitz
Edward Howard Balderstone
James Blaker Baldinger
Gregory Sevag Ballan
Susan Maria Balogh
Yoel H. Balter
Susan Kay Bard
Fletcher Hines Bardsley
Leonce LeBlanc Bargeron
Julie P. Barnett
Deborah Anne Barrett
Robyn Marie Barsky
Tracy Eve Bartick
Laura Nadine Bass
Shari Beth Bassier

May 18, 1987
BACHELOR OF ARTS - Continued

Daniel Richard Bernard Battaglia
Fred Douglas Bauer
Alana Gay Baum
Barry Alan Bear
Lynn Frances Beaubaire
Joshua Aaron Beckman
Heidi Jill Bedol
William Garrett Beeson
Lewis W. Bellin
Larissa Syma Belasco
Arif Belgaumi
Douglas Michael Belgrad
Steven Craig Benjamin
Matthew L. Bennett
Margaret Elizabeth Benson-Gyulai
Sherrin Lynn Benson
Meryl Debra Benyunes
Jennifer Margot Berenson
Randi Berger
Julie Lynn Bergman
Ivan Bergstein
Jodi Bergstein
Donna Mary Berk
Claire Schneider Berkowitz
Joel Barry Berkowitz
Howard R. Berlin, Jr.
Anne Sara Berman
Beth Ann Berman
Beth Helene Berman
Jamie Lynn Berndt
Barbara Ann Bereski
Lisa Ann Berzanski
Lisa Anne Bessette
Michael Stucky Betts
Theresa Elizabeth Bickel
Alfreda Frances Bikowsky
Laurie Blach
Douglas Carter Blackwell
Elizabeth Dicus Blackwell
Janet Nesbitt Blair
Michael Scott Blake
Jacqueline Grace Bode
Alicia Anne Boellner
Richard Saul Bolnick
Donald Matthew Bonk
Thomas D. Bonner
Toby Eleanor Book
Stephen C. Borgese
Michael Jason Borodkin
Leslie Bennett Borow
Amy Theresa Boyer
Kate Cottrell Bradford
Andrew William Bradley
Francisco Jose Branco
Jeffrey Alan Brandon
Janice Braverman
Ira Daniel Brete
Kellie Elizabeth Brennan
Jeffrey S. Brenner
Paul Andrew Scott Breslin
David M. Brickman
Julian Edward Brightman
Suzanne Amy Bring
Nancy Elizabeth Brisbon
George E. Brockman
F. Clinton Broden
Susan Diann Brodie
Michael John Brody
Perry Devone Bromwell
Alfred Laurence Brophy
Judith Brous
Stacy Lynne Brodie
Alfred Anthony Brown
Heather Hill Brown
Loren Marie Brown
Randi Jill Brown
Stephen A. Brown
Murray Philip Brozinsky
Patricia Sheena Brunen
Hayley S. Bryant
Marc Joseph Auguste Buchheit
Juliet Frances Buck
Sarah Margaret Buckley
Jeffrey David Bukowski
Catherine Angela Buletza
Alden Prescott Bumstead
Elizabeth M. Bunting
Stephen Anthony Buonato
Bradley Charles Burde
Alexandra Gordon Burdick
John Joseph Burnham
Paula Marie Burns
Amy Meredith Busch
Paul David Bussard
Karen Ann Bussel
Donald Alton Bux, Jr.
Alexander Campos
Stephen George Cannata
Howard Michael Cantor
Amy Beth Caplan
Ann Marie Capritto
James C. Cardona
Irwin Panganiban Cariaga
Michele Marie Carlin
Michael D. Carminati
David Matthew Carter
James Otis Carter
Thomas Cassidy
David John Casso
Anthony Peter Castellani
Thomas Joseph Centi, Jr.
Helga M. Cepeda
Margaret Ceres
Marc Francis Cesare
Robert M. Cestari
Nelson J. Chai
Thomas Donovan Chalmann
Paula Frances Champa
Antonio Wong Chan
Min Chang
Jennifer Susan Chapman
Gregory Alan Charles
Lyndon Joseph Charles
Lisa Eileen Chasan
Bernice W. Chen
David Ting Chen
Hal Chernoff
John Walter Cherry
Natalie Kim Cheotin
Lloyd Winslow Cheu
Jane Cheung
Carol Patricia Chin
Daisy Chin
Darin James Chin
Clara H. Cho
Suk-Tak Cho
Alexia Persephone Choruros
Hsuan-Chin Chou
Adam Chu
Patricia Ellen Chu
Jane Geen Chung
Man Wing Chung
Michael G. Chung
Thomas Kee Chung
Kris William Chvalat
Betty Lucy Ciacchi
Raffaele Cimmino
Janet CIMORELLI
Greg Bernard Cinski
Irene Ann Cirolla
Ethan Daniel Civan
April Lynn Claytor
Yolanda Yvette Clemons
Carolyn Laurine Cocke
Abbe Fabe Cohen
Bruce Andrew Cohen
Caryn Laura Cohen
Daniel Jay Cohen
Douglas Stuart Cohen
Karen Susanna Cohen
Melissa Cohen
Richard Alan Cohen
Stephen David Cohen
Lori Kay Cohn
Matthew Arlen Cole
Daniel Clem Collins
Joshua Lynne Collins
Neal Nathan Colodner
Mary Beth K. Connolly
Katherine Wilson Constan
Eileen Ruth Conition
David Matthew Conway
Rosalind L. Cook
Jamie Lynn Cooper
Craig Michael Cooper-smith
Lenie Hilary Copeland
Emily Lockwood Corse
Jaime Cortez
David Cota
Jennifer Julie Cowitz
William J. Cox, Jr.
Christopher David Crafton
Elizabeth Edna Crane
Colette Elizabeth Creameer
Debra Lyn Crider
Raquel Z. Cuba-Lara
Julie Anne Curhan
Tobey Marie Daluz
Barbara Humne Dane
Henry Anthony D'Angelo Junior
Richard Ezra Danoff
Samuel Alberto Dandou
Amy Dantonio
Michele Adeline Dauber

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Continued

Carol Nadine Davis
Matthew J. Davis
Réinena Lynn Davis
Andrew Douglas Day
Andrea Faith Deckel
Ruth Leonora Decker
John Thomas Deering
Robin Jackson Peter Deleón
Frederic White-Brown Deleyiannis
Anthony F. Del Vicario
Nicholas Charles Denko
Christina Mary Deoudes
Martha Allison Detmer
Stephanie Lisa Deutsch
Alison Sloane Diamond
Andrew Ward Diamond
Rebecca Ellen Diamond
Shifra Naomi Diamond
Jose E. Diaz
John Walter Dies, Jr.
Joshua Lee Ditelberg
Ashley Rae Dobbs
Elizabeth Anne Doherty
Jeffrey Stuart Dome
Deborah Domsky
Elliot Neal Dorfman
Adam Matthew Dowling
Christopher Joseph Downey
Christine Gerarde Doyle
Eileen Mary Gildea Doyle
Lisa Merrill Drucker
Pamela Rose Drullinsky
Brian Drury
Deborah Carol Dubin
Eric Steven Dubiner
Jan Hudson Dunfalo
Edward Eugene Dunn
Patrick John Dunn
Amy Byrne Dunnington
Beth Hope Dunoff
Stephen Gregory Duranti
Michael Anthony Eckels
Penny Mae Eckert
Kimberly Dale Edelman
Michael James Edelman
Evans Eduard
Patrick C. Egan
Leslie Rose Egnuss
Daniel Robert Eigo
Ronald L. Eisenman
Caroline Leslie Eisner
Emily Jane Elder
Samuel J. Elias
Gregory Fleet Elin
Vanessa Reeve Elliot
Susan Elizabeth Ellison
Christopher Clark Elzey
Mabel Eng
Caroline Sue Epstein
Neil Andrew Epstein
Sandra Bea Epstein
John E. Eriksson
Laura Ellen Ertel
Brian William Esler I

Jim Edward Espaillat
Lisa Aina Eyles
Glenn Kenneth Faegenburg
Steve Robert Fallek
Carrie Lee Farmer
Poly Dane Farnum
Cheryl Lynn Federico
Richard Alan Fein
Darcy Elise Feingold
Mitchell J. Feinman
Alison Rachael Feldman
David Bruce Felker
Mindy Jo Feller
Pamela Ann Fendrock
Randall Steven Fenster
Adriana Fernandez
David Glenn Fernandez
Sebastian Ferrer
Laura Jean Ferris
Sharon Lisa Figelman
Sarah H. Figlio
Dalton Kenneth Fine
David Todd Finkelstein
Sharon A. Finkelstein
Cynthia Muriel Finn
Joan Marie Finn
Kathleen Mary Finn
Eileen Regina Finnegan
B. Elon Fischer
John Edward Fischer, Jr.
Lisa Rae Fishbone
Susan Carol Fisher
Robert Kirkwood Fits
Melissa A. Fitzgerald
David Michael Fleece
David Alan Fleissig
Jane Ellen Fliegel
Debra Claire Fliegelman
John Eric Flobeck
Rachel Ellen Flom
Patricia Irene Flores
Thomas William Flynn
Steven Mark Fogelman
Robyn Jane Fortsch
Mark Robert Fragra
David Philip Frank
Lisa Adele Frank
Michael David Frankenfield
Thomas Peter Benedict Frater
Rhonda Denise Frederick
Michael Charles Freedman
Lisa A. Freeman
Meira Louise Freeman
Jill Marie Friedman
Yvette B. Frohner
David Morgan Frost
Caroline Ruth Fryd-Schechter
Gillian Elizabeth Frye
Eric J. Furda
Robin N. Furth
Stephen James Galizio
William James Gallagher III
Enrique Jose Gallo
Swarupa Ganguli

Laura Beth Garber
Michael Charles Gardner
Julie Lynn Garrett
Elizabeth Anne Gaudet
Wayne Bradley Gehlman
Jeffrey Jared Gernert
Sharon Deborah Gertzman
Pauline Gianopulos
Steven Scott Giegerich
Elizabeth Ginsberg
Nancy Lisa Ginsburg
Karen Marie Girard
Linda Maria Giuliani
Karen Gladstone
Michael John Glanzberg
Steve Lewis Glazer
James P. Godman
Nina Aviva Gold
Dara Beth Goldberg
Noah Goldberg
Ronald Scott Goldberg
Jeffrey Herman Goldenberg
Bruce Harris Goldfarb
Miriame Fay Goldfine
Amy Heather Goldin
Eric Scott Goldman
Jessica Goldman
Michelle Joanne Goldman
Iris Goldschmidt
Daniel Marc Goldstein
Douglas Charles Goldstein
Julie Michelle Goldstein
Lauren Sue Goldstein
Ricardo A. Gonzalez
Michael David Good
Beth Whitney Goodman
Charles Philip Goodman
Robin Joy Goodman
Stephanie Hope Goodman
Bryant Clark Goodridge
Adam S. Gordon
Daniel Joseph Gordon
Jeffrey Alan Gordon
Michael Lawrence Gordon
Steven Adam Gordon
Tracy Lee Gordon
Kenneth Mark Gorengren
James Stephen Gorman
Kunaal Goyal
Glenclay Gail Grace
Lisa Louise Gragg
John Scott Graham
Sonya Lynn Gray
Thomas J. Gray
Thomas More Green
Peggy Beth Greenfield
David A. Greenhouse
David Scott Greenstein
Gary Richard Greenstein
Michele Yolanda Griffith
Amy Melissa Grossman
Evangelina Grover
Gideon Yehuda Grunfield
Erik Paul Guentner
Terry Jo Gushner
BACHELOR OF ARTS — Continued

Blaze Robert Gusic
Gloria Sung Yun Ha
Elizabeth Ann Hadad
Marcy Karen Hahn
Maureen K. Hahn
Julia Elizabeth Haimowitz
Joseph Rickard Halprin
Matthew S. Han
Katherine Anne Hanak
Lisa Whitney Hanzel
Mami Patricia Hara
Julie Ellen Harris
Marquita Harris
Thomas Andrew Harris
Andrew Joseph Harrison
Spencer Harris Hart
Stephan Allan Hartman
Carol Haskell
Craig Stuart Haskell
Harriet Caroline Clause Hassler
Efthimios Hatzis
Linda Ann Hawn
Caitlin Marie Hawke
Laurie Hayden
Joseph G. Hayes, Jr.
Margaret Mary Haykal
William Aloysius Healy III
Julia Lynn Hecht
Rona Lynn Heifetz
Joseph William Heller
Edith L. Helman
Mark William Helwig
Andrew Jay Herman
Daniel Adam Herman
David Michael Herman
Donna M. Herman
Arnold Herz
Fiona René Heyman
Michael Kevin Heyse
Catherine Findlay Hicks
Eloisa Lourdes Hidalgo
Luis G. Hidalgo Ramirez De Arellano
David Louis Hildebrand
Julie Lynn Hinds
Lawrence James Hirschl
Nancy Ellen Hock
Joel Colin Hodes
Marc Stuart Hoffman
Matthew Kendall Hoffman
Elizabeth Ann Hoheb
David Randolph Holder
Julie Anne Holland
Tonya Renee Hopkins
Christina Elizabeth Hopper
Paul Aron Horenstein
Edwin Christian Horne
Daniel Owen Horowitza
Tina Ann Horowitz
Lisbeth Anne Horvath
David Allan Hotchkiss
Carol Ann Hottenrott
Shirley Brenda Hsieh
Li-Min Jimmy Hu
Sue Hu
Jeanne Yih-Mei Huang
Thomas P. Huber
Julie Un Joo Huh
Margaret Emma Huie
Jon Meade Huntsman, Jr.
Alaine Stacy Hutson
Michael Adam Hyman
Christopher John Iannuccilli
Alvin K. Ikeda
Richard William Inskeep
Jennifer Marie Inz
Christopher George Istrati
Andrew Paul Jackson
Genevieve Jacobi
Karen Ann Jacobs
Michael Evan Jacoby
Sapna Jaiswal
Denise Jean Jameson
Sophie Maude Janney
Janet Lee Janssen
Stacy Lynn Jarett
Aubrie C. Jarrell
Claire Jesinkey
Jennifer Hyacinth John
Adele Joy Jones
John James Jordan III
Natalie E. Joseph
Richard John Juergens
Joshua Jethro Just
Cheryl Kabalkin
Marlene Toby Kagen
Tamara Sara Kaiser
Michael Andrew Kalata
Michelle Denise Kaleta
Nancy Ellen Kalos
Suresh Gopalakrishna Kamath
Deborah Nadine Kaminer
Daniel Nathan Kane
Lenore Jane Kantor
Andrea Kaplan
Deanna Zane Kaplan
Kenneth Allen Kaplan
Sally Ann Kaplan
Nancy Kardon
Ann-Marie Elizabeth Karig
Elaine Miriam Karten
Barton Lewis Kartoz
Neil Richard Katz
Susan G. Kaufman
Anjali Kawatra
Rita Josepbine Keahon
John William Keener
Patricia A. Kefalides
John Masters Keightley
Patricia Lee Kennedy
Kathleen Marie Kern
Lisa Ann Kerr
Daniel Matthew Kerrane, Jr.
Karen Jacinta Key
Nematollah Keyhani
Victor Khacie
Eric William Kihlstrom
Seth David Kilbourn
Chun Ku Kim
David S. Kim
Elizabeth Lee King
Rachel Sarah King
Patricia Kelly Kirlin
Bruce Eric Kirsten
Michael Steven Kirwin
Roberto Antonio Kison
Irene Phyllis Klaiman
Naomi Lynn Klaiman
Anne Catherine Klein
Gary A. Klein
Staci Beth Klein
Stephen Andrew Klein
James Andrew Kleepr
Cheryl Anne Kilgerman
Ralph Gernot Klingmann
Allison Dale Kluger
Matthew Jay Knauer
Michael Stewart Knopf
Carol Karline Knutson
Mary Lisa Kochik
Colleen Ann Koeppel
Jeffrey Paul Koffman
Kenneth Eliot Koffman
Julie Ellen Kohn
Karim Salme Koorsits
Ruth Margo Kopelman
Karen Beth Korn
Wendy Jill Korn
Ellen M. Korstvedt
Kaliope Kostas
James Robert Köster
Spyros Koutsouris
Jacqueline A. Kraemer
Cheryl Leslie Kramer
Mindy Beth Kramer
Neil Stuart Krantz
Barbara Anne Janet Kristman
Julie Beth Krivy
Lisa Jill Krutzell
Steven C. Kuller
Griffith Allen Kundahl
David Jeffrey Kurtz
Lisa Marie Kuzma
Jennifer Lynne Kwiat
Jeffrey Daniel Kwit
Dean Ladick
Patricia Lynn Labistain
Nancy S. Lalín
Eric William Lammers
Leanna Marie Lamola
Jason Mycko LaMountain
Jeffrey Robert Land
Juanita Dare Lane
Wayne Langburt
Tracie Lee Lanter
Eric G. Lasker
Nathaniel Carlton Law
Robert Bruce Lebeau
Jonathan Alan Lebowitz
Pu-Chin C. Lee
Sang II Lee
Adam Franklin Leff
Bruce Andrew Lefkowitz
William Lehr
Marie Elaine Lemkuhler

Addition:
Nathaniel Carlton Law

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
BACHELOR OF ARTS — Continued

Roberta Ann Lensky
Lisa Ellyn Lentnek
Leah Devra Lesch
Dana J. Lesemann
Tami Rose Lesser
Kathleen Ann Letizia
Ellen Stephanie Leung
Eric Jan Levin
Susan Miriam Levin
Beth Ellen Levine
Madelyn Sue Levine
Rhonda Beth Levine
Roslyn Elisabeth Levine
Seth Mitchell Levine
Valerie Susan Levitt
Angela Brooke Levy
Daniel Ehud Levy Nessim
Elizabeth Joan Levy-Martinez
Warren Gary Lichtenstein
James Matthew Lichtman
Eric Andrew Lidman
Alexis Sloan Lieberman
Frederick Victor Lief
Curtis Graham Lightburn
Joseph Y. Lin
Charis Lindroth
Harold Eugene Lindsey
Staci Patrice Lipcon
Elise Lipoff
David Eric Liss
Franklin Roy Liss
Sheralyn Listgarten
Lisa Caren Litt
Dorothy Pai-Li Liu
Dorothy Lipoff
Vivian Min-Hwa Liu
Andrea Maureen Lockett
Sara Muriel Lomax
Ilana Miriam Long
Jonathan Mark Long
Jackson Loo
Joshua Lott
Denise Marie Louttit
Jane Maureen Love
Gary Benjamin Lowitt
David Paul Lucci
Michael Gene Lucci, Jr.
Jodi Ian Luchs
Wendy Michele Ludwig
Sheryl Beth Lundy
Jennifer Ann Lyke
John Patrick Lynch
Glenn Joseph MacDonald
John Vincent Macauka
Andrew Duncan MacKenzie
Felicia Joy Madison
Josephine Ann Magliocco
Robert Max Mahlowitz
Lisa Jean Maisels
Toni Mahtab Malek
Lisa S. Malik
Joseph M. Manko, Jr.
Kevin Michael Maquilting
Karen Louise Marcus
Judith Robyn Margolin

Jennifer Ellen Margolis
Roy Andrew Markell
Amy Grace Markowitz
Michael S. Markowitz
Jane Van Rensselaer Marsh
Eric James Marshall
Judith Marie Martin
Jason Noah Masch
James Anthony Mason
Susan Chana Mattisinko
Michael Xavier Mattone
Scott George Mattox
Francois-Thor Mazur
William Henninger McBeath, Jr.
Richard James McCloskey
Bruce D. McConnell
John Thomas McCourt III
Elizabeth Ann McFall
William Francis McGovern II
Daniel Lloyd McGowan
Joseph Brooks McGuire
Carole Ann McGurk
Carole Ann McIntosh
Craig D. McJunkin
Meredith Sheena McLaughlin
Erin Stuart McNamara
Ronald Gregory McNeil
Kenneth T. McQuade, Jr.
Karen Marie McSorley
S. Marc Mechem
Susannah Burdorff Meek
Daniel Patrick Mehan
Lisa Fran Mellow
Stacey Jo Metzler
Jeffrey Allen Metcalf
Robert Henry Meyn, Jr.
Holly Ann Middleton
Matthew D. Millan
Daniel Mayer Miller
Debra Sue Miller
Ellen Athena Miller
Ronald David Miller
Shannon Denise Miller
Siân Elizabeth Mills
Rory Franco Miranda
Polly Jane Mirsky
Carol Lynne Moheben
Cheryl S. Moliken
John Patrick Matthew Monaghan
Mark Alex Monheit
Benjamin Dorr Montag
Melanie Michelle Montemayor
Marcia Howland Moor
Glen Allen Moore
James Biddle Moran
Shaun Michael Moran
Scott MacKay Morcott
Richard Conrad Moreau
William Joseph Moriarty III
Jennifer Anne Morrissey
Luisa Zelide Moskowitz
Rodney Jay Moskowitz
Christina Wright Moxham
John Francis Mullen
Jeffrey Denis Murphy

Paul Francis Murphy
Robin Ann Murphy
E. Tiffany Murray
Lisa Myers
David Young Na
Nader J. Naini
Grace Namkoong
Cynthia Gerda Napoleano
Michelle Susan Nassau
M. Alan Natkin
Paul Stevan Needelman
William J. Needle
Joshua P. Needelman
Jeffrey A. Nemetsky
Tina Maria Nenoff
Lisa Ann Newman
Elizabeth Wells Newsom
Angela Marie Newsome
Danielle Mary Nicholson
Lisa Joan Nicolletti
Karol Lynn Nielsen
Mia Nishi
Imre Noth
Charles N. Nousass
Rodney Vincent Nutt
Suzanne Evelyn O'Brien
Tamar Leila Offer
Jan Ohye
Liberty Adriana Okulski
Carolyn Sue Older
Mark Andrew Olowacz
Bryan James O'Neill
Richard Dean Oneslager, Jr.
David Eliot Oppenheimer
Marc L. Ostfield
Elizabeth Sherrerd Page
Yun Sook Pak
Stuart Jay Pancer
Elizabeth Mina Panopoulos
James Jude Panzini
Christine Anne Parini
Rebecca Susan Park
Ian LaClair Parker
Bari Lisa Parness
Lynn Elizabeth Parseghian
Michele L. Passaro
Robert Wendell Paster
Michael Joseph Patrick
Michelle Marie Payne
Anne Palmer Peachey
Sheryl Beth Pearlman
Christopher Robert Pechock
Justina Lee Pederson
David Mack Pedley
Jay Bernard Pekala
Allan Edward Pelovich
Adam Judd Pelzman
Salvador Ernesto Peña-Figueroa
Thomas Brooke Pennell
David Fredrick Penson
Lauren Elizabeth Pera
Wanda Ivette Pérez
Paola Peroni
Athena Pervanis
Daniel A. Petronella

Addition:

Barbara Leigh Miller
Continued

BACHELOR OF ARTS —

Alessandro Pezzati
Gary Martin Phillips
Elizabeth Michelle Picot
Christopher Scott Piddington
David Michael Pinzer
Helene Plon
Robert Alan Plotka
Philip Adelmo Pollice
Jill M. Pois
Gary Martin Phillips
Elizabeth Michelle Picot
Christopher Scott Piddington
David Michael Pinzer
Helene Plon
Robert Alan Plotka
Philip Adelmo Pollice
Jill M. Pollock
Kathleen Joyce Polscer
Ihor N. Ponomarenko
Donna Pontrello
Jill Ann Posternack
Cheryl-Ann Power
Daniel Zvi Press
Alexandra Gerhard Price
Julie Price
Deborah Ellen Pruner
Christine A. Provost
Maria F. G. Puma
Terese Querubin
Kenneth Barry Rader
Elizabeth A. Radin
Pedro Alberto Ramos
Karín Elizabeth Ramsden
Cynthia A. Rankin
Fred Feil Rapaport
Lynne Anne Raughley
John Robert Ray
Suzanne Travis Reaske
Evelyn Joyce Recientes
Elizabeth Abigail Reed
Elizabeth Ann Rehfeld
Robynlee Reichard
Suzanne Mary Reichley
Gail Ann Reichstein
Karen Sue Reinke
Jeffrey Mark Reisman
Toni Irene Reiss
Carl Einar Reitz-Johansen
Jennifer Rebecca Reivich
Joseph Gerard Rella
David Jose Remigio
Richard F. Resnick
Charlotte Anne Rhee
Adrian Nathaniel Richards
Kimberly Richards
Kwema Jacinta Rigsby
Marc Alexander Rivin
Andrew Osborn Robb
Anne Rebecca Robertson
Karen Grace Rodgers
Ana Maria Rodriguez Torres
Susan Kay Rogers
Victor Roma
Natalie Darrow Rood
Diana Beth Roscow
Beth Lynn Rose
Hoke Maxwell Rose
Gary Michael Rosen
Sally Rebecca Rosen
Gregory Stephen Rosenberg
Joanne S. Rosenberg
Joshua Lewis Rosenberg
Lee Marcy Rosenberg
Aileen Robyn Schwartz
Eric Brian Schwartz
Gail Faith Schwartz
Thomas Nathaniel Schwartzman
Susan Ruth Schwendener
Yvette Elise Scola
Ilias Alexis Scoticotinis
David Adam Scott
Robert Walter Scott
Sophia Monica Scott
Stephanie Diane Scott
Maria Scungio
Steven George Searle
Elise Michelle Seidman
Blair Cameron Selber
Acryn Maureen Leigh Selzter
Paul Edgar Settles
Lisa M. Shaine
David Richard Shanan
Carolyn Beth Shapiro
Marc Steven Shapiro
Neil Marc Shapiro
William Ashton Sharp
Maria Ivanva Shchuka
Gregory S. Shearson
Diana Beth Shencer
Daniel G. Sherick
Kerry Elizabeth Sherin
Susanne Victoria Sherlip
Meredith Lee Sherman
Anil Shimitza
John P. Shapiro
Nathan Ira S pretty
Ellen D. Shulman
Alan Marc Shusterman
Tejibir Singh Sidhu
Shari Ellen Siegel
Jodi Lynn Siff
Michele Beth Silverman
Scott Bernard Silverstein
Allison Beth Silver
Kenneth Lawrence Silver
Deborah R. Silverman
Hillary Sue Silverman
Michael Ward Silverman
Jeffrey E. Silverstein
Daniel Walter Simcox
Mark Anthony Simko
Eileen Stephanie Simon
Jonathan Harvey Simon
Robert Francis Simonof
Rachel Susan Simons
Patricia Elizabeth Sindel
Rajesh Singal
Lauri Robin Sklar
Monique Helene Skrzyn
John Wallace Skurchak III
Daniel Herbert Slater
Stephen Brian Sloan
Elise Robin Slosberg
Jami Michele Small
Linda Elaine Small
Deidre Heloisa Smith
Katherine Ludlow Smith
Marva Alisha Smith

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The students' transcript is the official record of the University.
Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
THE COLLEGE OF GENERAL STUDIES
OF THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 8, 1986

Joanne Webb Burne
Ethel Olmsted Hansen
Mary Karivalis

Kimberley S. Miklau
Richard David Pomerantz III
Anna Marie E. Romani

Patricia Thompson
Carol Eileen Vassian
Charlotte Dorothy Kimmel Wilkins

December 22, 1986

Michael J. Donahue

Carla Diana Harris
Martin Thomas King

Richard Alden Loosli

May 18, 1987

Philomena Ann Baylor
Linda Ann Belsky
Barbara Brodo
William Henry Bunten
Teresa M. Burke
Tanya M. Carey
Lori Ellen Cole
Cherylle Christine Corpuz
Louise R. Detweiler

Henry Dirk Duarte III
April Firstencel
Margaret J. Golden
Jennifer Lynn Haltzman
Stephen William Hastings-King
Amelia-Nell Isaminger
Michael Matthew Januszeski
Carmen B. Kunyczka
Jane E. Large

Edward Stevens Levis
Kirsten Ann MacLeod
Fernanda D. Milling
Elizabeth Newbold Moffly
Chie Morikawa
Lucille Richardson
Elizabeth A. Sheridan
Harrison William Taylor
Alan R. Zinkin

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

December 22, 1986

Robert Alan Minnick

Mitsuko Nakamura

May 18, 1987

Shawna Marie Colebrooke

Marcia X. Kocot Hatten
Mary Nomecos Jones

Kurtis Long

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Assistance in Arts

August 8, 1986

Ethel M. Cooley

December 22, 1986

Diane E. Cairns

Brian L. DuBois

May 18, 1987

Delmar S. Brooks

Catherine G. D'Imperio

Ardella H. Simmons

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.

The School of Engineering and Applied Science

Joseph Bordogna, Dean

Bachelor of Applied Science

August 8, 1986

Nicetas A. Apolinario

Ann Yuk-Lin Ma

Brian Edward Mann

Richard Raymond Nijkerk

December 22, 1986

Thomas Kerr Davies

Lynn Tarte

Miro S. Parizek

May 18, 1987

Marcia Lynn Berger

Alfred Tak-Kong Lee

Renee Rosenbaum

Mark Lawrence Blitzer

Mark Simon Levy

Susan Louise Santo

Charles H. Buchholtz

Eugene Mark Mannheimer

Robin Seidenstein

William Raymond Bushnell

Elizabeth I. Mueller

Omer Farooq Sheikh

Stephen Michael Campe

Mark Andrew Olowacz

Faith Joy Smith

Valerie Cerra

Amelia Clare Regan

Marc A. Spungin

Alan Frost

Lori B. Riker

Darrell Gregory Van Ligten

Dulce Maria Fuentes

Allie Preston Rogers, Jr.

Laura Ellen Wilker

Ann Paula Katz

Haddon Ethan Zia
Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.

**BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE**
*(COMPUTER SCIENCE)*

May 18, 1987

Paul Erik Anderson
Alex Teh-mou Chun
Terrance Sheldon Jackson

Richard Adam Levitan
Kenneth Lawrence Mayer
Robin Suzanne Poston
Howard Lawrence Romanow
Daniel Eric Wollman

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING**
*(BIOENGINEERING)*

August 8, 1986

Lorraine Elizabeth Annar

Paula Margie Smith
Maureen Ann Williams

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING**
*(CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)*

December 22, 1986

Henry Yong-Heng Chow

May 18, 1987

Alan Scott Barbell
Paul David Bianco
John Raymond Buck
David Lee Chalnick
Gene Chang
Denise Marie Corello
Gregory Alan Cost

Mark Joseph Filiaggi
Leda Christina Hewka
Alden Ben Levy
Mario Mikowski
Deborah Rose Natale
Raymond Pitetti
Eric Alan Richard

Howard Antony Riina
David Alexander Roberts
Michael Jay Rosenfeld
Anne Elizabeth Scherrerr
Murat Halit Sor
Patricia P. Thomson
Lisa Lynn Yost

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING**
*(CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)*

December 22, 1986

Kamesh G. Venugopal

May 18, 1987

Christopher Carss Arnold
Geoffrey Andrew Baker
Steven Craig Benjamin
Michelle Lynn Difilippantonio
Alan Jay Falk
Debra Sue Feldman
Cheryl Denise Freeman
Paul Allen Hart III
Sanche Olivia Huang

John Carter Kellow
Dennis Sookhate Kongsiri
Soumen Atis Lahiri
Chi Ming Lee
David Howard Levy
Thomas Vincent MacVittie
Paul Francis McKenzie
Jeffrey Michael McKeon

Anthony Joseph Meehan, Jr.
Kimberly D. Morgan
Donald Peter Orloski
Carol Marie Radwanski
Carolyn Jean Tabak
Robert William Thomson, Jr.
William Kendrick Wang
Michael David Ward
Peter Chang-Chung Wu
Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING  
(CIVIL ENGINEERING)

December 22, 1986
Chao-Liang D. Lim

May 18, 1987
Jacqueline Grace Bode
Zachrey T. Colburn

Jeanne Marie Seksinsky
Cissy Szeto

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING  
(COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING)

August 8, 1986
John Maclean Boller
Chilton Lyons Cabot

David J. Carballal
Brian Cunnie
Stephen Gerard Edwards

December 22, 1986
William Lower Bast

Erik Bradley Halverson
Seth Norman Kulick

Edward Charles Yale

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING  
(ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)

August 8, 1986
Donald Dominic Arnone

Lawrence Mitchell Bernard Linick

December 22, 1986
Richard E. Hughes

Leonard Jay Rosenthal

Steven Eric Litt
Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.

Bachelor of Science in Engineering — Continued

May 18, 1987

Philip Peter Adams
Christopher Robert Albani
Eric Albert Armour
Bruce N. Ashby
James Basso
Jeffrey Allen Beatty
Jeffrey Scott Berenbaum
Eric Berkowitz
Bruce Gordon Bernstein
Scott Russell Boalick
Lionel Joseph Boisvert
Eric Robert Borman
Vincentius B. Budihartono
Nicole A. Collins
Thomas Lukens Courtney
John Charles Cowles, Jr.
Daniel Thomas Davis
C. Garr Di Salvo
William Bryan Donahue

Hussain Elalaoui-Talibi
Winston Tsung-Huang Fan
Diana Fayngersh
John C. K. Foo
Richard David Forman
Fred Fox
Eric Joachim Gerds
Paul Frederick Hahn
George T. Hou
Joel Anthony Hylen
Jan Jackrel
Gary Daniel Kain
Tae Sun Kim
Gregory Lee Kreider
John Vincent Kumpf
Duhee Lee
James R. Ohannes
Lee Sanghoon
John Joseph Leonard

Winston H. C. Leung
Chin Hin Low
Gerald Vincent Mankani
Sanjay S. Mankani
Cynthia Nadine Poss
Kenneth Christopher Rattray
Glen Francis Riepl
James Andrew Sailer
John Gerod Schierling
Gregory Clements Schodde
Carol Ann Stein
Michael David Stein
William Bradley Stewart
Michael F. Trezza
Daniel Maynard Williams
Samuel Chatham Wood
Dong Jo Yook
Chi Wai Yu
John Man-Wai Yuen

Bachelor of Science in Engineering
(Materials Science and Engineering)

May 18, 1987

Robert Elbridge Culver, Jr.
Douglas Evan Meyers

Kevin Francis Peters
Heather Marie Scanlon

Dominique Alexis Shepherd
Sridhar Srinivasan

Bachelor of Science in Engineering
(Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics)

August 8, 1986

Gerald J. Friel

May 18, 1987

Dean Albert Berkiel
Michael Edmund Blaine
Daniel David Coppens
Robert Paul Desisto
Ofoike Abayomi Ezekoye
Gary Steven Fink
Adam Louis Gray
Donna Jean Hardacre

Jeffrey Alan Herbert
Kent Paul Madigan
Jonathan Eliot Markowitz
Rayford L. Newman
Steven Richard Olekszyk
Martin W. Peterson
Chiang-Hwa Ren

Lynn Thomas Skelley
Scott Andrew Snyder
Nathan Thatcher Ulrich
Mark Christopher Ventura
Timothy Giles Wellener
Matthew Brian Whitaker
Timothy Robert Wilson
Bryan Thomas Yeager
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING)

December 22, 1986

Pamela Lisa Brown

Lyle T. Hajdu

Sami Kucuklevi

May 18, 1987

Linda Jean Andrews
William Bruce Bindel
Guy Paul Bryant
Tobiann Cihocki
Elizabeth Keller Clark
Robert Kyountae Hahm
June A. Hunt

Daniel Jay Kaminstein
Daniel T. Lee
Russell Evan Luberoff
Benno Boris Matschinsky
Michael Kevin McDowell
Philip Ernest Nassos
Andrew Joseph Newman

Samuel J. Pearlstein
Ann Marie Perry
William A. Platt
John M. Schmidt
Alan Mitchell Shaffran
Stephen Sobolevitch
Joshua J. Stern

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN BIOENGINEERING

August 8, 1986

Charles R. Brown

Jeffrey Bryan Raub

December 22, 1986

Kathleen Diana Chesmel
Janet Gartner
Catherine Mary Green

Masayuki Kazahaya
Robyne Jean Kelemen

Sean C. Mackey
Richard William Meinel
John Robert Tomassone, Jr.

May 18, 1987

Jeffrey Berger
Howard Parker Goodkin

Pei-Hwa Ho
Roman Michael Kowalchuk

Bennett Simeon Levitan
Pamela Kay Porter

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING

August 8, 1986

Thomas Joseph Balsano, III

December 22, 1986

Lisa Anne Fanti

Brian Eugene Farrell

Alexander A. George

May 18, 1987

Matthew Alan Brown
Hirohito Torres Diaz

Peter Joseph Mary Johnson

Gregory Joseph Seaven
Chiquita Veronica White
Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

August 8, 1986

Kevin G. Archer
William Joseph Leventon

December 22, 1986

David Stephen Kriger
AraştEH Mehregan
Lauren Michelle Rich
Charles W. Yeiser III

May 18, 1987

Azucena Cristaldo Ayala
Arun S. Mokha
John Garrett Nevius
Elizabeth Palmer Troop
Abdolreza Boozarjomehri
Robert Boyden Underwood III
Raymond Chung Kok Chow
Carl James Yee

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

August 8, 1986

John Octo Barnett
Mark C. Beutnagel
Cary Warren Dym
Kamran ManoochehrY
Daryoush Morshedian
G. Christian Overton
Joseph Procopio, Jr.
Ling Qiu
Bruce Robert Rabe
Brenda Lea Schor
Tom Gordon Weiss

December 22, 1986

Helen L. Anderson
Luis Manuel Brandwayn Bacal
Michael Robert Cantone
Amy P. Felty
Xiang Chuan Ge
Maurice H. Harwood
Karin Rothlein Helstrom
Raphael Jan Remi Horak
Young-woo Kim
Erica J. Liebman
Karen Elizabeth Lochbaum
Paul F. McLaughlin
Rajeev Misra
Gary Morris
Pevavar Ram Rao
Nancy Price Sliwa
Douglas G. Tait

May 18, 1987

Stephen Christopher Arnold
Anand Sankarnarayan Ayyar
David Patrick Cebula
Ji-Ian Chang
Brant Andrew Cheikes
Herval Franchi Rossi Cossi
Daniel Dominick Davalos
Matthew Edward Donham
John Thomas Dowding
Garfield B. Dunn
David P. Fine
Jane F. Fried
Thomas Joseph Geigel
Matti Na Hamalainen
Ellen Melford Hays
Ralph Thomas Hoctor
Hua Hua
Joseph N. Jones
Robin F. Karlin
Robert Bruce King, II
Lisa Katz Koelweyn
Harold Kollmeier
Beverly Ann Kime Levis
Reginald J. Lewis
Xiaoyun Li
Ruo-Bing Liang

Steven James Margolis
John Francis McAdams
Michael Francis Milano
Jill E. Neporent
Sonia Maxima N. Quiaison-Ang
Yigal Ron
Jane Abby Rovins
Simon Kong-Fai Tam
Graham Edmond Walters
Mindy Gwenn Weiner
Blair Patrick Whitaker
Charles Daniel Wolfson
Osvaldo Makoto Yasuda
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

August 8, 1986

Prashant P. Gandhi
James Halat
Zhongjie Liang
Nga H. Nguyen
Qun Shi
Robert Carl Steuer

December 22, 1986

Ghiath M. Alach
Maurice Lee Bradley
Zong An Chen
Chaolun Jin
Massood Khosrovi
Mark Stephen Nigro
Marc Aaron Polster

Mark Franklin Pyfer
Mark Benjamin Simkins
Thanh T. Ta

May 18, 1987

Ouali Ali
David John Arbuckle
Baocheng Bai
Karmy Sharkawy Bekhit
Ricky S. Blum
Frank Joseph Bogacki
John Z. Chern
Joshua Farzad Dayanim
Bongsoon Kang
Altaf Hamid Khan
Kwang Jun Kim

Nguyen Khac Phu
Christine Michelle Shiomos
Yongli Sun
George L. Truscott
Harris Z. Zebrowitz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN ENERGY ENGINEERING

August 8, 1986

Albert Girbal Puig

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
FOR GRADUATE WORK IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

August 8, 1986

Freddy J. Martinez
Steven Joseph Mocarski

December 22, 1986

Gregory Jonathan Pfeiffer
David J. Ruggieri

May 18, 1987

Forrest H. Kaatz
Ian Archibald Morrison
Michael Setton
May 18, 1987

John Louis D'Onofrio
Gregory Lynn Long

Surendran Jayadharan Portonovo

August 8, 1986

Albert Girbal Puig

December 22, 1986

Barbara Sue Baiyor
Radhika Mohan Choudary Bodduluri
Eugene Boris Donskey

Qiaode Ge
Lin-Jie Huang
George Kassianides

Scott O'Grady Leaver
Sheshadri Mantha
Michael L. November

May 18, 1987

John Louis D'Onofrio
Gregory Lynn Long

Surendran Jayadharan Portonovo

August 8, 1986

James F. Kurkowski

Sherri Lynn Schrift

Andrew Eric Tallian

December 22, 1986

Ahmet Enis Cetin
James Joseph Ensell

Risé Jacobson Frankel
Laura Jean Gulick

Robert Leonard Reider
Martha C. Rehbein Street

May 18, 1987

Dionysios Anninos
Keith Andrew Baranoff
Chen Bintong

George Joseph Gresko
Kemal Gursoy
Bharat Patel

Bruce A. Piecukonis
John Paul Quinlan
Veronika Maria Richter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lorraine Elizabeth Annar</td>
<td>Janice Louise Gluck</td>
<td>Abbe Alter Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Bender</td>
<td>Craig Mitchell Horowitz</td>
<td>Arlene Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noelle E. Bjornson</td>
<td>Frank Daniel Johnson</td>
<td>Randall Cory Nunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Mitchell Bourbin</td>
<td>Aziz Ahmad Khalid</td>
<td>John Lawrence Richter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Diane Bright</td>
<td>Sunny A. M. Koshy</td>
<td>Leonard Jay Rosenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyudmila Brodsky</td>
<td>Deborah Janet Kriss</td>
<td>Ron Stocknopf Ben-Zeev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Jay Brookstone</td>
<td>David Chul Kwon Lee</td>
<td>Michael Earle Storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey A. Edwards</td>
<td>David Marc Mann</td>
<td>Lucilla Li Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susanne Elizabeth Frankel</td>
<td>Brad Edward Mazarin</td>
<td>Nicole Diana Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isaac Menda Biton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan D. Ahearn</td>
<td>Scott Eric Ernst</td>
<td>Michael Joseph Mulderig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wainwright Abbott Ballard</td>
<td>Kevin A. Garcia</td>
<td>Miro S. Parizek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Nelson Bierbower</td>
<td>Suhail Abbas Gokal</td>
<td>James Taxin Ratner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Ann Binkley</td>
<td>Samuel Zev Haber</td>
<td>Paul Alex Rubin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Craig Blatte</td>
<td>Lyle T. Hajdu</td>
<td>Vedat Sadioglu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Ann Blue</td>
<td>Gregory Owen Leckart</td>
<td>Kathryn Ann Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pablo J. Born</td>
<td>Henry Da-Cheng Lee</td>
<td>Todd David Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Bowles</td>
<td>Chao-Liang Donald Lim</td>
<td>Selim Salvo Sonsino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alain P. R. Branchey</td>
<td>Darrin Andrew Litsky</td>
<td>Gita Subrahmanyam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond G. Caucci</td>
<td>David Kim Lochner</td>
<td>Kamesh G. Venugopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Cozzens Chorate</td>
<td>Jerome Ronald Mackoul</td>
<td>Michael Craig Wimpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Victoria Eaton</td>
<td>Sherri Lynn Mayo</td>
<td>Edward Charles Yale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amy Elizabeth Montgomery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randi Susan Abada</td>
<td>Stacey Lynn Artandi</td>
<td>Andrew David Beresin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arie H. Abecassis</td>
<td>Patrick E. Austin</td>
<td>Eric Hamilton Berger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Khalid Abed</td>
<td>Amanda Avery</td>
<td>Lawrence Jay Bernstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zev Warren Abrahami</td>
<td>Lisa Beth Axelrod</td>
<td>Robert Allen Bernstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Bruce Abrams</td>
<td>Erik Michael Bagin</td>
<td>Katja Beyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayle Alison Abramson</td>
<td>Richard Milton Baker</td>
<td>Elissa Bickoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Scott Adams</td>
<td>Lisa Joy Balbus</td>
<td>Peter G. Bittinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Sue Adler</td>
<td>Gregory Scott Band</td>
<td>Elizabeth Dicus Blackwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah K. Ahn</td>
<td>Allison C. Bandier</td>
<td>Michele Renee Blackwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osman Yusuf Akiman</td>
<td>Hadi Barkhordar</td>
<td>Cary Adam Bloom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Robert Albani</td>
<td>Karen Patricia Barry</td>
<td>Jay Robert Boardman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari Ann Alexander</td>
<td>David Eric Basner</td>
<td>Lynn Marla Bodarky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Bradley Alloy</td>
<td>Fred Douglas Bauer</td>
<td>Gil James Bonwit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelo Jorge Alvarez</td>
<td>Zeki Oguz Bayram</td>
<td>Jonathan Eric Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Jonathan Amins</td>
<td>Donna S. Beck</td>
<td>Steven Bryan Borgna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Christopher Andrews</td>
<td>Richard A. Becker</td>
<td>Beth Ann Bovino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamad-Reza Ansari</td>
<td>Eric M. Beder</td>
<td>Kathleen P. Brady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Weldon Aoki</td>
<td>Daniel Irwin Bercu</td>
<td>David Jacob Brail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Z. Argov</td>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Beth Brause</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continued
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Kimberly Louise Hirschman
Tristan Martin Hoag
George Hershey Honig
Naima Tasnim Hoque
Jody Dawn Horowitz
Kim Cherie Jordan
Cheryl Kabalkin
Kirstin Ann Ibsitter
Jonathan David Ise
Ellen A. Isserlis
Tara Devi Iyengar
Marc Henry Jacobs
Michael Evan Jacoby
Michele Terese Jay
Michael Raymond Johnson
Kim Cherie Jordan
Cheryl Kabalkin
Jody Gale Kabat
Trace Beth Kagen
Debra R. Kamerling
Marcy Jill Kanter
Deanna Zane Kaplan
Jeffrey Michael Kaplan
John S. Kaplan
Peter Douglas Karol
Harriet Karp
Ann Paula Katz
Daniel Evan Katz
Elizabeth Katz
Mindy Eileen Kauffman
Raymond John Kayal
Robert Trinin Kaye
Lisa Ann Kazanjian
Kevin Russell Kelly
Sheila Anne Kelly
Jill Caroline Kessler
Steven Chu Kheng-Soon
Leslie Jean Kilgore
Bob H. Kim
Elise A. Kim
Margaret Misun Kim
Kathy Ellen Kimpel
Mindy Sue Kirschner
Ilene Phyllis Klaaiman
Thomas Mark Klar
Daniel Hoffman Klausner
Caryn Beth Klein
David William Kliers
Keith Eric Koenigsberg
Andrea Konkolowich
Gregory Joseph Koslow
Kaliope Kontas
Michka H. Kovats
Gregory Lee Kreider
Torsten Jacob Kreider
Ananth Krishnamurthy
Jordan Scott Kuperschmidt
Jeffrey Jon Kupets
David Kurek
Michael Somerson LaFair
Bruce Evan Landon
Curtis Anthony Larkin
Steven Walter LaValle
William Laverde
Leonard Lebov
Anson C. Lee
David Byung Kon Lee
Edward Chaewook Lee
Rebecca Rose Leiviska
Lawrence Paul Lenzner
Y. Chinita Leung
Mark Jeffrey Levenstein
Michelle Monique Levesque
Heidi J. Levin
Michael Stuart Levine
Seth Mitchell Levine
Richard Adam Levitan
Daniel Ehud Levy Nessim
Kim Yvonne Lew
Brian Lewis Libman
Andrew Keith Lipetz
Lisa Caren Litt
Steven Edward Litt
Michael Joseph Logan
Amy Marie Loprest
Caesar Man-Wa Luk
Keith Robert Loges
Barbara Ellen Loughnane
Robyn Renee Mace
Cynthia Jill MacGregor
Deepthi Maitra
Lisa S. Malik
Gloria Michelle Malin
Julie Mamett
Lori Jacqueline Manheim
Sanjay Snyam Mankani
Eugene Mark Mannheimer
Lawrence Anthony Marciano
Catherine Susan Marcus
Terri D. Marlowe
Jose Lapus Maronilla
David Stephen Martin
Lester Martin
Marion Elena Marvil
Kenneth Brian Matz
Stefanie Esther Matzer
Joan Marie McBurnette
Jeffrey Michael McKeon
Sherman Marc Meachem
Anthony Luigi Merli
Jerome Howard Mestman
James Ascher Michelson, Jr.
Daniel Mayer Miller
Paul Joseph Miller
Rex Anthony Miller
Ronald David Miller
Karen Lisa Milrod
Donna Lynn Mirmam
Kevin Michael Mishler
Anthony Luigi Merli
Neeraj Mital
Nancy Mittelberg
Charles Peter Moldow
Joan Elise Moloney
Il-Soo Moon
Yvonne Catherine Morabito

John Francis Mortimer
Alexander Eugenio Moskovits
Wendy Coleen Moss
Susan Elizabeth Muck
Elizabeth Irene Mueller
Deborah Karen Nabavian
Aram Paul Nadell
David Keith Nagourney
Cheryl Lottie Najman
Philip Ernest Nassos
James John Naughton
Elizabeth Allison Neidel
Stuart Lawrence Neuman
Beth Jo Newmark
Rayford Lee Newman
Craig Thomas Neyman
Kevin James Nicklas
Eric M. Nislow
Jennifer Juhl Nissen
Marie Therese Norpel
Wilhelm Albert Nunn
Michael Anthony Nutter
Timothy John Obara
Kimberley Ann O'Connor
Jan Ohye
Peter Justin Olaynack
Richard Hough Olofson
Chris Edwin Olson
Laura Lee Onsted
David Eliot Oppenheimer
Alexis Jeanine Ortiz
Pedro R. Ortiz
Michael Paul Osterheimer
Michael Barry Padover
Yun Sook Pak
Yiannos K. Palaté
Vicki Robin Panzier
Allen Raymond Paprocki
Aaron David Parnes
Adam Port
Forrest Bernard Patterson, Jr.
Stephanie Myra Penner
Marcos Jorge Pereda
David Evan Perel
Leonard Steven Perlman
Joseph Aaron Pessin
Ann Marie Pitschi
Denise Mary Pontzer
Peder E. Prahl
David Geoffrey Proctor
Paul Eric Puleo
Sidney Copeland Pulitzer, Jr.
Michael Armin Radkowsky
David James Raffel
William John Readdy III
Vaughan M. Reale
Hamilton Reiner
Kim Reisman
Steven Alden Reny
Richard F. Resnick
John Huntington Reynolds
Jaymie Jo Ridless
Brian David Richman
Jeffrey Wien Richman

Addition:
Steven Ethan Phillips
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS — Continued

Bradley Thomas Rinzler
Erica Roberts
Cynthia Lee Rodriguez
Luis Fernando Rodriguez-Villamil
Shari Rose Rodway
Allie Preston Rogers
Gregory Stewart Rogers
Howard Lawrence Romanow
Heidi J. Rosen
Maria Romero-Garcia
Jay Richard Rosen
Erica K. Rutledge
Steven Mark Sachs
Sonia Enid Salgado
Amy Dawn Sandler
Bina R. Sassoon
Lynn Carole Sawyer
Randy Scheller
Bruce Andrew Schmucker
Charles Wesley Schnerr
Gregory Clemens Schodde
William Benjamin Schreiber
Joseph Richard Schuble, Jr.
Elaine Veronica Schuler
Paul Scott Schurman
Laura Beth Schwartz
Andrew David Schwartz
Jason Drew Schwartz
Ramy Schwartz
Joseph Francis Scoby
Tracey Lynn Scott
Dana G. Seaman
Jeffrey Glenn Shandel
Robert David Shapiro
Ahmad Tariq Sharif
Joseph H. Shaulson
Omer Faroq Sheikh
Rosemarie Sheppard
Leslie Ellen Sherman
Kenneth K. Shiu
Howard Ross Shoer
Joshua Mitchell Siegel
Judith Lee Siegel
Lori Michele Siegel
Richard Jonathan Silver
Jay Brian Silverman
Jonathan William Silverman
Stephen Joseph Simeone
Aaron Jay Simkin
Eileen Stephanie Simon
Julie L. Silberstein
Daniel Lawrence Silbert
Jan Leslie Sinkowitz
Che Wai William Stiu
James Edward Sklar
Cynthia Rose Slattery
Fern Iris Smerling
Janene Marie Smith
Stacey Allen Smith
Anthony White Soslow
Peter Souliotis
Gary Elliot Spalter
Judith Anne Spector
Susanne Randi Speiser
Karen Rachel Spiro
Elese A. Spoleti
Brian Mitchell Stadler
William Stephen Starkey
Beth Charna Starr
Carol Ann Stein
Kenneth Jay Steinberg
Richard Alan Steinberg
Courtney Lisa Stern
Ilene Hope Stern
Robbie Dawn Steel
Stacey Ellen Stevens
B. Fitzgerald Stoddart
Laurence Lloyd Stone
Denise Ann Stormont
Donald Francis Striker
Michael Jay Stutman
Daniel Francis Summa
Patrick William Sylvester
Regina Szeto
Cathy Solveig Susanne Taktar
Theresa Yvonne Tanguay
Adam Brian Tankel
Eric David Targan
Lisa Mercedes Tech
Wendy Telsey
Jeffrey Howard Tepper
Jeri Ann Thatcher
Kevin Montez Thigpen
Scott Adam Thomas
Francois A. Thrower
Richard John Tinsley
John A. Tobin
Richard Trerotola
Scott Andrew Tuhy
Steven Samuel Ullman
Wendy René Underwood
Marcy Beth Uzansky
Meher Phiroze Vahakria
Paul Clarence Van Alstine
Darrell Gregory Van Ligten
Vincent Peter Van Pelt
Alexander Gijs Van Tienen
William Anthony Van Veen
Kimberly Beth Vinnick
Sergio Vladimirschi, Jr.
Amy Sheryl Walter
Kelly Jean Wallace
Susan Lynn Wallasky
Todd S. Walexer
Ernest Steven Wechsler
John Edward Wegmann
Marsha Lou Wehrmeister
Peter Adam Weinbach
James Frederic Weisman
Peter Jay Weisman
Nancy Elaine Weiss
Philip I. Weissman
Timothy Giles Wellener
Richard Scott Wezner
Joseph Whang
Bret O’Niel Whipple
David Andrew White
Hendry Widjaja
Keith Thomas Widmer
Larry Scott Wieseneck
Rico Gerard Williams
Donald Hugh Wilson
John R. Wilson
Alan J. Wilzig
Jonathan K. Winer
Alexander Wipperfürth
Craig Scott Wiser
Kenneth Malcolm Wolf
Michael Samuel Wolfson
Jill I. Wolk
Daniel Eric Wollman
Michael Ming Wong
Frankie En-Long Woo
Samuel Chatham Wood
Arthur Mitchell Wrubel
David Charles Wysocki
Christine Heekyong Yang
Mark Joseph Yelcick
Ellen Yin
Wook Sang Yu
Jeffrey John Zajkowski
Shideh Zandfard
Brian D. Zeve
Haddon Ethan Zia
Lee Scott Zimmerman
Jill Sydney Zipkin

Addition:
Laura Ellen Wiker
THE WHARTON EVENING SCHOOL
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August 8, 1986

Mary Rose Adams
Adele Aurino
Vallie Ann Bennett
Geoffrey Andrew Bristow
Frances Mary Bucalo
Edward J. Carroll Jr.
Aurelio Castilla
Thomas Randall Cowherd
Robert M. Ebert
Linda Jane Eustace
Richard Christopher Ferraiolo
Michael Francis Greer
Cathy Anne Harris
Madeline Therese Hettler
Nicholas Parry Jones
John Gerard Kelly
Kevin Frederick Kohlenberg
Heesun Lee
Mary Sharon Lewellen
Francis Mario Lewis
Terrie Ann Lowery
Frédéric David Mogull
Robert William Parker
Norman Eric Pavlak

December 22, 1986

Robert Keith Adams
Cheryl Ann Agard
Jaime Alonso
Kevin John Barry
Barbara Jane Black
Pasquale R. DeFusco
Gary R. Del Viscio
Paul Kevin Denny
Patricia Durkin
Bruce Albert Gay
Debra Maria Gaylord
Barbara Ann Jones
Michael Keith Keene
Richard Lauria
Lauro Sermonia Leviste, II
James Y. Liu
Eva Dasmariñas Marcha
Rose Marie McMillan
Eran Nevo
Junphen Ngernkitti
Stephen Gary Pollock
Loretta Lee Quarles
Linda Kessler Rubin

May 18, 1987

Beth Abrams
Joseph Warren Adams
Janette Alexander
Anil Vishindas Aswani
Leslie Veronica Aurino
Scott Andrew Baider
Regina Marie Barnum
Rebecca Daniels Beck
Suzanne Sheehan Becker
Douglas Scott Benson
Carol A. Blair
Maria Michela Boccella
Arline Catherine Brennen
Artra Bernadette Bryant
John Joseph Burns, Jr.
William James Burns
Susan Lynn Cassidy
Irene Patricia Clements
John Joseph Creevey
Joan Marion Culnan
Richard Michael D'Adamo
Paul Thomas Devlieger
Joseph Richard DiDonato
Harriet Lynne Dyas
Robert Michael Fallon
Victor George Finnegan
Stephanie June Flynn
Glen Gould
Carlton Wallace Gray
Caroline Ann Marie Harkins
Mallary Anne Hatch
Mark W. Higginson
Lisa Rae Hunsberger
Christopher James Jack
James J. Jerla
Joseph A. Juliana
Edouard R. J. Kohler
Karina Bedros Kolandjian
Stuart Joel Kroman
Joseph Francis Kwiatkowski
Istvan Laczi
Dominique Lauener
Alfred LoPresti
Pamela Kathryn Loy
Lee Thomas MacMinn
Leroy K. Martin-S.
Encarnación Martínez
L. Marilynn McClough
Edward Albert Mittleman
Karen Sue Morgan
Robert John Morgan

Elizabeth Lynne Perryman
Dolores Ella Pike
Marilyn Hazel Pollick
Igor José Roa Osuna
Barbara Jean Roadman
Timothy Patrick Sears
Hermes N. Stephanou
Gina Alberta Thomas
Perry E. Weiss Jr.
Victoria Wilson
René R. Woldow

Karen Marie Ryba
John Robert Savitski
Carol Margaret Scattergood
Barbara Tierney Shelley
Barbara A. Smith
Marshall Stephen Somers
Murray Strauss
Dolores Eleanor Sullivan
William J. Timmins
Evelyn Haas Werner
Fanny DelValle Zapata
Roger Stewart Zimmerman

Ursula Lisbeth Muehllehner
Mirek Niemynsky
Mary Josephine Pauxtis
Robert James Pearson
Patricia Anne Penn
Frances Marie Piccoli
Joseph Anthony Ryan
Andrew Douglas Schmidt
Joseph Andrew Schubert
Barbara Byrne Sgro
Gwendolyn Shannon-Long
Joan Sherlock
Mary Elizabeth Silverthorn
Samuel Albert Simkins
Reginald Trent Stanley
Li-Cheng Teo-Wei
Juan C. Trujillo
Brooks Coope Van Pelt
Paul Ralph Van Reed
George Vucelic
Sherrie Lynn Waitsman
Florence M. Winkeler
Lisa Catherine Winship
Gregory Stephen Wren
Alan Brian Zinkin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
THE WHARTON GRADUATE DIVISION

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 8, 1986

Herman H. Martin, Jr.
Timothy Reeves Martin
Freddy J. Martinez G.
Mercy M. Mathew
Michael Shea Millea
David Bret Nash M.D.
Angela Susan Nesbitt
Mehmet Cengiz Oz

Arland Lloyd Petersen
Henry Reyes
Leslie Ann Steinberg
Karen Arlene Storz
Thomas Peter Tantillo
W. Alan Terry
Frederica Nora Wald
Tina Elaine Williams
Ana Wong

December 22, 1986

C. Martin Harris
Carol G. Hebb
Frank Brown Holding, Jr.
Calvin Gen Hori
Ramakant Vishnu Kelkar
Jeffrey Howard Kuhr
David L. Lambertsen
Michael Edmund Lavine
Kanet Letherinubul
Dean Compton Lovett
Sunil Pahlajising Lulla
Cheryl Lynn Maggart
Susan S. Mandel
Olivier H. Marchal
Patricia Anne McNicholas
Perry Wayne Moore
Michael Patrick Morris
Jon Gregory Motter
Christopher Mueller
Craig Brubaker Myers
John M. Otzen, Jr.
Myung-Sik Park
Peter Bradley Pfister

Paul Joseph Pieper
Daniel Robert Placentra
Lorraine Frances Potter
Lynne Gollhofer Quigley
Patricia Mary Rainey
Arvind Rao
Syed N. Rashid
George Raymond Reilly
Peter Edgar Rioux
Jonathan Mark Schine
Stephen Winslow Schovee
Mary Pride Schuler
Andrew C. Scott
Robert Serlin
Wendy Ann Silverstein
James Glover Tompkins IV
Tad Gerald Wampler
Kent Morgan Warder
Alfred D. Welford
William Winkenwerder Jr.
Kim Lisa Young
Dugald Willem Yska
George Wong Yuen
William Frederick Zahn

May 18, 1987

Mary Patricia Archer
Steven J. Aresty
Bonnie S. Arifa
Paul Aris
Alberto Marcelo Astrada
Michael Douglas Auerbach
John Ikuchukwu Ayoh
George Spiro Babbes
Robert Lyle Baker
John Balamuta
Hans W. Bald
Francisco Javier Ballester
Jacqueline E. Ballester Gonzalez

Gary Scott Barancik
William Mark Barfus
Michael Barr
Michael Francis Barry
Michael Freeman Barry
Ernest Eugene Barsamian
Michael Andrew Barstow
Mohammad Barzgar
Christopher Dennis Bastas
Paul W. Baum
Joseph Stanley Baylock
Julie T. Beamer
Melanie Ann Beard

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time
this program goes to press, these lists of degree and
prize recipients are tentative only. The student's
transcript is the official record of the University.
| Jeffrey Charles Beeson                          | Elie Chamma                    | Francisco de Gamboa          |
| David Steven Benhaim                           | Madeleine L. Champion          | Jack Joseph Dempsey          |
| Deborah Denice Bennett                         | Henry Alan Chan                | Peter Jay Deutch             |
| Peter Norman Bennett                           | Joe Man Fai Chan               | Christopher C. Dewey          |
| Anne Arthur Benton                             | Grace In-Chuan Chang           | Satjit Singh Dhillion         |
| Sharon Elizabeth Benzel                         | Haiping Chang                  | Richard Bruce Diamond        |
| Amanda Bentfield                               | Helenmarya Charnas             | Jean Michael Diaz            |
| Thomas Arthur Berglund                         | Marc Chemla                    | Kevin Michael Distelhorst    |
| Joan Brink Bergsteinsson                       | Gregory Tseng Chen             | Robert Michael Domine         |
| Daniel Stern Berman                            | Herbert Chen                   | Joseph M. Donnelly           |
| Laura Ellen Berman                             | Jill Tao-chang Chen            | Jeffrey F. Dorko             |
| John William Bernstein                         | Sea-Way Cheng                  | Katherine E. Dowell           |
| Caroline Bienstock                             | Craig Allen Chesley            | Pamela Jean Doyle            |
| Ann Meredith Biester                           | John Maurice Chevrete          | Michael Joseph Duarte         |
| Paul Gray Bigler II                            | Tonya Elaine Chisoln           | Robert Andrew Dubow           |
| Jatinder Singh Bindra                          | William Joseph Chizmar         | Mary Ann Ducanis             |
| George Gerard Bitto                            | Robert Emmett Chmiel           | George William Dunaway        |
| G. Lanton Blackstone                           | Byung-Hyun Cho                 | Lili Boo Lan Dung             |
| David Samuel Block, M.D.                       | Ronald George Christensen      | Adele Dunlop                 |
| Erik Bex                                      | Damon Wai Ch                   | Frederic Dyvero              |
| Susan Rebecca Bonfeld                          | Chang, Tae Wook                | Martha Ann Eaton              |
| Michael Stuart Boster                          | Julie Anne Clause              | Bradford James Ehner          |
| Bruce Joseph Bowlus                            | Kevin David Clevley            | Linda Jean Echols             |
| Christopher Lynn Boyatt                        | Maria Trinidad R. Co           | Garet Hilfiker Ecklesdafer    |
| Robin Eileen Brady                             | David Mark Cohen               | Scott Alan Edwards            |
| Thomas Marshall Brandt, Jr.                    | Marc Andrew Cohen              | Mark James Ehlinger           |
| Deborah Jean Brangman                          | Noam Moshe Cohen               | Lee E. Einbinder             |
| Ulrich A. Brass                               | Oren M. Cohen                  | David Charles Einhorn         |
| Alan Raynard Braxton                           | Virginia Claire Coleman        | Shaun Raymond Eisenhauer      |
| Dariusz K. Wiat                                | Robert Hervey Colgrove         | Ziad Anwar El-Khalil         |
| Adam Mortenson Bridges                         | Thomas Austin Collier III      | Karim El Khoury               |
| David Howard Brill                             | Warren Zachary Colter          | Dinesh Grace Ellsworth       |
| Charles J. Brinkman                            | Douglas Edward Coltharp        | Richard Bradley England       |
| Hal Stuart Broderson, M.D.                     | Anthony J. Colucci             | William Epstein              |
| Daphne Ann Brown                               | David John Congdon             | George Reynolds Evans        |
| Yvonne Volny Brown                             | F. William Conner              | Deborah S. Farrell            |
| David Ian Bruce                                | Paul Byron Cooper              | Mindy Diane Feldman           |
| Mathieu P. Bucaille                           | John Timothy Corless           | Thomas Ritson Ferguson III    |
| Allen Kemp Bucknam                             | Roderick Joseph Cotten         | Katherine Bollo Ferris        |
| Jean Morford Buist                             | Charles J. Coulson             | Lucy Georgia Field            |
| Stephen John Bujno                             | Mary Patricia Cowan            | Lisa Finkelstein              |
| Anne Bullock Perper                            | David Cowen                    | Rosemarie Fiorilli            |
| Mark Gordon Bulmash                            | John Francis Cozzi             | Stewart Andrew Fisher         |
| Joan Stuart Burfening                          | Rohn Crabtree                  | Judith Charnia Fischl         |
| Richard Terry Burkholder                       | Sharon Patricia Crames         | Giulia Flor Firpatrick       |
| John Cecil Burroughs                           | Creighton Emerson Cray         | Peter Matthew Fleisher        |
| Susan M. Buyse                                 | Linda Brown Crisdien           | Virginia Rankin Fleisher      |
| Andrew Mark Cable                              | M. Maureen Croak               | David Andrew Foltz            |
| Kenneth Lind Campbell III                      | Carol Williams Crockett        | Wayne J. Forsythe             |
| Richard James Canning                          | Lon Charles Cross              | irene Jeanette Foster         |
| Gail Beth Cantor                               | Charles Raymond Crowley        | Judith Lucille Fox            |
| Jeffrey Christopher Caplan                     | Thomas Gary Curtis             | Sherman Reuben Frager         |
| Bryan Joseph Carey                             | Maria Antonio Cuunjieng        | Mark Richardson Fraker        |
| Francois Jerome Carlotti                       | Albert Samuel Dalby            | Julian Frame                  |
| Natalie H. Carlson                             | Lisa D Alessandro              | Earl Hampton Franklin         |
| Rebecca Susan Carroll                          | Patrick Anthony Daly           | Kathy Lorraine Frazier        |
| Theodore Carteslos                             | Barbara B. Dankenbring         | Todd Messer Freeman           |
| Michael Francis Carvill                        | Michael L. Dart                | Cynthia Lynn Frick           |
| James Paul Casey                               | Alan B. Dash                   | Thomas William Friedberg      |
| André Vitorio Cesar Castellini                 | Diana Davenport                | Robert L. Friedman            |
| Nicole Cawley-Perkins                          | Thomas A. Davis                | Caroline Frosttter McCarthy   |
| Mark Richard Censis                            | Thomas Palmer Davis            | Kenji Fuji                   |
| Richard Ceiling                               | Stephen Ford Dawe              | Kinji Fujimoto               |

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Thierry Linh Fuller
Treacy Beirne Gaffney
Jeffery Alan Galbraith
Eduardo A. Gana
Kurt Martin Garbe
John L. Garcia, Ph.D.
Kirtland Cutter Gardner IV
James Cobb Garnett
Peter Matthew Gavin
Philip Earl Geiger
Peter Joseph Gelpi
Catherine J. Georgen
Roberta J. Giani
Randy William Gigante
David Joseph Gilbert
Sibley Gillis
Christian O. Girardeau
James David Glascott
Nancy Lowd Gleason
Linda B. Glenicki
Thomas Shircilf Glover
Donna Ruth Goldbloom
Abram Marc Goldfinger
James Laurence Goldman
Jacob Goldstein
Allen Burruss Good II
Robert Jon Goodell
Liran Alon Gordon
Philip White Grabfield
Peter H. Grabs
Evelyn Christina Grau
John Mitchell Gray
Michael Richard Greenberg, M.D.
Paul Steven Greenberg
Geoffrey Stephen Greener
Gina Marian Griffin
John Philip Griffith, Jr.
Lorraine Eve Gringer
Thomas Carl Guerci
Catherine Adjerad Guillemet
Michael P. Gumbahmar
Philip John Gyori
Bruce Nelson Haase
Anita Habeich
Mary F. Hadley
Elizabeth Haftenreed Slolle
Timothy Robert Hall
Nancy Jane Hamlet
Denis G. Hamilton
Madeline Hanewinckel
Melanie Anne Hanssen
Glenn Hanus
Leslie Stewart Harris
Owen L. Hart
Frederick Andrew Hartung
Charles Douglas Hartwig
Laurentia Lydia Harvey
Mohammad Rashed Hasan
C. Chris Hastings
Thomas Mark Haubenstricker
James D. Hay
William Johnson Hayes III
Kathleen Mary Healy
Justin Bernard Hecht
Philippe Michel Heilberg
William F. Heitman
Werner Hentschel Ariza
Saul Hernandez
Kenneth Feliciano Hewes-Manapal
Paul C. Heymann
Andrew Douglass Hill
Jody Ann Hiller
Sally Tonkin Hines
David Ashley Hinson
H. James Ho
Matthew Berman Hoffman
Richard C. Hoffman
Kenneth L. Hoffman
Kenneth Richard Holley
David Paul Homer
Thomas J. Hopkins
Richard Conrad Horneffer
Robert S. Horwitz
Richard Raymond Hrabchak
Renee Hubbard
Barbara Ellen Hughes
Giles Gilbert Hunt III
Douglas B. Huntley
Bernard P. Husser
Philip Donald Hutcherson
Kirk B. Ifill
Robert Page Inches
Nicholas Bradford Isbell
Karin Teresia Iseberg
Koichi Ito
Larry A. Jacobs
John Edward Jacobson
Ulf Patrik Jakobson
Scott David Janzen
Judith G. Jeffords
Steven Bradford Jeffries
Felipe Joannon Vergara
A. M. Beth Johnson
Craig Stuart Johnson
Glenda Bianca Johnson
Gregory Kerr Johnson
Lynda Jane Johnson
Rodney Elliott Johnson
Cedric Hughes Jones, Jr.
Christine Cuiberson Jones
Gregory Melton Jones
Michael Heyl Jones
Stephen Arrington Jones
Wayne Silas Josey
Vijay Kanal
Brian E. Kardon
Weni Suvanti Karman
Karen Lynn Karp
Daisuke Kashiwagi
Lumie Kawasaki
Emily May Kay
Charles Forbes Kaye, Jr.
Christopher Thorson Keene
Steven Arthur Kellner
Jeffrey P. Kelly
Jon D. Kemper
Janet Ann Kennedy
David Bruce Kerbel
James Donald Kester, Jr.
Mohammed Matin Karlid
Soo-Ryong Kim
Chwan-Ar Alex King
Alberto J. Kiraly
Charles E. Klangiecki
Robin Jane Klatzkin
Jay Harris Klein
Diane Flannery Knight
Roger Alanson Knight
David Callison Knudson
Akira Komichi
Thomas A. Kornfeld
Marc David Kozin
Heidi Fern KRain
Anna Alicia Kvavetz
Arjun Krishnamurthy
Theodore Kuh
Brenda Wynne Kunofsky
Diane Aepthorpe Kurcun
Charles David Kurtzman
Neal Steven Kurzer
Allan C. Y. Kwan
Fernando Humberto Labardini Schettino
Elizabeth Jane Ladner
Ruth Ann Lally
Nelson J. Lam
Karen Judith Lange
C. Francis Lapid
Dale Lessner Lawrence
Richard Lawrence
William James Lazor
David Charles Leader
Jean B. Leasure
Lee Kin Wah
Kunpyo Lee
Lee Sang Woong
René Michel Léger
John Stuart Lehr
Jonathan Douglas Leibowitz
Robert Elliott Leslie, Jr.
David M. Levenfeld
Nancy Sarah Levin
Peter Alan Levin
Joan Levison
Morris Lewis, IV
Jay Martin Liebowitz
Chuan Fu Lin
Catherine Baker Lipe
Ralph Edward Little III
Frank A. Littriello, Jr.
Ralph Yieh-Min Liu
P. L. Jorgen Lohn
David Jon Loo
James John Lord
RuthAnn Lorentzen
Wayne Robert Lorgus
Christopher R. Loughran
Francis Louis
Gerald B. Lucas, Jr.
Vane Thomas Lucas
Jean Stedman Luning-Johnson
Beverly Klumpp Lybrand
Christopher Spencer Lynch

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this
program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize
recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript
is the official record of the University.
Gary Patrick Lyon
Melvern James Mackall
Daniel Joseph Mackell, Jr.
David Paul Mackler
Pamela Christine Madden
Gary Francis Madison
Marjorie M. Madsen
Michael Mel Mahler
Daniel Joseph Mackell, Jr.
David Paul Mackler
Pamela Christine Madden
Gary Francis Madison
Marjorie M. Madsen
Michael Mel Mahler
Susan Patricia Manix
Michael Charles Mankins
Michael T. Mann
Bruce Donald Manson
Alfred Tofic Mansour
Kirk Alan Marangi
Larry Paul Marino
Dana Ken Martin
Elizabeth A. Martin
Toshiya Masuoka
Albert P. Matteo, Jr.
Joseph Gerard May
Kevin Curtis Mazula
Stephen Lee McAdoo
James G. McAlulife
Brian Dannell McBride
Ann M. McCarthy
Joseph John McCusker
Patrick Joseph McDonough
James Patrick McFadden
Mark Stephen McFadden
Peter Scarborough McGuigan
Karen Louise McKenna
James Wallace McKenzie, Jr.
John T. McMillen
Robert Edward McNamara
Michael Peter Joseph Nossal
Benjamin C. Nourse II
Peter Nsiah
Gary Gerard O'Connor
James Patrick O'Conor
Peter Joseph O'Donnell
Andrew Sterling Offit
Alison Garland Ogg
Ramon Oliu, Jr.
Daniel Arvid Olson
Ooi Ling Heong
Carol Orenstein
James Ventura Orlando
Kofi Ahobow Orleans-Lindsay
Paul E. Orrson
Evan Philip Oster
Jonathan J. Palmer
William Louis Palmer
Clifford Walter Papik
James Joseph Paradis
R. Jefferson Parker
Vivek Swapur Pathak
Steven Lawrence Patricola
Eric David Pedersen
Lawrence Alec Pentland
Paul Anthony Pepe
Arturo Perez
Luc Perramond
Andrew Foster Peterson
Susan A. Peterson
Julia Jones Philipp
Wayne Howard Platt
Geoffrey Reynolds Plume
Ruth Porat
Dean Elliot Poritzky
Cynthia Powell
Jeffrey D. Preston
Richard Joseph Previdi
Donald S. Price
Cory Scott Pullfrey
Anne L. Putnam
Iqbal Zahidul Quadir
Kathleen Ann Quail
Gerald Patrick Quindlen
Sherelle Anita Ramey
Gregory G. Randolph
Kathryn E. Ray
Matthew L. Rebold
Catherine Anne Reed
Kathleen Marie Reilly
Neal Jeffrey Reiner
Mark Renton
Julie Anne Resh
Michael Arthur Rhoads
George Stephen Richards
Beverly Ann Richardson
Richard Mark Rieder
Robert David Riesenbach
Erika Faye Rimson
John Leo Ringwood
Preston Carter Rise
Graham MacKay Ritchie, Jr.
Eileen Rivera
Joel David Robinson
Thomas Andrew Robinson
Mark Phillip Rudino
Roberto Rodriguez Canney
Kenneth Charles Rogozinski
Carol C. Roman
Andrew Steven Rosen
Mary Ann Rosenbauer
Steven Craig Rosner
Pamela Ann Rothaus
Michael Chesley Row
Sumit Roy
Edward Martin Rubin
Patricia Maria Ruch
Alvin Rucker, Jr.
Brian Edward Russell
Frederick Leroy Russell, Jr.
John Shen Ryan
Michael Patrick Ryan
Ronald D. Ryan
Rohit Sabharwal
Charles Sachs
Barbara Jean Safranek
Purnachandra Rao Sagurti
George Mahfoud Sakakeeny
Victor Edward Salterman
Timothy Joseph Sandier
Robert Alan Sandler
John Andrew Sanford
Sunil Lal Sani
Anthony E. Santiago
Adam Brian Sapper
David Emanuel Sarpatti
Catherine J. Schaefer
Elizabethe Anna Schimmel
Susan Marjorie Schindelar
Barbara S. Scholl
Ronald David Schorsch
Jeffrey Jerome Schrager
William John Schultz III
Richard C. Schwartz
Simeon Michael Schwartz
Donald Furstman Schwarz
Debra Irene Segal
Daniel Alan Segedin
Fabienne Anne Serfaty
Steven Robert Settles
Suzanne Frances Shank
Lori Jean Shaver
Kyle Arnold Shaw, Jr.
Spencer David Sherman
Daniel L. Shiff
Nina Brooks Shippen
Ella Feiyen Shum
Kiranjit Singh Sidhu
Raymond Peter Silcock
Sharon Leslie Silow

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Helene Amy Silverman
James Allen Simms
Charles Edward Simon
Thomas Christian Simpson
Daniel L. Skaff
Paul L. Sloate
David Stoll Smith
Douglas Michael Smith
Edwin Richard Smith III
Andrew Mark Smukler
Kazem A. Sohraby
Richard E. Spilman
Joseph Thomas Spinelli
Janet Ann Sracic
Charles Lincoln Stafford
Julie M. Starr-Duker
William Robert Ste sper
John Clinton Steward
Pamela Jean Stone
Scott Paul Strochak
Tae-Hwan Suh
Eric John Sultan
Tomohiko Sumihara
Tipsuda Sundaravej
Mike Susoev
Cynthia L. Swanson
James Joseph Sweeney
George Zygmunt Swirski
Steven J. Szafara
Bertram Hon-Sun Tang
Lisa Jill Tanner
Catharina Tao
Benjamin Andrew Teno
Gil Ashley Tenzer
Mary Anne Thadeu
Robert Mitchell Theiss
Bruce Randolph Thompson
Joseph Craig Thompson
Todd Stuart Thomson
Elisabeth Gindrat Thorington
Amie Diane Thornton
Rose J. Thorsen
Annette Tinkovicz
Leanne Tobias
Eriko Tokuda
Lynn Meredith Tompkins
Luis Fernando Tous
Timothy Victor Tousignant
Hugh Walter Tracy, Jr.
Hung Le Tran
Daniel Platt Tredwell
Alfonso Tumini
Cyril John Turner
John Henderson Turner
John Kennedy Twyman
Diane Leslie Ty
Robert Boyden Underwood III
John Andrew VanVolkenburg
Darcy Dee Van Vuren
Sharyl C. Van Winkle
Sanjay Vaswani
Gerard Vecchio
Michael T. Vesey
Francis Victor
Ana Maria Villamil
Jose Octavio Mendes Vida
Richard K. Frhr. v. Rheinbaben
Pradeep Kumar Wahi
Cuyler Harriman Walker
Margaret Anne Walker
Roger John Wall
Lance Houghton Wallin
Kenneth Clow Walsh
Steven Mitchell Walters
Mary M. Waiz
Grace Hwe-Shu Wang
Ruth Ellen Ward
Bruce D. Wardinski
Joseph Lee Warnement
Robert T. Wasky
Stephen Whitelaw Webster
Jay Michael Weinstein
Randall J. Weisenburger
Richard Andrew Weiss
Erica Ann Welsch
Patricia Joan Welsh
Judith Reinitz West
Mark Somers West
Jeffrey Scott Westmont
Jeffery Glenn White
John David White, Jr.
Lloyd Leslie Russell Whiteley
Randall Baker Whitestone
Scott Alan Wieler
Thomas Francis Wiese
Neil Ira Wiesenberg
Melvin Jerome Wilbourn
Richard Jeffrey Williams
Timothy Joseph Wilmott
Frederick Wilson
John Pasley Wilson, Jr.
James Beaumont Wistar
Robert Morse Wood, Jr.
Mark Andrew Woodard
Tracy Ann Woodfield
James Francis Woods, Jr.
Timothy Woods
William Evan Wulkan
Marcy Roy Wydman
Jeffrey J. Wyner
Alexander Penn Hill Wyrough
Maria Liu Yam
Atsushi Yamagishi
Lydia E. York
Tsutomu Yoshida
Neil Michael Young
Susan Zaney-Rubenfield
Marlyn Lee Zelkowitz
Maureen Kay Zent
Peter William Ziobro
Federico Zorraquin
Melissa Zwanger

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

Claire M. Fagin, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

August 8, 1986

Naomi Hatsuko Higuchi

December 22, 1986

Deborah H. Bozorth
Michele Elizabeth Cooper
Patricia Conway Decina
Barbara Burrows Ewing
Linda Nadine Fagan
Julia Anne Franson
Barbara Zook Goudarzi
Jane Greene

Cecelia A. Grover
Antonee Herbine
Marcia Reynolds Hole
Elizabeth Jeffries Klein
Ivy Fenton Kuhn
Eleanor Sikpen Lem
Jennifer Abele Marriner

Kimberly Krebs Moore
Kathleen E. Nelligan
Jacqueline Michelle Perry
Norma Gabriella Pollio
Mary Susan Sampino
Samuel Paul Schnapp
Julia Anne Scott
Susan Elizabeth Terjanian

May 18, 1987

Lori Maria Abate
Frances Elizabeth Arlia
Bettina Anne Bartman
Ruth Adriane Bell
Stacy Beth Birnbaum
Allison Marie Bishop
Christine Sheehan Brennan
Mark Richard Bussard
Andrea Denise Caputo
Vivian Anne Chayes
Betsey Sutton Chick
Nancy Beth Cohen
Jennifer Lynn Cooper
Cheryl Lynne Crombie
Tessa Marie DiMichele
Susan J. Eckel
Susan Janet Evans
Therese-Cecilia Follman
Dawn Elizabeth Friedly
Danielle Marie Galia

Marjorie Jan Gardner
Rima Carol Goldenberg
Lisa Ann Hanes
Anita S. Harper
Marianne Elizabeth Heid
Wai Fong Ho
Diane Iannaccone
Heather Lynn Inman
Kristine Ann Janoski
Jennie Heojung Kim
Lisa Ann Kroc
Janine Viviane Kyrillos
Karen Marie Lambert
Elizabeth Lewis
Donna Marie Maughan
Anne Elizabeth Mavor
Kathleen Meredith
Jennifer Kott Nef
Lynne Mary Onimus

Lisa Lee Peraza
Suzanne Elizabeth Perry
Suzanne Carol Porter
Ann Marie Pyeron
Maryellen Reilly
Frances Ann Rieth
Douglas R. Rosso
Karen Beth Seltzer
Sally A. Sherman
Marjorie Jo Shofer
Cynthia Marie Shopene
Lisa Kristen Shumaker
Mollie Kennard Smith
Leni Sternbach
Andrea Suaccioli
Donna Lynn Taylor
Elena Katharine Webber
Marie Christine Wiedmann
Treva Alexandra Wood
Leslie Susan Yetter

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

August 8, 1986

Sue Ann Adams
Catherine Perry Aievoli
Roberta Alderfer Altenor
Joanne Fitzgerald Angstadt
Julie Rae Bermant
Audrey R. Berry
Ann Bertrand-Clark
Noreen Brady Bertucci
Stefni Rosett Bogard
Phyllis Adams Borucki
Bonnie Kay Bovaird
Lisa Anne Bove
Patricia Karen Bradley
Mary Jane Bradley
Susan Elizabeth Breakell

Suzanne Marie Brennan
Deborah A. Brent
Laurie Shepherd Brown
Patricia Burns-DeAngelis
Gayle Armistead Byerly
Margaret Mary Callahan
Kathy McVeigh Casey
Mary Teresa Casey
Deborah Dickson Castellucci
Josephine Ann Catanzaro
Tressa Ann Cathcart-Silberberg
Elsa J. Cha
Dianne Susan Charsha
Jean Kutzler Chubb
Cheryl Kripke Cohen

Loretta Colford
Mary Elizabeth Cooley
Jane Curnow
Joan Gallagher D'Italia
Rosemary Fullam Dare
Karen Howern Davis
David Thomas Deery
Monica Paula DeLucca
Deborah DeMaria
Debra DePaul
Jan Gregg DeRiemer
Barbara Plon Desrosiers
Marie Steenberg DeStefano
Susan Amy Diamond
Sara McNally DiCenzo

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by
the time this program goes to press, these
lists of degree and prize recipients are
tentative only. The student's transcript is
the official record of the University.
M ASTER OF SCIENCE IN N URSING — Continued

Catherine Marie Dobush
Susan K. Doran
Joan M. Doyle
Peggy Lee Duh-Moore
Jane Elizabeth Erdman
Asma Gebran Farah
Susan Ann Farrell
Katherine Theresa Finn
Catherine Margaret Fries
Maureen Redmond George
Patricia Lynn Gilbert
Jeromee Skeban Gilmer
Maureen Patrice Glendon
Mary Ann Pomeroy Glocker
Cheryl Ann Goin
Susan Beth Barsky Golboro
Johanna Susan Gordon
Helene Sue Gordon
Carol McCarthy Grayev
Susan Betty Grill
Dolores Reithmeier Grosso
Jo Haggerty
Gwendolyn Phoebe Hammer
Linda Ann Hannemann
Lisa Marie Hanusck
Rosemarie Wade Harter
Barbara Jean Hassinger
Katherine Liu Hoi
Brenda Marcia Holtzer
Dale Miller Hopkins
Lorraine Marie Hopkins
Margaret Mary Hyzinski
Bonnie Jean Mauger Jacobs
Sharon Sweinart Jankauskas
Mary-Marta Waldo Johnson
Nell Burch Kapeghian
Diane Beth Kaschak
Henriette Vered Kater
Eugenie Grassie Keel
Regina Marie Kelly
Patricia Marie Kieser
Cynthia Sue Kline

December 22, 1986

Linda Susan Knox
Margarette Whittemore Koenig
Susan Marie Kohl
Hui-Chen Sun Ku
Suzanne McNally Lagner
Deborah Ann Leed
Patsy Adams Lehr
Nancy Jane Lescavage
Joyce Sturdivant Levin
Aileen Meshover Levine
Vanessa Knight Lowery
Linda Frances Lynch
Kathleen Rowan Mahoney
Geraldine Joan Maistatico-Tama
Denise Hutchinson Manning
Joan Daly Mason
Theresa Smith Mattson
Aleksandra Arena McDonnell
Kay McGhee
Gail Robin McClain
CraiggAnn Mehrmann
Linda Marguerita Miller
Tamara Marie Morouse
Camille Marano Morrison
Esther Anne Muscar
Mary Bernadette Naab
Sandra M. Ludwig Nettina
Christy Anne Nye
Linda Ksiazek Palmquist
Veronica Elizabeth Perrone
Lorraine Martin Plank
Beth Ann Podobinski
Carolee Buck Polek
Mary Zemyan Polito
Barbara Kernis Posmontier
Christina Marie Preis
Michele Anne Price
Ann Lingniti Pron
Heidi Ann Purvis
Donna Marie Ralph
Constance Louise Reich

Kathleen M. Reid
Kathleen Riley-Lawless
Paulette Camlet Ritter
Diane Elizabeth Robb
Linda Ann Robinson
Michelle Greenfield Romash
Joan Buchko Roop
Susan Karen Rosner
Lydia Donnelly Rotondo
Sandra Kay Royer
John Joseph Sabol
Nancy Dorothy Scarpello
Betsy Jo Schick
Dianne Marie Schmidt-Cimellini
Julia Marie Schrock
Tina Rebecca Schwartz
Diane Morrell Shannon
Alice Elizabeth Shuler
Rebecca Suzanne Sload
Ladonna Jones Smith
Kim Marie St. Cloud
Laura Jean Stanton
Perris Lee Stella
Louise Suleta Steska
Carol Ross Sutton
Karen Howell Tar
Judy Trivets Verger
Elizabeth Von Wellsheim
Michelle Ann Walczak
Patricia Lynn Wallace
Eileen Joan Walsh
Karen Joy Walsh
Patricia Walsh
Claire Allison Washington
Linda Rosenwald Weinberg
Susan Marks Weiner
Dale Ann Wetzel
Barbara Jean Wilkin
Dale Bartlett Wilson
Linda Marie Woodin
Sara Elizabeth Wright
Anne Zachman

Susan Crossley
Merriel Anne Fish
Linda Kelly Graves
Barbara d'Amato Herr
Barbara Elizabeth Lee

Amy Jo Levi
Bernadette Lloyd-Sobolow
Kathryn Louise Siegrist
Deborah Lynn White
Anne Spohrer Woods
Katherine Wright

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE IN N URSING

May 18, 1987

Dianne Bechtold
Carol Slusarz Ladden

Kathi Kendall Sengin

May 18, 1987

Alice Blaczek

Lois White Lowry
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Edward J. Stemmler, Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY

May 18, 1987

Lin Guowei, M.D.

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

August 8, 1986

David Darjoe Lo

May 18, 1987

FOR

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

Mats Ågren
John Francis Alburger
Gretchen Barlow Alexander
Evren Atillasoy
José Antonio Ayala
Guta Balakhane
John Matthew Balbus
Michael Alan Balk
Rosalind Diane Barsky
Robert Earl Bartley, III
Robert Allen Belfer
Ari Ben-Yishay
David Samuel Block
Stephanie Boggs
Floyd John Brinley III
Bruce Alan Brod
Mark Steven Bromson
Deborah Lynn Brown
Pauline L. Bunta
Kathleen Ann Burke
Edgar Steele Carell
Howard Alan Chansky
Steven Wan Cheung
Taylor Chung
Gary Ross Cohan
Wendy Stern Cohen
Jane Douglas Cooper
George Cotsareas
Oliver Anthony Cvitanic
Andrew Michael Davidoff
Patricia Louise Davis
Jeffrey Adam Deren
Manuel David Santiago Duarte
Theresa A. Dubbelman-Banaj
Cheryl Louise Duncan
Paul Andrew Dura
Robert Edward Edelman
Michael Ray Emlet
Ricardo Eng
David Mark Essayan
Michael David Feldman
Joel Elliot Fishman
Stephanie Andrea Francis
Tammi Dawn Gaeman
Mark Sarris Georgiadis
Angelo P. Giardino
Guy F. Glass
Kathleen McEwen Gleason

Ronald I. Goldberg
Elizabeth Goldmuntz
Rona Wöldenberg Greenberg
Charles Arthur Gropper
Diane Deborah Harrison
Joseph Robert Hartman
David Wesley Herbert
Brian Robert Herts
Van Eric Hill
Jennifer Suzanne Hock
Katherine Hwu
Cheryl Lynn Jackson
Jamie Adam Jacobsohn
Brian David Jaffe
Dorothy Sivitz Jenkins
Janice Marie Johnson
Scott Tracy Josephs
Marc Jeffrey Kahn
David Samuel Kessler
Cynthia L. Kilbourn
Suzy Linda Kim
Suzanne Deborah King
Cheryl Lipowitz Kirby
John Abbott Kirby
Maris Mas Misatah
Ann Cashan Kleckner
Elizabeth A. Kohnen
David Jonathan Kraman
Franci Riegelhaupt Kraman
Daniel Edward Krauss
Jon Edward Kretzler
Peter Eugene Krucylak
Nanette Christine Krunkel
Robert Lawrence Labarre
Donald Francis Leatherwood II
Jacqueline Joy Littzi
Cecilio Lopez
Sharon Lynn Marable
Harold Ludlow Mignott
John C. Milanick
Susan Kravitz Miller
Alan Patrick Moelken
Patricia Taylor Molloy
Deborah Claire Molrine
David Nadal Moolten
Debra Lea Morrison
I. Marc Moss
Kristina Cushing Mutén

Zeev Efraim Neuwirth
Donald Marcellus O’Rourke, Jr.
Kamlesh Purushottam Patel
Starr Patricia Pearson
Daniel Joseph Perelas
Robert Noel Piana
Anne Picciano
Joseph Sergio Gomes Pina
Mary Ann Prendiville
Mark Lyndon Rast
Martha May Reilly
Mary Elizabeth Reohr
Richard Howard Roberts
Daisy Ann Rodriguez
Barbara Susan Rolnick
Mark Alexander Ros
Jeffrey Wellington Scales
Rodney Warner Schaffer
Jonathan Seth Scharstein
Neil Howard Schecker
Jeffrey Scott Schifman
Debbie Ellen Fishbein Schiller
Bruce Neal Schlakman
Susan H. Shakin
Aaron Lee Shapiro
Eva Etsu Shidaoka
Alan Michael Shotkin
Lisa Heidi Shulman
Wendy Elizabeth Shumway
Donald Lawrence Siegel
Nicholas William Skezas
Nadia Christine Sloysh
Richard Arthur Steinman
Kathleen Elizabeth Stone
Dean William Trevlyn
Anne Elizabeth Trontell
Kristin Maria Van Zant
Ralph R. Vassallo, Jr.
Mary Jo Vigilone
James Matthew Voci
Tracy Anne Ware
Ruth Ann Warnell
Denna E. Washington
Margaret Ellen Weber
Steven Neil Weindling
Robert Stuart Werner
Thomas Odorino Wilcox, Jr.
Bruce Charles Zangwill
THE LAW SCHOOL

Robert H. Mundheim, Dean

JURIS DOCTOR

August 8, 1986

Stuart W. Jay

December 22, 1986

David George Banes

May 18, 1987

Leslie Allan Lugo de Armas

Anna Catherine Mastroianni Boe

Larry G. Halperin

Kriss Shawn Halpern

Dexter Ryan Hamilton

Ian Thomas Hammett

Andras I. Hanak

Christopher John Hartman

Raymond Carl Headen

Andrew Douglass Hill

Tracy D. Hill

Dorothy M. Hong

Mary Victoria Huff

Raymond Nelson Hulser

Giles Gilbert Hunt, III

Jeffrey N. Hurwitz

Jill Michele Hyman

Joseph John Jablonski, Jr.

Roni D. Jackson

Nima Jacobs-Kelly

Kevin Lee Jessar

Kirk D. Johnsen

Charles Thomas Joyce

Miriam Sue Judlowe

Nancy Laura Judson

Wendy Elaine Karlan

Sharon Elice Keller

Kevin Andrew Kent

William Scott Koenig

Susan Jill Kolodkin

Suzanne Margaret Kudrick

Jeanne Lahiff

Marc Andrew Landis

Jonathan Martin Landsman

Frank Lee

Malcolm Raymond Lee

Leon Ali Lekai

Ann Leopold

Ralph Michael Levene

Judith Slovin Levenfeld

Valerie Rachel Levy

Carol S. Litowitz

Daniel Adam Loewenstein

Christopher Dwight Mejia-London

Matthew Alexander Lopes, Jr.

Bethany Ellen Lorenz

Gretchen Louise Lowe

Robert Francis McDonough

John Stephen Patrick McVeigh
JURIS DOCTOR — Continued

Donald Gerald Lucidi
William L. Magness
Joseph Santo Mangano
Nancy Joy Marcus
Andrew Seth Margolis
Thomas John Marshall
Juan J. Mayol, Jr.
Lisa Carla Mazure
Robert John McCarthy
Barbara Gayle McClung
James Wallace McKenzie, Jr.
Henry Eliecer Mendia
James Anthony Mercadante
Bryan Alexander Merryman
Carol Linda Michaelson
Stephen Roy Mick
Steve Taiyun Min
Laura Denise Montgomery
Pauline Katherine Morgan
Catherine Jane Morrison
Karen M. Muchunas
Karen A. Mulroy
Joseph Muoio
Emily Beth Myers
Jonathan Harrison Newman
Hollie Morrison Nielsen
Paul Jackson Nielsen
Erika Wies Nijenhuis
Patricia Ann Papas
Randall James Pattee
Heidi V. Pemberton
Charles William Peterson
Sigurd Robert Peterson
Sanford Lee Pfeffer
Roger William Pincus
Sharon Anne Pocock
Andrea Jill Pollack
Sara Ansphach Poulos

Paul Leon Presburger
Stephanie Danielle Present
Adrienne Joy Provenzano
Alfredo F. Ramirez MacDonald
Maria Diana Ramos
Jay Samuel Rand
Lisa A. Rapetti
Scott Eric Ratner
Judith Ellen Reich
Bruce Edward Reinhart
Gino Renda
Charles Joseph Rennert
Janice J. Repka
Kimberly McKay Reynolds
Gail Ann Robinson
Jennifer L. Rosato
David Mark Rose
Samuel Jay Rosenthal
Brian Penzner Rosman
Stuart Mark Rothenberg
Gail Bonita Rubin
Neil W. Rust
Valerie H. Ruttenberg
Charles Sachs
Martha Lynn Salzman
Annette Sanford
D. G. Peter Sarsfield
Andrew Jay Schaefler
Krista Jean Schoenheider
Mark A. Sereni
Thomas Gerard Servodidio
Neil Robert Shapiro
Albert D. Shuldimer
Jessamyne Mauna Simon
Michael Andrew Smerconish
Patricia Joan Smink
Lisa Judy Soto
Ferrier Rose Stillman

David Mark Strausfeld
John M. Straw
William James Suarez-Potts
Barbara Jane Subkow
Diane Sullivan
Shauna J. Sullivan
Caroline Marie Sun
Linda Zan Swartz
Donn Isami Taketa
Martin Barry Tallan
Jason W. Tannenbaum
Michele Testen Cann
Frank Nathan Tobolsky
James J. Toomey
Osvaldo F. Torres
Susan Gail Trachtenberg
Mildred Trouillot
Alexander Ustraykh
Louis Frederick Valenti
Robert J. Valihura, Jr.
Mitchell Wachs
Jeffrey Todd Wald
Cuyler Harriman Walker
Robert Lee Walker
Robert Dewey Wallingford
David Kushlan Wang
Michelle Tina Weiner
Ellen Marcia Weiss
Kenneth John Wilbur
Scott Alan Williams
Melinda Caroline Witmer
David Peter Wolicki
Andrew Won
Rachael Elisabeth Wurtman
Kenneth Scott Wyman
Michael Joseph Yel nosky
Kathy Anne Yourkowski
Geraldine Miles Zipser

DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW

May 18, 1987
Rodney K. Smith

MASTER OF LAWS

December 22, 1986

Toshihiko Arai

Thomas Martin Ach
Becher Atassi
Eichi Ban
Andreas Brosig
Elínor J. Chen
Hwei-Pin Chen
Sy-Chi A. Chou
Chi-Hsien Chu
Hector Cordero-Vazquez
Paul DelaHaut
Maria Teresa Diaz
Terence Dudley Fernando
German Alfredo Ferrarazzo
Jerry Gen-Yu Fong
Stephen Merle Fuller

Christoph R. Heiz
Hisashi Izumi
Keiichi Karatsu
Cynthia Kiang
Anita Therese Klein
Hermann J. Knott
Arvind Lail
David Allen Larson
Marie-Sophie L'Hélias
Francisco E. D. Lim
Saül Maloué Zebede
John A. Moran
Tatsushi Okada
Wilfried Ottel
Guillermo F. Pedro
Duncan Rann

David Mark Strausfeld
John M. Straw
William James Suarez-Potts
Barbara Jane Subkow
Diane Sullivan
Shauna J. Sullivan
Caroline Marie Sun
Linda Zan Swartz
Donn Isami Taketa
Martin Barry Tallan
Jason W. Tannenbaum
Michele Testen Cann
Frank Nathan Tobolsky
James J. Toomey
Osvaldo F. Torres
Susan Gail Trachtenberg
Mildred Trouillot
Alexander Ustraykh
Louis Frederick Valenti
Robert J. Valihura, Jr.
Mitchell Wachs
Jeffrey Todd Wald
Cuyler Harriman Walker
Robert Lee Walker
Robert Dewey Wallingford
David Kushlan Wang
Michelle Tina Weiner
Ellen Marcia Weiss
Kenneth John Wilbur
Scott Alan Williams
Melinda Caroline Witmer
David Peter Wolicki
Andrew Won
Rachael Elisabeth Wurtman
Kenneth Scott Wyman
Michael Joseph Yel nosky
Kathy Anne Yourkowski
Geraldine Miles Zipser

Toshiya Kabata

Simon Roberts
Irene R. Rome
Pedro Antonio Rueda
Saumya Samarasekera
Catherine Serva
Shunichi Shinozaki
Aviva Shmool
Jacqueline Spierdijk
Franz Tepper
Suthiphon Thaveechaiyagarn
Yuxian Wang
Susanne Willgerodt
Yong Xian Xu
Hsueh-Hui Sophia Yeh
Kiyohiko Yoshii

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Lee Copeland, Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 18, 1987

Elizabeth L. Carlson
Peter Francis Hines

Sarah Barbara Nemeth
Emily J. Steinberg

Yu-Chien Ann
Natalye L. Appel

Mayumi Tomii

Mark J. Demshak
George Conrad Loza
Berthold Natterer
Mieko Ota

Master of Architecture

August 8, 1986

Fahad A. M. Al-Said
Yu-Chien Ann
Natalye L. Appel

Thomas Griffish Purdy
Joy DeLea Swallow
Osamu Watanabe

May 18, 1987

Mohammad Salem Almaani
Jiang-Hei Cheng
Denise D'Ambrosi
Chun Wah Fong
Yao-Rong Sunny Hwang

Myoung Oak Kim
Sz Yang Lo
Joanne Marie Pizzo
Bruce Christian Prescott
Linda Ann Schaffir

December 22, 1986

Mohammad Salem Almaani
Jiang-Hei Cheng
Denise D'Ambrosi
Chun Wah Fong
Yao-Rong Sunny Hwang

Myoung Oak Kim
Sz Yang Lo
Joanne Marie Pizzo
Bruce Christian Prescott
Linda Ann Schaffir

Master of Architecture

September 6, 1986

Mohammad Salem Almaani
Jiang-Hei Cheng
Denise D'Ambrosi
Chun Wah Fong
Yao-Rong Sunny Hwang

Myoung Oak Kim
Sz Yang Lo
Joanne Marie Pizzo
Bruce Christian Prescott
Linda Ann Schaffir

May 18, 1987

Sheba Akhtar
Lisa Joan Armstrong
John Louis Capelli
Koon Choe
Marshall James Compton
Barbara Kim Erslev
Daniel K. Garofalo
Alicia Goldman Angel
Jennifer Ann Greenlee
Gary Todd Griggs
Stephen Bolten Holmes
Mark Robert Holquist
Doyle Hong
Brian William Humes
Hong-Ming Hwang

Joseph Richard Iano
Frank Daniel Jordan
Margaret Mary Kampine
David Joel Kaplan
Nora Wren Kerr
Susan L. Kutner
Jane Lawson-Bell
Kae-Shin Lin
Solveig Jorgensen Makaretz
Elizabeth Glyde Marsh
Jane Beth Myers
Paul Eric Naprstek
Richard August Pimental, Jr.
Matthew Hain Piner
Ralph Carlyle Porter III

Liza Ann Juadiiong Provido
Jeffrey Thomas Randolph
Thomas Albert Rivard
Evelyn Francine Rouso
Madeleine E. K. Savit
Bruce Edward Schmit
Garreth Charles Schuh
Jennifer Harman Smith
David Kok-Heng Tan
Barbara Van Beuren
Robert P. B. Walker
Paula Frances Weiss
William Reed Williams
Ko-Chiu Jeffrey Wu
Brian William Yachyshen
Kathryn Leigh Young

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Fahad A. M. Al-Said
Tamara A. Hennings

Joel Evan Kolker
Robert F. Melvin

David Nelson Scheuermann
Sophia Yik

Mohammad Salem Almaani
Chun Wah Fong

David Stephen Kriger

Alyssa Walker Postlewait
Uthen Seihamhau

Mohamad Nazir Almadani
Robert Bruce Baird
Alan Drew Cander
Patrice Anne Carroll
Marie-Regine Charles
Bridget L. Dugan

Anne Elizabeth Evans
Charles Nielsen Frederiksen
Peter B. Gertler
David John Gleeson
Alicia Goldman Angel
Howard Evan Greenberg
Douglas Colin Hardy

C. Tshenolo Orapeleng
Vincent Patterson
Cornelia Poole
Robin Sue Rosen
Karen Lynn Rutberg
Alan Dana Summerville

Janet Michelle Albaum
Thomas K. Brown
Nathaniel H. Cohen
Jennifer Day
Allen Lee Frost
Arthur John Harris
Beth Ellen Hoffstein

Catherine Marie Jennings
Diane Lynne Lachman
Stefania Luciani-Massari
Steven Abel Moore
Edward Steven Murphy
Kevin O'Brien
Michelle M. Okoniewski
Stephen Howard Rovner

Susan Lynn Sanchez
John Justin Schmidtberger
Deborah Lee Stern
Julia R. Thompson
Nuria Vicens Weinmann
Susan Julia Williams
Ann Hopkins Wilson

Michael Francis Barrett
Jean Summers Bilunas
John Charles Booser
Carol Ann Butler

Robert Patrick Coyne
Simon John Dengel
Phillip Michael Friday
Kimberly Terese Nelson
William Stiles Parkin III

Joseph J. Roberts, Jr.
Gary Robert Rossman
John Wendell Smith
Hubert White, Jr.

Virginia Antonoplos
Robert Thomas Kassoway

Corby Alan Myers
William Hilmes Pestke
John Richard Snavely

Lawrence Gillis Stets
David Lloyd Stewart

43
May 18, 1987

Jay Scott Aemisegger
David Russell Anderson
Matthew C. F. Baird
David A. Beatrice
Thomas Keith Beckett Jr.
John F. Boyer Jr.
Susan Louise Carson
Beverly June Coleman
Donna Rene Cooper
Julia Douglas Danzy
Karen Kelly Deklinski
John Kevin Dougherty
Thomas Paul Duffy
Derwood Barringer Dunbar Jr.
Caroline Winslow Farr
Alan Feit
Susan Lynn Felker
Molly Finn

Alan B. Fogel
James S. Fritz
Thomas Andrew Gabig
Nancy T. Galkowski
Thomas Patrick Gallagher
Kenneth F. Golner
Howard Evan Greenberg
Thomas Stuart Hamilton
Jennifer A. Jones
Janice A. Kamin
Susan Carole Kamp
Stuart T. Kapp
William Roy Klauber
Mavis Kleso
Jacqueline Schenck Kramer
Linda Lecht
Charles Philip Mackin Jr.
Gregory Allen Marshall
James Edward Mazur
Patricia Young Melberg

Richard Alan Merkt
Paige Marlene Miller
Elizabeth Ellen Mintz
Terry Allyn Moreland
Benjamin Isaac Myers II
Edward Sheldon Nelson
Terrence James O'Connor
William J. O'Sullivan
Scott Christopher Pyfer
George Joseph Rieger
Jonathan Franklin Root
David Baron Rowland
Scott Michael Sanders
Richard S. Schkolnick
Beth G. Shoyer
Carol Ann Strait
Robert King Thompson
Gary Robert Tyber
Harvey Frederick Weiner

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

August 8, 1986

Reed Laurence Engle

Ping Xu

December 22, 1986

Joanna Margaret Littleton

May 18, 1987

Devon K. Carlin
Barbara Ute Carnes
Chao-Hui Cheng
Anne C. Daniels
Steven Edgar David
Peter Radcliffe Fernandez
Peter Francis Fine

Harriet Marie Grimm
Young-Jun Han
Tae Woong Lee
Patrice Emmanuel Marchal
Jon Charles Michaux
Heidi G. Misslbeck
Kim Randall Ogle

David Joseph Ostrich
Peter Bernhardt Samuel
John Eric Schneider
Robert Gunnar Stigberg
Charles Robert Tesler
Paula Frances Weiss
Elizabeth Ellen Wolfe

MASTER OF REGIONAL PLANNING

August 8, 1986

Martha C. Crusius
Pieter de Jong

Lin-Szia Hu
Beth Ann Leder

Arthur Lewis Lerman
Elizabeth Brockie Lukens

December 22, 1986

Theresa Ann Fowler

May 18, 1987

Jane R. Elkis

Harry R. Compton
Peter Dunleavy

Elizabeth Hathaway Evans
Robert James Pierce
Mary Thomen Redway

Steven Ford Roberts
Aubrey N. Sherif
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Jan T. Lindhe, Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

August 8, 1986

Maria Helena Barboza
Mitchell Keith Brudno
Adam Jonathan Fields
Beverly Ruth Gladstone Baeder
Derrick Brandon Graves

Gina Louise Hitchcock
Seok Hie Joo
Barbara Ann Kelly
Edwin Lee
Eve Lea Leeman

Pearl Tova Lieberman
Erik John Marzano
Thomas Joseph McDonnell
Andrew Mark Ross
Steven Trevor Shwer

December 22, 1986

Chun-Hsi Chung
Elizabeth Louise Culver
David Brian Ettinger

Ryne S. Johnson
Lawrence Mark Levin

Eduardo Minsk
Kamlesh G. Patel
Karin B. M. Rosenzweig

May 18, 1987

Jonathan Pura Asuncion
William Vincent Baldassano
John David Beckwith
David Allen Black
Jeffrey Blum
Scott Joseph Bonomo
John David Bradford, II
Michael Bufo, Jr.
Daniel M. Cahill
Ricci Yi-Chi Chan
Stuart Alan Chavis
Alan H. Chenman
Michael James Chimenti
David Alden Cottrell
Marc Anthony Cozzarin
James Theodore Criares
Robert Joseph De Marco
Lisa Jeanne Diaddorio
Gregory Scott DiRenzo
Jeffrey Marc Doblin
Jean Marie Dragani
Haris Ehland
Gregg Robert Fader
Mitchell Joseph Farr
David Faust
Bruce Gordon Fay
Donna Marie Federici
Deborah L. Fishman
Corey Lance Goldstein
Enid Helene Goldstein
Lawrence Mark Gorzelnik
Fatema Nisan Haider
Geoffry Eric Hallstead

Albert Smith Harris, III
Juliann Marie Hinton
James Matthew Hogendobler
Kenneth S. Hoover
Paul Gregory Hunter
Irena Jug-Weiss
Michelle Pauline Kauffman
Donald Donguk Kim
He-Kyung Kim-Yu
Lloyd Kenneth Klausner
Edward Martin Klinger
Mark David Kopera
Edward Arthur Krukowski
Katherine Mary Lambert
Shari Tara Leavitt
Jeffrey Chi Fai Lee
Kenny Kung-Che Lee
Laura S. Levine
Uri Levy
Madeline Regina Lo Duca
Lewis R. Maldonado
David R. Margulis
Georges Paul Martin
Adam Marshall Maslow
Stephanie F. Mastrotta
David Keith Mazgaj
Howard Jeffrey Metz
Dennis R. Moren
Barry Mark Moretzy
Jean Ryan Murphy
Deborah Anne Myers
Mark William Nester
Eric Ira Nussbaum
Bruce Stephen Palazzo

Margrit Mary Palmer
Craig Steven Pate
Mina Paul
Thomas Paul Petrick, Jr.
Anne Lawson Pfarrer
Keith Martin Phillips
Joan Kim Ramanaukas
Douglas Lee Reigh
Michael Romanowicz
Judith Ann Rubenstein
Jay Rubin
Virpi Helena Salo Schaeffer
Farshid Sanavi
Cheryl Ann Sandor
William Franklin Schicktanz
Wade A. Shinsato
Gary David Simon
Surendra Singh
David Alan Sirois
Dean Ford Sophocles
Bruce H. Spivak
Jeannette Patricia Stemphuber
Robert Marc Stern
Lisa Danielle Testa
Shakil Ali Virjee
Joseph M. Vitolo
Steve Wechsler
Arnold E. Weinstein
David Jacob Weinstock
Richard Smith Wilson, Jr.
Andrew C. Wong
Janet A. Yellowitz
David Bernard Zions
THE SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Robert R. Marshak, Dean

DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

August 8, 1986

Anne Elizabeth Harris

December 22, 1986

Cheryl Marsha Penn

May 18, 1987

Maureen Ellen Altman
Stephen Mitchell Askin
Amy Iris Attas
Elizabeth Ann Soper A'Zary
Deborahie Diehl Becker
Patricia Lynn Berringham
Nina Ruth Beyer
James Lee Bianco
Rachel Hahn Blakely
Susan Jean Botts
Mary Gardiner Boy
Thomas Joseph Mark Brady
Jacqueline Burke
Annette Michelle Carricato
Wendy Villalba Caudill
Susan Judith Colbassani
Evelyn Marie Crish
Joseph Albert Crowley
Starr Cummin
Lynn Marie Danesi
Thomas Wayne Dowling
Judy Lynne Downs
Beth Yearling Dronson
Kyle Wayne Dutt
Andrew Haas Elser
William Philip Feeney
Diana Ellen Feldbaumer
Susanne Rachael Felser
Bruce Daniel Freedman
Richard Howard Fried
Deborah Jean Ganster
Christopher Nicholas Garruba, Jr.
William Robert Graf, II
Barbara Jean Gregory
Andrea Gabrielle Hayes
Steven Jay Heyman
Brian Scott Hillegass
Lori Michelle Rahming Holland
Thurman Hornbuckle, II
Patricia Natalie Jackson
Carol Elaine Johnson
Wayne Martin Johnson
Lance Parker Kell
Robert Seth Kieval
Joyce M Kille
John Ross Kinney
William Clark Kittleberger, III
Judy Ann Korman
Cathleen Alma Hanlon Lanutti
James Bruce Lawhead
Eugene Joseph Lengerich
Damen Lin
Jack Lance Lipken
Lori Lee Love
Marcia Joan Margolis
Carol Anne Marusak
Abby Diehl Maxson
Clyde Strock McMullen
Cathynn Megella
Donald Gibson Meredith
Wendy Louise Miller
Pamela Alexandra Mills
Robert Joseph Moffatt
Kenneth Lee Mohn
Twila Anne Moore
Carol Jean Morelo
Carla Marie Narducci
Nancy Joan Nelson
Roger Erich Niedermeier
Virginia Pierce
Rose Marie Quagliariello
Virginia Theresa Rentko
Carla Richter
Joan Mary Ritchie
Karen Sue Royer
Trina Renee Russell
Maria Grace Salvaggio
Christine Santiago
Margot Beth Schwag
Amy M. Scharsky
Sara Jane Shaw
Nicole Suzanne Shultz
William Whitmer Slaymaker
Patricia Lynne Sleppy
Lois Elaine Sloan
Diane Marie Sot
Charles Barton Spainhour, Jr.
Richard Norman Spencer, Jr.
Drew Frederick Sporer
Steve Craig Stephan
Barbara Jan Strock
Gary Martin Tabor
James Wayne Takacs
Nachum Tavory
John Russell Terry, Jr.
Cynthia Ann Terway
Marjorie Ann Stevenson Thaler
Annette Rhonda Thomas
Sharon Lee Toll
Mary Regina F. Toner
Alan Kent Tothaker
Michael Eric Treitler
Virginia Pennock Trexler-Myren
Holly Robin Trief
Eugenia Rowland Barry Tubman
Valorie Antoinette Vaughn
Francisco Javier Velazquez
Lynn Mirbach Walker
Cynthia Ruth Ward
Elizabeth Brewster Robinson Weintraub
Alexander Howard Werner
Ann Eliason Whereat
Linda Marie Wood
Joan Marie Yarnall

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
# THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

**Dell H. Hymes, Dean**

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

### August 8, 1986

- Susan Margaret Marion Blackmore
- Robin Louise Borczon
- Robin Jane Brown
- Mary Elizabeth Burns
- Theresa Ann Butler
- Victoria Anne Coroniti
- Robert Lawrence Crawford
- Amy Jeanette Cubler
- Kevin Gerard Flynn
- Stephanie Dale Gillmore
- Neil Marc Goldman
- Jacqueline Remington Greer
- Gail E. Harris
- Aminta Hawkins
- Nancy L. Kline
- Kathleen A. Koar
- Beth Lynne Kohler
- Allen Marc Kolchinsky
- Hayward G. LaBoo
- Richard Laprade
- Michael Allan Lee
- Moonjo P. Lee
- Margaret G. Leonard
- Linda Marie McKenna
- Amy Jo Mitran
- Joanne M. Murphy
- Anne O’Shea
- Beverly June Richardson
- Lauren Elise Rio
- Suzanne Carol Rizzi
- Ronald Marc Romoff
- Nancy Ellen Rubin
- Mary Grace Ryder
- Holly Anne Seidel
- Jill D. Silverstein
- Rosie M. Smith
- Cheryl Lynne Smugar
- Anthony Joseph Splendor
- Deborah Lynne Tolman
- George Wagoner Woodruff
- Stephania Zyblukewycz

### December 22, 1986

- Leslie Eve Aronfreed
- Susan Elizabeth Bates
- Gary Brown
- George Patrick Coan, Jr.
- Jose Rodriguez de la Iglesia
- Audrey Jan Eng
- Eric R. Fisher
- Amy Elizabeth Friedman
- William Geiger III
- Angelo P. Giardino
- Cara Lee Goldman
- Kathleen Mileski Hanes
- Gail Rebecca Heller
- Carolynn Sherwood-Jones
- Linda Marie Kieckhefer
- Rosalie M. King
- Leon-Im Lee
- Julie Beth Gorchow Levine
- Laura P. Lewis
- Dale McCready
- Thomas H. McGowan, Jr.
- Shawn Patrick Meddock
- John Bronnie Melesky
- Elizabeth Sophia Muhly
- Wayne Steven Obetz
- Alison Elizabeth Regan
- Rose Chantal Rene
- Jane Sheerr Rothman
- Holly Ruckdeschel
- Cynthia P. Ruzansky
- Thomas Bevan Scattagood
- Beulah Trey

### May 18, 1987

- Susan L. Ancona
- James Michael Bahr
- Parveen Marianne Bashey
- Beverly Bryce Bev
- Rhonda J. Boyles
- Jill Callen Bressler
- Janell L. Carroll
- Eugene Denis Chiaverelli
- Susan Cline-McGroarty
- Jeanne Marie Connell
- Constantinos Kyriacou Constantindes
- Maria Antonia Lopes Cowles
- Gerald N. Crisci
- Christopher John Dalla
- Ryanne Lailey DeGood
- Nicholas Charles Denko
- Anne B. D’Ullis
- Tim Martin Eckert
- Pauline Furniss-Kaldelli
- Sandra Kaye Gill
- Madeleine R. Grant
- Deborah Rachel Haas
- David Hahn
- Mary-Jean B. Hayden
- Kimberley Lewis Hemminger
- Patricia Ann Holliday
- Craig R. Hopen
- Hsi-Fen Huang
- Margaret Emma Huie
- Nora Hunt-Johnson
- Margaret Mason James
- Michael David Kane
- Suzanne Mindy Kanusher
- Napisah Kepol
- Janeen Kingma
- Yukiko Kono
- Elisabeth Allen LeFort
- Bridget Joan Martin
- Elizabeth C. McAndrew
- Maureen Theresa McCrane
- Ann Chandler McHugh
- Grace Marie Mest
- Randi S. Miller
- Betty N-H Mosteller
- Stephanie R. Nance-Logan
- Michelle Susan Nassau
- Robert Ernest Naytor III
- Erica Hope Ness
- Catherine Marie Frances Xavier O’Brien
- Marc L. Ostfield
- David Ostroff
- Eleanore Karnes Pabarue
- Christopher Albert Parma
- Cynthia Jean Phifer
- Joseph Herudjati Purwoko
- Norman Arthur Richardson
- Kathryn Butler Rodriguez
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION — Continued

Beth A. Roffman
Allison Rose
Zipora Roth
Linda Sakacs

Wendy Ann Saltman
Berenice Nagle Saxon
Jeanne Lee Stanley
Margaret M. Taleff

Robyn Jane Ultan
Cynthia S. Weill
William Gene Whitney
Genienne Winter

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

August 8, 1986

Judy Lechner Knowles

Constance V. Ryskamp

December 22, 1986

James Francis Bonner

Nicholas Peter Sham

David Lowell Phillips
Minoru Sakamoto

May 18, 1987

Thomas Allan Baily
Walter Hubert Brown, Jr.
Lynn Garrett

Kenneth Hendershot
Nancy Hay Knapp
Katheryn J. McGettigan
Marilyn Richman Royfe

Esther Johnson Shelton
Allan L. Thrush
Evonne E. Watson

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Michael J. Austin, Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

August 8, 1986

Arlyn Dean Sommer

December 22, 1986

Arleen Weiss Kaplan

Justin Allen White

May 18, 1987

Birgit Falk Ayrey
Michelle Beth Bodin
Lorene Joan Burke
Wendell Maurice Evans
Mary Elizabeth Ewing
Linda Harriet Fettmann
Catherine Ann Fierro
Jamie Flaxman
Laura Leigh Gates
Barbara Parpart Glatthorn
Diane Rae Glenn
Noemi Rivera de Gonzalez
Teresa Ann Hagan
Janet Marilyn Johnson
Amy Lynn Klein

Kim Elizabeth Knopp
Sarah Baring Knowlton
Christine Satomi Kondo
Michele Jan Marcus
Veronica Marmora
Margo Leslie Martin
Carrie Ann Matez
Maureen Andrea Meehan
Adrienne Rose Merjian
Deborah Jean Michel
David Joseph Montgomery
Roseann Biondi Moreno
Janet Gamal Northcott
Gregory Mark Papazian

Lisa Christine Pappas
Barbara Lerner Price
Daisy Pujals
Kathy Ann Reeves
Joan Marie Reiley
Elizabeth Rooney
Lisa Carol Schultz
Trina Louise Shuptar
Sharon Leslie Silow
Darla Kay Spence
Cathy Hope Steffen
Maria Alicia Pitarque de la Torre
Janie Feamster Wheat
Cheryl Ann Wiechecki
Dakari Wikkeling

DOCTOR OF SOCIAL WORK

December 22, 1986

Ernestyne James Adams

Stephen Jae Betchen
Carol A. Cobb-Nettleton

Anthony Paul Halter

May 18, 1987

Dorothy Ann Howard

Eliezer Lawenthal

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE ANNENBERG SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS

George Gerbner, Dean

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATIONS

August 8, 1986
Jessica Elise Lilie
Sarah Stranahan-Cubbon
Diane Elaine Valeria Steinour

December 22, 1986
Ann Jaime Banks
Victor Joseph Caldarola
Julie Suzanne Eisenberg
Nejat Ozyegin
Diane Zimmerman Umble
Tracy Jane Williams Miles

May 18, 1987
Steven Gary Apel
Robert Sanford Drew
Yilun Feng
Robert Ian Gale
Eva Suzanne Goldfarb
Patrick Hagopian
Janet Cirone Hoefling
Sangeeta Kshetry
Moira Marie McLoughlin
William Anthony Mikulak
Julia Diane Portale
Dana Marie Porter
Karen Doward Valentine
Wendy Elizabeth Wagreich
Karin Gwinn Wilkins
Lefay Woon

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes
to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only.
The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE GRADUATE FACULTIES

Candidates will be presented by Richard C. Clelland, Deputy Provost

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 8, 1986

Michael Abrash
R. David Anderson
David Biddle
David Carl Brown
Andrew Burns
John Joseph Campbell, III
David Edward Charvat
Michael Ciambella
Martha Christine Crusius

Joseph DeLuca
Suzan Monir El Kholy
Omar Nassef Fawzy
Richard Louis Fiuri
Lawrence Gallagher
Uma Jayaraman
Robert Eric Mellin
Jacqueline Renee Meszaros

December 22, 1986

Ella Webster Aderman
Nadia Mehdi Alhasani
Iacovos Chrysochou
David Michael Collins
Joseph Francis Daly
Khaled Salah El-Khishin
Andrew Jonathan Estrin

Mark Edward Filipkowski
Brenda Jean Fletcher
Jackie Yentis Goldstone
Jericco Cephas Hanson
Youssef Abdelgahny Hegazy
Deborah Hingston
Craig James Miller
Frederick Arthur Moseley

Robert Dean Nevitt
Elana Riggio
Edward Jay Robb
Robin Sue Rosen
Walter Joseph Sarkees
Nancy Ellen Shils
Jayant Sinha

May 18, 1987

George Holaday Adams
Mohamed Fawz Mohamed Ali
Paul Dimas Arias
David Bergman
James Kevin Boehnlein
Judith Ann Calem
Armond Francis Cammarota
Edward Cuyler Campbell
Mario Canato
James Nicholas Canonica
Kerry Irving Carter
Stephanie Hetes Cocke
David Joseph Connell
James Michael Conway
Lorraine Albre de Jager
Sheila Mc Elroy Diamond
Howard William Donahue
William Michael Earley
Ismail Shams Eldin Elshafei
Elizabeth Hathaway Evans
Pamela Louise Ferrante
Peter B. Gertler
Yale Richard Goldman

Neil Goldstein
Christopher Mark Hagberg
Joanne Moser Hanna
Weston Herrick
Jill Avra Hittleman
Colin Timothy Howard
James Frederick Irland
Deanna Lynn Johnson
Rita Tyson Kilpatrick
Peter Maxwell Kohane
Ronald Bradley Lane
James David Litts
John Robert Lloyd
Juan Diego Londoño
Marcia Diane Lowe
Joel Magerman
Judith Kathryn Major
Myron Earle Mattocks
Margaret M. McDonough
Halwany Michrob
Barbara J. Mohebbi
Ronda Lee Mosley
Leigh Mundhenk
Joan Heyne Nerenberg

John Garrett Nevius
Carl Edward Nittinger
Kathleen Patton
Vincent M. Phaahla
Alyssa Walker Postlewait
Mary Jo Rendon
Owen Tasker Robbins
Regina Kay Roberts
Kenneth Bruce Rom
Glenn Stanley Schechter
David Schepps
Priyethan Telloo Seebadri
Brian J. Sexton
Claudio Loris Sgarbi
Pichaya Suppakijaruk
Emiko Anne Tajima
Nancy Talleur
Michael Taylor Towle
Frank Joseph Valdez
Rodolphe M. Vallee
Beth Anne Weidler
Rodney Richard Wyffels
Marianne Yorke

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Alfred John Acres                                      Hillary Margaret Doerr                          Anne-Marie Obajtek-Kirkwood
Elizabeth Margaret Allen                               Christopher Drayton Dore                        Matthew Paul O’Loughlin
Benjamin Tom Backus                                     Akira Endo                                     Daniel Pollack
Eleni Spyridonos Banou                                     John Marshall Evans, Jr.                        Paul Dudley Pruitt
Dana Frances Boatman                                             Iddo Gal                                      Lorenzo Maria Pupillo
Julia Bosch                                                   Laura Ann Genovese                              Susan Emily Reid
Melanie Overton Burns                                      Bernhard Josef Heizmann                         Naomi Rogers
John Peter Butera                                              Christine Louise Himes                          Donna Lynne Rondolone
Kathryn Littleton Buttrick                                     Kamel Jedidi                                 Tammi Helene Rossman-Benjamin
Sarah Dulany Carter                                                        Mona Jha                                      Georgia Salapata
Chin-Oh Chang                                               Miriam Kapiloff                                 Shimon Schocken
Gretchen Beth Chapman                                         Douglas Andrew Keith                           Katia Anna Segre
Steven Alexander Chapman                                      Kwanyoung Kim                                Pamela Harriet Spritzer
June Eleanor Clark                                                Tamara Kohn                                   Lisa Ray Strauss
Colleen Jo Connor                                                Martha Jane Kokes                              Michele Pavone Stricker
Laura Susan Cox                                               Boonchai Kosothankul                           Carol Eileen Vassian
Kevin James Crisman                                             Virginia Lorraine Lewis                        Nancy Elizabeth Weber
Jonathan Lee Cryer                                               Jack Lee Lindsey                                Elizabeth Weiss
Eric F. Cummins                                                 Barry Michael Lituchy                            Harry William Westerman
Antonio Borges De Assuncao                                       Susan Ann Madden                              Jaana Marketta Woiceshyn
Laurie Jane Dicker                                                Edward Deering Mansfield                       Richard Jay Yeselson
Selim Dincer                                                   Jane Elizabeth Miller                            Karyn Leslie Zieve
                                          December 22, 1986
Nora Maria Alter                                               Katharine Weeks Davidge                         Nancy Cady Llach
Amarrita Amoroso                                               Pichet Durongkaveroj                           Hanmee Mazlouh Mahasneh
Ellen Anne Armbruster                                           Martha Mel Edmunds                              Willa Kay Michener
Robert Stephen Berry                                              Linda Fulpon                                  Pradip Kumar Muhuri
Cynthia Anne Bidart                                             John Remo Gennari                              Mitchell Bruce Porten
Anne McNair Bolin                                               Suresh Govindaraj                              Sumathi Ramaswamy
Dennis Michael Brown                                            Jill Yvonne Halchin                             Janice Rogers Rodriguez
David Robert Buffum                                               James Andrew Hendriksen                       Stephanie Alissa Rosen
Elizabeth Ann Butwin                                            Beth Eileen Hudson                              Steven Russell Salbu
Jorge Caballe Vilella                                         Ucheon Jang                                   Thomas Owen Sipe
Jonathan Maina Chege                                           Martin Peter Keutel                             Elizabeth Alison Smith
Shen-Yuan Chien                                               Aziz Ahmad Khalid                                 Susan Beth Taylor
Wu-Jin Chu                                                    Dong-Kyung Kim                                 John Patrick Vuchetch
Kimberly Pace Cooke                                           Thomas Peter Kreiser                             Joseph Jerome Waldo
Sarah Harrison Cornelius                                         Corinne M. Krupp                               Lael Till Weissman
Charlotte Mary Daniels                                          Harold Roy Lentner                              Elena Arana Williams
Corazon Pante Dating                                            Sybil J. Lipschultz                              Tamar Leah Wyschogrod
                                          May 18, 1987
David Hillson Abramowitz                                        Bruce Joseph Bowlus                              Brian Douglas Crane
Guido Antonio Airoldi                                           Christopher Lynn Boyatt                         Edward Eve Crawford
Daniel Alexander                                               Milton Lee Butts                               Randall Lee Crist
David Ross Anderson                                             William Bernard Carr                            Christina Loewen Davies
Paul Aris                                                       Helen Banzuela Castro                            Deborah Perelka Davis
Patricia Arrau Pons                                              Elie Chamma                                    Stephen Ford Dawe
Nannette Catherine Asuncion                                      Dong-Han Chang                                Dennis Michael di Battista
Leslie Rae Aucoin                                               Jyue-Huey Chen                                  Helen Iris Doeringhaus
Arup Banerji                                                    Tsai-jiy Chen                                  Lili Boolan Dung
Ahmed Abdullah Basha                                            Sea-Way V. Cheng                                Gary Raymond Dyer
Jeffrey Charles Beeson                                          Elizabeth Louise Clemens                       Ahmed Salem El Zayat
Nancy Dunlap Bercaw                                            Maria Trinidad Rebong Co                          Raima Evan
Anna Botta                                                       Katherine Marie Condon                          William Francis Evans
                                          Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
MASTER OF ARTS — Continued

Patricia Rooney Faulk
Mindy Diane Feldman
John Edward Fischer, Jr.
Gisua Flora Fitzpatrick
Luis German Flores
Amy Lynne Frank
Todd Messer Freeman
Anne Jean Fremault
Edward Z. Frim
Thierry Linh Fuller
Giampiero Maria Gallo
Kirtland Cutter Gardner
Jesus Mario Garza-Gomez
Martha Liebler Gibson
Eduardo Tomas Gonzalez
Barbara Carol Gorka
Philip White Grabfield
Josephine M. Gullo
Demosthenes Andrew Halcoussis
Farid Harianto
Terry Alan Harpold
Ignatia Maria Hendrarti
Saul Hernandez
Carol Ann Hottenrott
Diane Jarvis Hunter
Ana Maria Sandoval Itchon
Virginia Carol Jewiss
Julie Ann Johnson
Amelia Gwen Jones
Jehan Hussein Kafafi
Ryuichi Kaneko
Karen Lynn Karp
Joseph Gregory Kaufmann
Kyri Ma Kaung
John Kekowole
Jeffrey Robert Kerr-Ritchie
Karen Delianedis Khosrovi
Framarz Khoushab
Jong-Ho Kim
Kyung-Keun Kim
G. David L. Kincheloe
Chwan-Der Alex King
Frank Joseph Korom
Anna Alicia Kravetz
Ann Kuhlman
Allan Kwan
David Charles Leader
Seung-Hoon Lee
Adam Franklin Leff
Jon Bruce Leizman
Michael Levengood
Susan Marie LeBreux
Chuan Fu Lin
Catherine Baker Lipe
Per Leif Jorgen Lohnn
Paula Luteran
Elizabeth Reid Mackenzie
Kirk Alan Marangi
Dana Ken Martin
Naoki Matsuba
Kevin Curtis Mazula
Richard G. McCarrick
Anita Kroll McDonnell
Christopher Michael McHugh
Donna Christine Mehos
Andrew Thompson Miller
Hugh Wilson Miller
Janet L. Mills
Byung-Won Min
Patricia Tatiana Miranda
Jeffrey Davis Montgomery
Richard Howard Moss
Joshua Scott Mostow
Julie Yim Moy
Eileen Therese Naughton
Angela Marie Newsome
Dorothy Petit Noyes
Alison Garland Ogg
Paul Michael Okl
Evan Philip Oster
Ahmed M. Salah Ouf
Sandee Anubmai Patel
Susan Elizabeth Petrie
Julianne Felicia Pitone
Aaron C. Porter
Robert Howard Portnoe
Troy Alan Prario
David Felton Pyke
Vijayendra Rao
Elizabeth Abigail Reed
Patricia Maria Ruch
D. Fairchild Ruggles
Prom Saran
Emine Sarigollu
Elizabeth Anna Schmel
Ronald David Schorsch
Maria Anne Scungio
Eric Herman Seele
Fabienne Anne Serfaty
Aalaed-din M. Shaheen
Barry Lawrence Shank
Heidi A. Shaulis
Lori Beth Shumaker
Lawrence Simons
Hyuk-Sang Sohn
Ellen Marie Somekawa
Einar Steingrimsson
James Howard Stephenson
John Clinton Steward
Janet Hilda Stokes
Tomohiko Sumihara
Mike Susoev
Emily-Greta Tabourin
Khan Aye Than
Evelyn Marian Tidlow
Peter Jan Tokofsky
Sarah Whitney Tracy
Diane Leslie Ty
Ramanjot S. Uppal
Enric Vallduvi
Francis Victor
Richard K. Frhr. von Rheinbaben
Marios Vourgos
David Paul Voreacos
Grace Hwei-Shu Wang
Seong Hyeon Whang
Susan Judith Wiener
Nathan James Wilson
Timothy Dodge Wood
Jih-Hwa Wu
Linda Elisabeth Young
Marlyn Lee Zelkowitz
Melissa Zwanger

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 8, 1986

Codjo Achode
Mohammad Mosleh Al-Thomaley
Robert Norman Amundsen
Doris Elisabeth Andrews
Martin Allan Asher
Ivy Gale Avrith
Bruce Thomas Boehrer
William Frederic Boulding
Florence Ria Michaud Bourcier
Arna Beth Bronstein
Mark Andrew Burns
Jan Margaret Casadei
Judith Ann Chambers
Ssu-Li Chang
Rabikar Chatterjee
Shao-Ping Chen
George Thomas Cicila
Martin Joseph Collo
Elissa Miller Derrickson
Francis Xavier Diebold, III
Masayuki Doi
Thomas Martin Engber
Nancy Barbara English
Panayiotis Vassilios Frangos
Richard A. Friend
John Richard Gaggin
Gary Michael Glenn
Steven Richard Goldsmith
Benjamin Louis Goluboff
Beatrice Haimovich
Andrea Olexa Hollingsworth
Bruce Ira Jacobs
Marc Erik Jacobson
Hae-Seong Je
Domingo Castelo Joaquin
Kimberly L. Kempf
Hyun Joong Kim
Kyou Yung Kim
Debra Ann Rossman

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY—Continued

Linda Gayle Kraemer
Young-June Kwon
Hsien Ping Lang
Haeshim Lee
Lucille London
Amy Ramage Lyman
Marc Stephen Micozzi
Charles Christopher Moller
Edward Terry Morman
Nancy Cummings Moyer
Brendan Patrick Mullan
Eric Stephen Myra
Richard Gordon Newhauser
Susan Kay Nolen-Hoeksema

Kap-Soo Oh
Michael G. Papaioannou
Jack David Pressman
Moshe Baruch Rosenwein
Jaime Sabal
Nechama Sataty
Gail Hemingway Schwarz
Benjamin Slotnick
Beverly Prior Smaby
Rosanne Musyka Snyder
Sanjiv Sobti
Thomas Joseph Stanley
Chun-Yeh Su
Sharon P. Thompson

Decideber 22, 1986

Shannon Elizabeth Griffiths
Kenzo Hamano
Pedro Emilio Hernandez
Joel Frederick Houston
Mark Alan Hughes
Jaewon Hui
Chan-Kou J. Hwang
Donald Conrad Jackson
Elaina Marie Jannell
Jong-Di Jiang
Jane Eleanor Jorgenson
Adeline Josephson
Peter Just
Allan E. Kaufman
Marie Hubert Kealy
Zeev Keidar
Nazli Kibria
Alisa Carolyn Klaus
Joseph William Kovach, III
David Kowarski
Tamara Ladduwahetty
Richard Fai Lee
Youngwhan Lee
Tianhu Lei
Paula Lou Leshine
Ting-Peng Liang
Dong-Shiu Lin
Sybil J. Lipschultz
Ilza Lokke Lottes
Gary Edward Lyons
Elisa Ann Mangle
Linda Carol May
Cheikh Seydil Moctar Mbacke
John Dwane McCoy
Dervla Mary Mellerick
John Francis DelRossi
Elizabeth LaMotte Cates Milroy
Cyrus Mohebbi
James Andrew Moore
Michael Joseph Morgan
Shyamala Nagaraj
Lynn Keller Nyhart
Margaret A. Olsen

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hesham Mostafa Abdel-Rahman</td>
<td>Qing-guo Liu</td>
<td>Kenneth Allan Lord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferial Abd El-Kader Ahmed</td>
<td>May 18, 1987</td>
<td>Bao-Tong Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Leon Alerhand</td>
<td></td>
<td>Forrest Landis Mackellar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Anton Allee</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kathleen Marie Manolescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Raymond Allen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Sheps Margulies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Lynne Allen-Taylor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chi-Leung Lau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Muhammad al-Matouq</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Francis McAna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celia Alvarez</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Joseph McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Lennart Andersson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrea Grier McDowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernesto Guillermo Arias</td>
<td></td>
<td>Leslie Carole Mechem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasushi Asami</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spyros George Elias Mezitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Sayed Awad</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hugh Wilson Miller, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assaad Elia Azzi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Linda Ann Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oguz Nuri Baburoglu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Meg Sara Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Clara Baker</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Jan Mitteldorf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Harrell Bass, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shunjii Miyahara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Rene Begun</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bruce Marshall Mizrach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramadan T. Belgasem</td>
<td></td>
<td>Qadir Mohiuddin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Ross Bell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Charles Moser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul-Jawad Hassan Benswessi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shahin Mossavar-Rahmani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Herman Bergen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joanne Burke Mulcahy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Ann Berretta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Dean Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Jon Bogusky</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gopalan Nadathur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry William Bosch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jacqueline Lepore Nadin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Marie Buettner</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jack McCune Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Alice Baehr Bullard</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anne Nester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marylyn Elliott Calabrese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Andrew Newhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madelyn Mary Caltabiano</td>
<td></td>
<td>Omid Nodoushani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Michael Candela</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nadine O'Connor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu-Li Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vassilis Pachnis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Chaoui</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kathleen Deska Pagana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lih-Shyang Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Coburn Pape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yongchang Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Byungho Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei-Kuang Chi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Philip Morgan Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin-Chih Chiang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Donna Ambler Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwok Hung Chiang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Steven James Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolley Bruce Christian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kaye M Jury Hood Pollock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wujin Chu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara Nevling Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Cohen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Judith Marcia Porter-Kaufman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Carter Cook III</td>
<td></td>
<td>David Felton Pyke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen D. Corrigan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jared Lynn Randall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Patrick Cunningham</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sanjay Kumar Rao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Ann D'Ambrosio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Michael L. Raposa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Estelle Dakin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gail Brookstein Razonow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Ann Dalickas</td>
<td></td>
<td>Perry Franklin Renshaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Meredith Day</td>
<td></td>
<td>David Jerome Rhees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Luis Traca Borges De Assuncao</td>
<td></td>
<td>Richard Howard Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Joseph De Graba</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mikael Rordam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Paul Dear</td>
<td></td>
<td>Charlotte Tanksley Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Olsen DeBasio</td>
<td></td>
<td>James Dominic San Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael Del Villar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jacquelyn Savani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Edward Dickinson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Joseph Schlosser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Rae Dobrow</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diane Margaret Schneider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Roland Dressler</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shimon Schocken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillermo Cesar Duenas</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Lewis Seidel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Edward Duggan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tayyeb Shabbir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Csilla Ann Duneckzy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Henrietta Shakin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurence Keith Eisenberg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Thomas Shanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Ralph Ellerman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marjorie Anne Shapiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassan Mohamed ElNaggar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Peter Feffer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Certificates

GENERAL HONORS PROGRAM

May 18, 1987

Abigail Abrash
Siraj Ahmed
William Garrett Beeson
John Bennetch
Elizabeth Blackwell
Pamela Brickley
Hayley Bryant
Donald A. Bux
Elizabeth Crane
Joshua Ditelberg
John E. Fischer
David Fleece
Lisa A. Freeman
Joel Friedlander
Beth Goldstein

Gregory Harold Gust, Jr.
Spencer Hart
Kimberly Hirschman
Stephen Horn
Jennifer Inz
Ashutosh Kotwal
Madelyn Levine
Alden Levy
Susan Mattisinko
Francois Mazur
Allan Merrill
Rex Miller
Kevin Misher
Luise Moskowitz

Gary M. Phillips
Ann Marie Pitschi
Laura Rigg
David Shaman
Alan Shusterman
Andrew Soloway
Lisa Steinel
Yaron Sternbach
Lisa Roth Swieson
Neil Tuch
Deborah Ushkow
Stacy Weinberg
Eric Weinstock
Kimberly Wilcoxon
Kathleen Zinger

ADVANCED DENTAL EDUCATION (School of Dental Medicine)

Endodontics

May 18, 1987

Edward Bronislaw Drozd
Alvaro Londoño Salazar

Edward Nicholas Russo
William Gordon Sloan
Saisawart Thongsuphan

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
**General Dentistry**

May 18, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scott Mitchell Bram</th>
<th>Jaime Gateño</th>
<th>Leighton R. Philbrick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guy T. Coby</td>
<td>Gina Louise Hitchcock</td>
<td>Nicholas C. Tucci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe David Elalouf</td>
<td>Mordecai M. Liechtung</td>
<td>Hernan Alberto Velez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erik John Marzano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Practice Residency**

May 18, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paul Carpinello</th>
<th>Judith Anne Okun</th>
<th>Roy W. Shakun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew F. Granoff</td>
<td>Jay Lewis Mestel</td>
<td>Brad M. Strober</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery**

May 18, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rick J. Berrios</th>
<th>Kanyon Rowe Keeney</th>
<th>Robert Martin Paolino</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Orthodontics**

May 18, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>David Hale Cowin</th>
<th>Thomas Alban Herberger</th>
<th>Stephen Allan Locke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Raymond Greco</td>
<td>Jules E. Lemay III</td>
<td>J. Douglas Thran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Periodontal Prosthesis-Fixed Prosthodontics**

May 18, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alex Frank Koranyi</th>
<th></th>
<th>Ernesto Alberto Lee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Periodontics**

May 18, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sylvain Laurent Altglas</th>
<th>Alex Frank Koranyi</th>
<th>Scott Lee Rosen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alan Howard Farber</td>
<td>Ernesto Alberto Lee</td>
<td>Charles Wayne Schwimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Ganeles</td>
<td>Jeffrey Pearlmaman-Storch</td>
<td>James Anthony Vito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Elan Grossberg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Lynn Zemmel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
ADVANCED CERTIFICATE (School of Social Work)

May 18, 1987

Carol A. Berger
Eileen Kathryn DeHope

Mary Rita Montague
Heakyung Oh
Kathleen P. Perkins

Joseph Daniel Pisano
Virginia Jeanne Swartz

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDY (Graduate School of Education)

August 8, 1986

Vicki Anderson
Concetta C. Verderame

Michael M. Zorfass

May 18, 1987

Nearlene J. B. Francis

Ruth T. H. Mavronikolas

CERTIFICATE IN APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT
(Graduate School of Fine Arts)

May 18, 1987

Paula Frances Weiss

CERTIFICATE IN ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR DEVELOPMENT
(Graduate School of Fine Arts)

December 22, 1986

Jerico Cephas Hanson

May 18, 1987

James Michael Conway

CERTIFICATE IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION (Graduate School of Fine Arts)

August 8, 1986

Scott Cameron Brown

Janis Newell

Joy DeLea Swallow

May 18, 1987

Julia Ruth Blumberg
Lisa K. Hannum

Ralph Carlyle Porter III
Carolyn Ruddell Samuels

Susan G. Solomon
Brad Wescott Thompson

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
CERTIFICATE IN URBAN DESIGN (Graduate School of Fine Arts)

August 8, 1986

Robert F. Melvin

David Nelson Scheuermann

May 18, 1987

Marie-Regine Charles

Kim Randall Ogle

Robert James Pierce

David John Gleeson

William Reed Williams

Commissions

DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE

Robin M. Robertson, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Army, Director, Army Officer Education Program

The following graduates, members of the Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps, University of Pennsylvania, who have completed the course of instruction in Military Science, are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army.

Allison M. Bishop
Heather L. Inman
Helene Piton
Heather H. Brown
Jane M. Love
Michael G. Stewart
Andrew W. Diamond
Rory F. Miranda
Desmond P. Varady
Stephen M. Harmon

DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL SCIENCE

Russell K. Schulz, Captain, U.S. Navy, Director, Naval Officer Education Program

The following students in the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science, are being commissioned Ensign, U.S. Navy.

John C. T. Alexander
Scott R. Boalick
Amy T. Boyer
Jeffrey D. Bukowski
John J. Burnham
Michael D. Good
Carol A. Hottenrott
Barton L. Kartoz
Sheryl B. Pearlman
John G. Schierling
Jeanne M. Seksinsky
Patrick W. Sylvester
Adam B. Tankel
Patricia P. Thomson
Robert W. Thomson, Jr.
Michael L. Tuite
Matthew B. Van de Water
Matthew B. Whitaker

The following students in the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science, are being commissioned 2nd Lieutenants, U.S. Marine Corps.

Joshua L. Collins
Jeffrey T. Conner
Emily J. Elder
Thomas W. Flynn
David P. Lucci
Hoke N. Rose

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Principal Undergraduate Academic Honor Societies

The following students have been elected in the past year to the principal scholastic honor society in their respective schools for their outstanding achievements in all their academic work throughout their undergraduate courses of study.

**PHI BETA KAPPA (Liberal Arts)**
Delta of Pennsylvania

Steven B. Alloy  
Michael Appel  
Robyn M. Barsky  
Larissa S. Belasco  
Randy Berger  
Mark L. Blitzer  
Michael J. Borodkin  
Alfred L. Brophy  
Brad C. Burde  
Thomas Cassidy  
Jennifer S. Chapman  
Steven A. Chapman  
Irene A. Cirolla  
Thomas K. Davies  
Frederick W. Deleyannis  
Joshua L. Dietelberg  
Jonathan Gilden Dushoff  
Samuel J. Elias  
Cheryl L. Federico  
Kathleen M. Finn  
Eilon Fischer  
David M. Fleece  
Lisa A. Freeman  
Jill A. Gottesman  
David S. Greenstein  
Erik P. Guentner  
Julia E. Haimowitz  
Andrew J. Harrison  
Arnd Herz  
Lawrence J. Hirschman  
Nancy E. Hock  
Joel Hodes  
Marc S. Hoffman  
Craig Mitchell Horowitz  
Karen A. Jacobs  
Sally A. Kaplan  
Peter D. Karol  
Neil R. Katz  
Victor Khabie  
Bruce Evan Landon  
Madelyn S. Levine  
Winifred M. Mabley  
Lisa S. Malik  
Craig D. Mcjunkin  
Mark A. Monheit  
Lisa Myers  
David M. Natter  
Paul S. Needelman  
William J. Needle  
Marc L. Ostfield  
Allan E. Peljovich  
Gary M. Phillips  
Christine A. Provost  
David A. Roberts  
Karen L. Rosenberger  
Bonnie S. Ross  
Michelle F. Rothbard  
Scott H. Rothstein  
Alison M. Schneider  
Paul S. Schumaker  
Louis James Siciliano  
Rajesh Singal  
Daniel H. Slater  
Lisa A. Steinel  
Joshua J. Stern  
Meryl S. Sussman  
Chloe L. Thio  
Joseph Michael Torsella  
Josephine A. Tropp  
Carol Eileen Vassian  
Amy S. Walter  
Sarah A. Watkins  
Peter J. Weisman  
Michael L. Weiss  
Nancy E. Weiss  
Tamara L. Wessel  
Shari B. Wexler  
Charlotte Dorothy Wilkins  
Douglas M. Wright  
Kathleen B. Zinger

**BETA GAMMA SIGMA (Business Administration)**
Alpha of Pennsylvania

Bachelor of Science in Economics

Randi S. Abada  
Shari A. Alexander  
Steven B. Alloy  
Lisa B. Axelrod  
Andrew D. Beresin  
Robert A. Bernstein  
Jonathan Coslet  
Andrew L. Dubin  
Mark L. First  
Michael D. Fleisher  
Jack A. Foreman  
Michael C. Freedman  
Glenn R. Fuhrman  
Diane Giarratano  
Carolyn Gideon  
John B. Hannasch  
Kimberley L. Hirschman  
George H. Honig  
Debra R. Kamerling  
Peter D. Karol  
Leslie J. Kilgore  
Andrea Konkolowich  
Kaliopa Costas  
Torsten J. Kreider  
Ananth Krishnamurthy  
Bruce E. Landon  
Leonard Lebov  
Gregory Leckart  
Lawrence P. Lenzner  
Heidi T. Levin  
Steven E. Litt  
Cynthia J. MacGregor  
Julie Mamett  
Stefanie E. Matzer  
Rex A. Miller  
David Nagourney  
Jennifer J. Nissen  
Kimberly A. O'Connor  
Peter J. Olajnack  
Richard H. Olofson  
Michael P. Ostheimer  
Paul E. Pulioe

*Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.*
BETA GAMMA SIGMA—Continued

Howard L. Romanow
Scott H. Rothstein
Deborah N. Rubenstein
Dana G. Seaman

Fern I. Smerling
Brian M. Studler
Kenneth J. Steinberg
Ernest S. Wechsler

John E. Wegmann
Nancy E. Weiss
Mark J. Yelcick
Ellen Yin

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Michael F. Barry
Julie T. Beamer
David S. Block
Mitchell J. Blutt
Richard Cetlin
Charles R. Crowley
Lee J. Einbinder

Thomas R. Ferguson III
Stewart A. Fisher
Kirtland C. Gardner IV
Linda B. Glenicki
Richard R. Hrabchak
Craig S. Johnson

David B. Kerbel
Gerald B. Lucas Jr.
Vane T. Lucas
Jean S. Luning-Johnson
Michael C. Mankins
Kevin C. Mazula
Eileen Rivera

SIGMA KAPPA PHI (Wharton Evening)

Geevarghese Abraham
Maria Boccella
Frances Bucalo
Joan Culnan

Gertrude Devose
Harriet Dyas
Mallary Hatch
Madeline Hettler

Eran Nevo
Joseph Ryan
Karen Ryba
Reginald Stanley

TAU BETA PI (Engineering)
Delta of Pennsylvania

James Basso
Scott Russell Boalick
Jacqueline Grace Bode
Vincentius B. Budihartono
David Patrick Cebula
Gene Chang
Daniel David Coppens
Thomas Lukens Courtney
John Charles Cowles, Jr.
Michelle Lynn Diffilippantanio

Oforide Abayomi Ezekoye
Debra Sue Feldman
Mark Joseph Filiaggi
John C. K. Foo
Richard David Forman
Paul Frederick Hahn
Peter Claude Halverson
Donna Jean Hardacre
Jeffrey Alan Herbert
Joel Anthony Hylen
John Joseph Leonard

Winston H. C. Leung
David Howard Levy
Mario Mikowski
Eric Alan Richard
David Alexander Roberts
Joshua J. Stern
Wee Khiang Tan
Kar Hong Wong
Samuel Chatham Wood
Lisa Lynn Yost

ETA KAPPA NU (Electrical Engineering)

Philip Peter Adams
David E. Baraff
James Basso
Jeffrey Scott Berenbaum
Scott Russell Boalick
David Patrick Cebula
Jeffrey Tze-Hoh Cheung
John Charles Cowles, Jr.

C. Garr Disalvo
William Bryan Donahue
John C. K. Foo
Richard David Forman
Eric Joachim Gerds
Peter Claude Halverson
Gary Daniel Kain
Winston H. C. Leung
David Marc Natter

John Gerod Schierling
John M. Schmidt
Joshua J. Stern
David Sun
Wee Khiang Tan
Michael F. Trezza
Kar Hong Wong
Samuel Chatham Wood

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Faculty Honors

LINDBACK AWARDS

Under the terms of a gift from the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation, grants are announced to the following members of the Faculty as Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Awards for Distinguished Teaching.

DR. STEPHEN A. COOPER, physiology and pharmacology (Dent)
DR. MICHELLE M. FINE, education
DR. DWIGHT L. JAGGARD, electrical engineering
DR. CHARLES D. NEWTON, orthopedic surgery (Vet)
DR. TERESA PICA, education
DR. GAIL B. SLAD, medicine (Med)
DR. JOYCE BEEBEE THOMPSON, nursing
DR. WILLIAM C. TYSON, legal studies and accounting

THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

JERE BEHRMAN, economics: Fulbright 40th Anniversary Distinguished Fellow; Committee on Scholarly Communication with the People's Republic of China Visiting Scholar Award (National Academy of Sciences, American Council of Learned Societies and Social Science Research Council); NIH grant "Family Effects on Child Development"

LAWRENCE F. BERNSTEIN, music: Guggenheim Fellowship
EVELYN BROOKS, history: National Research Council Postdoctoral Fellowship
DAVID BROWNLEE, history of art: Acceded the Alice Davis Hitchcock Book Awards of both the Society of Architectural Historians of Britain and of the United States
REBECCA BUSHNELL, English: ACLS Fellowship
LEE CASSANELLI, history: Fulbright Fellowship at Somalia National University, Somalia, Africa
THOMAS CHILDELS, history: Ira Abrams Memorial Award for Distinguished Teaching
NANCY FARRISS, history: MacArthur Foundation Fellowship
ALAN FILREIS, English: NEH Fellowship
ALAN FRIDLUND, psychology: Distinguished Scientific Early Career Contribution Award of the Society of Psychophysiological Research
HENRY GLEITMAN, psychology: Cited for his teaching by the American Association of Higher Education and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
CLAUDIA GOLDIN, economics: Guggenheim Fellowship

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCE—Continued

WARD GOODENOUGH, anthropology: Fulbright Lectureship, St. Patrick's College, Ireland
JOANNE GOWA, political science: MacArthur Foundation Fellowship in International Peace and Security Studies
LAWRENCE KLEIN, economics: Helsinki, School of Economics, Dh.c.sc. (Econ), 1986; Bard College, Doctor of Humane Letters, 1986
PAUL J. KORSHIN, English: Guggenheim Fellowship
IRVING KRAVIS, economics: Cited for teaching by the American Association for Higher Education and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
WILLIAM LABOV, linguistics: Guggenheim Fellowship
MARSHA I. LESTER: Camille and Henry Dreyfus Teacher Scholar; Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow
ROMLUS LINNEY, English: Rockefeller Foundation Grant: Best Play by the Los Angeles Drama League
ROBERT LUCID, English: Ira Abrams Memorial Awards for Distinguished Teaching
WILLIAM LABOV, linguistics: Guggenheim Fellowship
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
NIKOLAOS ARAVAS AND LYLE H. UNGAR: named Presidential Young Investigators by the National Science Foundation
ABRAHAM NOORDERGRAAF: Reid Warren, Jr. Award for Distinguished Teaching
THE WHARTON SCHOOL
DAVID CRAWFORD, economics: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
J. DAVID CUMMINS, insurance: President, American Risk and Insurance Association
HUBERT GATIGNON, marketing: The Howard H. Maynard Award
JAMSHED GHANDHI, finance: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
PAUL E. GREEN, marketing: Marketing Science Institute Award
JACK HERSHEY, decision sciences: The Helen Kardon Moss Anvil Award
DAVID F. LARCKER, accounting: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
AJAY K. MANRAI, marketing: AMA's Honorable Mention Award for his doctoral dissertation “Choice in Perceptual Spaces: Modeling and Measurement”
DAN M. McGINN, insurance: 1987 Gold Medal Award of the International Insurance Society
DAVID J. REIBSTEIN, marketing: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
THOMAS S. ROBERTSON, marketing: The Howard H. Maynard Award
JERRY S. ROSENBLOOM, insurance: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
ANTONIO ROBERTS, public policy and management: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
WILLIAM C. TAYLOR, legal studies: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award
SUSAN WEITZNER, finance: President Elect, American Real Estate and Urban Economics Association
SCOTT WARD, marketing: Wharton Graduate Excellence in Teaching Award

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

CLAIRE FAGIN: Distinguished Contribution to Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing Award presented by the Council on Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing of the American Nurses’ Association (ANA); Fellowship, Philadelphia College of Physicians; Myrtle Wreath Award from the Hadassah Organization; honorary doctor of science degree from Cedar Crest College

MARY NAYLOR: Fellowship in the American Academy of Nursing

RUTH MCCRORKE: Appointed American Cancer Society Professor of Oncology Nursing

MARGARET GREY: Marisa deCastro Benton Prize for Outstanding Contribution to the Sociomedical Sciences from the Columbia University School of Public Health

MATHY MEZEVY: Nursing Practice Award from the Nursing Education Alumni Association of Teachers’ College, Columbia University

CHRISTINE CRUMLISH: School of Nursing’s 1987 Teaching Award

LINDA WALSH: School of Nursing’s 1987 Teaching Assistant Award

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

CLAY M. ARMSTRONG, physiology: Elected member of the National Academy of Sciences

ROBERT AUSTRIAN, research medicine: The Bristol Award of the Infectious Diseases Society of America.

CLAY ARMSTRONG, physiology: The Javit Neuroscience Investigator Award

HERMAN BEERMAN, dermatology: Strittmatter Award of the Philadelphia County Medical Society

JOHN BROECK, physiology: Servant of Christ Award of the Christian Medical Society

STANLEY J. BRODY, psychiatry: Donald P. Kent Award of the Gerontological Society of America

RONALD F. COBURN, physiology: NHLBI Merit Award

LAURENCE E. EARLEY, medicine: Chairman, American Board of Internal Medicine

CAROLYN S. ERNST, pathology and laboratory medicine: The Leonard Berwick Memorial Teaching Award

JOHN L. ESTERHAI, Jr., orthopaedic surgery: The Jesse T. Nicholson Award for Outstanding Clinical Teaching

HARVEY M. FRIEDMAN, medicine: Senior International Fogarty Fellowship Award

YALE GOLDMAN, physiology: 1986 Bowditch Award of the American Physiological Society

BRETT B. GUTSCH, anesthesiology: Robert Dunning Dripps Memorial Teaching Award

JOSPEH P. IANNOTTI, orthopaedic surgery: National Institutes of Health Career Development Award

FREDERICK S. KAPLAN, orthopaedic surgery: Leonard Berwick Memorial Teaching Award

ALBERT M. KLIGMAN, dermatology: Awardee, Society of Investigative Dermatology

MICHAEL LAPOSATA, pathology and laboratory medicine: Faculty Honor Roll for Excellence in Teaching

JAMES W. LASH, anatomy: National Institutes of Health Senior Fellowship

ALAN M. LATIES, ophthalmology: The Lighthouse Pisart Vision Award

GERALD S. LAZARUS, dermatology: Marion B. Sulzberger Award of the American Academy of Dermatology

VIRGINIA A. LIVOLSI, pathology and laboratory medicine: Secretary of the International Arthur Purdy Stout Society of Surgical Pathology

MARTIN MORAD, physiology: 1986 Alexander von Humboldt Senior Scientist Prize; Chairman for the 1986 Gordon Research Conference on Cardiac Inotropic Agents

PETER NOWELL, pathology and laboratory medicine: Robert Roesler de Villiers Award of the Leukemia Society of America and the Ernest Cottlove Award of the Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians and Scientists

STANLEY PLOTKIN, pediatrics: James D. Bruce Memorial Award of the American College of Physicians

MICHAEL PRYSTOWSKY, pathology and laboratory medicine: John A. Hartford Foundation Fellowship

ALEXANDER A. SAPEGIA, orthopaedic surgery: North American Traveling Fellowship

ELIAS SCHWARTZ, pediatrics: President, American Society of Pediatric Hematology/Oncology

MARVIN E. STEINBERG, orthopaedic surgery: Magna Cum Laude Award of the Radiologic Society of North America

ELIOT STELLAR, anatomy: President, American Philosophical Society

EDWARD J. STEMMLER, medicine: Elected to Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences and Chair of the General Assembly of the Association of American Medical Colleges

CHRISTIAN J. STOECKERT, Jr., anatomy: Cooley’s Anemia Foundation Fellowship Award

JOSEPH S. TORG, orthopaedic surgery: Ninth Annual Award for Spinal Research of the Eastern Orthopaedic Association

ANNEMARIE WEBER, biochemistry and biophysics: Senior U.S. Scientist Award (Humboldt Award) of the Federal Republic of Germany

ROBERT A. WEISMAN, otorhinolaryngology and human communication: Honor Award of the American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

MICHAEL M. WHITE, pharmacology: Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow

SAUL WINEGRAD, physiology: National Award of Merit of the American Heart Association

MYRON YANOFSKY, ophthalmology: Senior U.S. Scientist Award (Humboldt Award) of the Federal Republic of Germany

DONALD YOUNG, pathology and laboratory medicine: Leonard Jendrassik Award of the Hungarian Society of Clinical Pathology

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
THE LAW SCHOOL

PAUL SHECHTMAN: Harvey Levin Award for Excellence in Teaching

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

PETER BERTHOLD, oral rehabilitation, JOSEPH GHAFARI, orthodontics: Earl Banks Hoyt Award for Teaching Excellence
STEPHEN HOWARTH, oral rehabilitation: Joseph Appleton Award for Excellence in Teaching by part-time Clinical Faculty
PAMELA JENSEN-DORAY, oral rehabilitation: Robert E. DeRevere Award for Excellence in Teaching by part-time Pre-Clinical Faculty

THE SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

RALPH L. BRINSTER: Elected member of the National Academy of Sciences
J. EUGEN EIGENMANN: The 10th Annual Ralston Purina Small Animal Research Award
LAWRENCE GLICKMAN, JOAN HENDRICKS, DUDLEY JOHNSTON, JEFFREY WORTMAN: Veterinary Student Government Award for Excellence in Teaching
ELLEN ZIEMER: 1987 Norden Distinguished Teacher Award

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

MARILYN COCHRAN-SMITH: Graduate School of Education Award for Excellence in Instruction

THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

PETER B. VAUGHAN: School of Social Work Excellence in Teaching Award

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Prizes and Awards

SENIOR CLASS HONOR AWARDS

SPOON: Michael Gordon
BOWL: Barry Bear
CANE: Bruce Lefkowitz
SPADE: Sam Elias
ALTHEA K. HOTTEL AWARD: Wendy Ferber
GAYLORD P. HARNWELL AWARD: Lisa Green
DAVID R. GODDARD AWARD: Ilana Long
R. JEAN BROWNLEE AWARD: Hayley Bryant

LEADERSHIP AWARDS

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS SILVER MEDAL: Lisa Yost
SOL FEINSTONE UNDERGRADUATE AWARD: Jennifer Chapman, Eileen Doyle, Ellie Hidalgo, Eric Schwartz, Pedro Ramos, Robin Sweeney
JAMES HOWARD WEISS MEMORIAL AWARD: David Shaman
ALICE PAUL AWARD: Eileen Doyle, Sue McDonnell, Carol Stein, Nancy Weiss
CLASS OF 1946 AWARD: Dawn Friedly
CLASS OF 1915 AWARD: Richard J. Comizio
FATHER'S TROPHY: Patty Kennedy
PENN STUDENT AGENCIES AWARD: Joseph Pessin
MARY MALONEY AWARD: Ruth Bell

FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS

American Thouron Scholars

Kathleen M. Finn, College
John J. Leonard, Engineering
Scott C. Vicary, College

Luce Scholars

Lisa J. Armstrong, Fine Arts
James P. O'Connor, Wharton Graduate
Gary Tabor, Veterinary

THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Dean's Award for Distinguished Teaching

Alfred Acres, history of art
Alison Byerly, English
Ann-Maria Contarino, English
Saul Cornell, history
Eileen Crumm, political science
Victoria Farmer Everett, political science
Amy Frank, Romance languages
Cynthia Fuchs, English
Angelika Fuehrich, German
Sharon Holt, history
Imtiaz Hussain, political science
Barbara Lonquist, English
Carla Messikomer, sociology
Kristine Morrow, history
Lisa Sigler, English

Dean's Scholars

Georgia Arbuckle, chemistry
Cynthia Fisher, psychology
Valerie L. Hansen, history
Glenn Hinson, folklore & folklife
Peter Laki, music
Colleen Lamos, English
John Littwack, economics
Mikael Rordam, mathematics
D. Fairchild Ruggles, history of art
Joshua Socolar, physics

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
FULBRIGHT GRANTS BY THE INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Seth Brody, religious studies
Theresa Burke, German
Thomas DuBois, folklore & folklife
Cynthia Goldfine, linguistics
Virginia Jewiss, Romance languages
Ellen Leung, biochemistry
Darielle Mason, history of art

Walter Pond, anthropology
D. Fairchild Ruggles, history of art
Joseph Schwarzer, history of art
Emily Socolow, folklore & folklife
Stephen Stuemple, folklore & folklife
Peter Tokofsky, folklore & folklife

FELLOWSHIPS

German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)

John Eric Elliott, history and sociology of science
Virginia Lewis, German
Peter Tokofsky, folklore & folklife

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowships

Lisa Carroll, psychology
Gabrielle Hecht, history and sociology of science
Alex Soojung-Kim Pang, history and sociology of science
Nina C. Stoyan, biology

Charlotte W. Newcombe Fellowship

Robert S. Gregg, history

GENERAL AWARDS

Charles Laubach, Oriental Studies, 1st prize, non-literary, American Association of Teachers of Arabic and the Middle East Studies Association
Shawkat Toorawa, Oriental Studies, 1st prize, literary, American Association of Teachers of Arabic and the Middle East Studies Association

UNDERGRADUATE PRIZES AND AWARDS

Dean's Scholars

Michael Glanzberg
Karen Jacobs
Gary Phillips
Michael Weiss
Jennifer Forstner

Leslie M. Higuchi
Vikram Janakiraman
Gina-Anne Levow
Louis Siciliano
James Wiener

STUDENT ALUMNI AWARDS OF MERIT: Brenden O'Brien and Michele B. Silberman
CHARLES W. BURR BOOK PRIZE: Charles Seaquist
ABRAHAM D. COHN PRIZE: Eric B. Schwartz
DAVID H. SCHULTZ MEMORIAL PRIZE: Madelyn S. Levine
NATIONAL MELLON FELLOWSHIP IN THE HUMANITIES: Michael L. Weiss
TIME COLLEGE ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS PROGRAM: Allen Weinberg

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

American Civilization

SENIOR PRIZE: Lori Cole

Anthropology

THE DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM PRIZE: Jennifer S. Chapman

Biochemistry

THE CHAIRMAN'S AWARD: David S. Greenstein

THE HELIX PRIZE: Gary M. Phillips

Biology

THE NEYSA CRISTOL ADAMS PRIZE IN BIOLOGY: Kathleen Zinger

Chemistry

ALPHA CHI SIGMA AWARD: Maria I. Shchuka

THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AWARD: Jeffrey A. Gordon

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS MEDAL AWARD: Philip A. Pollice

MERCK AND COMPANY, INC.: Rhonda B. Levine

THE PRIESTLEY CLUB PRIZE: Rajesh Singal

Classical Studies

THE COLLEGE ALUMNI SOCIETY GEORGE ALLEN MEMORIAL PRIZES:

Prize for Senior in Latin—Robin Stafford

Prize for Senior in Greek—Tina Najdjerg

THE SENIOR CLASSICS PRIZE: Larissa Belasco and Michael Weiss

College of General Studies

ASSOCIATION OF THE ALUMNAE CONTINUING EDUCATION AWARD: Jane Large

RONALD J. CARIDI AWARD: Fernanda Milling

Economics

THE BERNARD SHANBAUM PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN ECONOMICS: Brad Burde

THE WILLIAM POLK CAREY PRIZE IN ECONOMICS: Francis X. Diebold

THE SIDNEY WEINTRAUB MEMORIAL PRIZE: Roberto Chang

Honorable Mention: Tito Pietra

THE ROBBINS PRIZE: Jorge Caballe

Honorable Mention: Arup Banerji, Yin-Wong Cheung, and Seung-Ki Leung

Education

Pi Lambda Theta Award: Ruth Sandy

English

THE JUDY LEE AWARD FOR DRAMATIC WRITING:

First Prize—Michelle Erica Green

Second Prize—Meredith Steihm

Honorable Mention: Ilana Long and David Donaldson

THE COLLEGE ALUMNI SOCIETY POETRY PRIZE:

First Prize—Stephen Brodsky

Second Prize—Liz Crane

Third Prize—Melissa M. Jensen

Honorable Mention: Deanna K. Kreisel

THE WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS PRIZE OF THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS:

First Prize—Hilene Flanzbaum

Second Prize—David Moolten

Third Prize—Jill Allyn Rosser

Honorable Mention: Lindon Barrett and Ian Davidson

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
English

THE LILLIAN AND BENJAMIN LEVY AWARD:
First Prize—Michelle Erica Green
Second Prize—Paul Anderson

THE PHI KAPPA SIGMA FICTION PRIZE:
First Prize—Alison Feldman
Second Prize—Patricia Keim
Third Prize—Peter Taback
Honorable Mention: Mark West

THE EZRA POUND PRIZE FOR LITERARY TRANSLATION:
Honorable Mention: David L. Altschuler

GERMAN

ERICH FRIEDMAN PRIZE: Karen Rasmussen and Geoffrey Falan
THE EDWARD ZIEGLER DAVIS PRIZE: Heather Shay, Iilina Singh, and Christine Spreizer

THE COLLEGE ALUMNI SOCIETY DAVID ROBB PRIZE: Angela Brooke Levy and Andrew O. Robb

International Relations

NORMAN D. PALMER AWARD: Tamara Wessel

Mathematics

THE CLASS OF 1880 PRIZE:
First Place: Steven Schlenker
Second Place: Arup Mukherjee

Oriental Studies

B'NAI ZION AWARD: Marjorie Adler

Regional Sciences

The Senior Prize: Adam Leff

Religious Studies

The Merle Saunders Schaff Memorial Prize: Anne Sara Berman

Romance Languages

The Amici Prizes (for work undertaken in Florence):
First Prize in Intermediate Italian Studies: Karen Friedel
First Prize in Italian Culture: Barrie Steinberg

The America-Italy Society of Philadelphia Vittorini Fund:
For the best essay in an Italian course: Luis F. Rodriguez and Monica Oberthaler
Runner-up: Maria F. G. Puma
For outstanding work in Intermediate Italian: Michele Shubert and Luigi Visicchio
For outstanding work in beginning Italian: Christine Beasley and Mohamed Elmandjra
Outstanding major in Italian for study abroad: Nicholas De Santis

Sociology

E. DIGBY BALTZELL PRIZE: Kelly Devers

History of Art

The College Alumni Society David Robb Prize: Angela Brooke Levy and Andrew O. Robb

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

HERMAN P. SCHWAN BIOENGINEERING AWARD: Mark Joseph Filiaggi
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AWARD: Michael David Ward
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS MEDAL AWARD: Michelle Lynn Difilippantonio
NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD OF AIChE: David Howard Levy
SOPHOMORE AWARD OF THE DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION OF AIChE: Amy Hourigan
JUNIOR AWARD OF THE DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION OF AIChE: Terry K. Ganocy II
SENIOR AWARD OF THE DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION OF AIChE: Debra Sue Feldman
ANNETTE ESTRADA AWARD (JUNIOR): Walter J. Clayton III
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS STUDENT AWARD: Richard David Forman
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' AWARD: Timothy Robert Wilson
THE RALPH R. TEETOR AWARD: Ofodike Abayomi Ezekoye
MOORE SCHOOL COUNCIL CWIKLA AWARD: Vadim A. Mzhen
E. STUART EICHERT JR. MEMORIAL PRIZE: Lance Y. Gokongwei, Kenneth S. Liao, and Marc J. Loinaz
A. ATWATER KENT PRIZE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: John Joseph Leonard
THE MANFRED ALTMAN MEMORIAL AWARD: Amy B. Zavatsky
APPLIED SCIENCE PRIZE: Mark Lawrence Blitzer
ENGINEER'S CLUB OF PHILA. YOUNG ENGINEER AWARD: Bryan Douglas Giles
MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD: Howard Lawrence Romanow
HUGO OTTO WOLF MEMORIAL PRIZE: David Alexander Roberts, David Howard Levy, Jacqueline Grace Bode, David Patrick Cebula, John Charles Cowles, Jr., Barry Robert Krueger, Mark Helsel, and Sami Kucuklevi
APPRECIATION AWARD: Kathryn Hayes, Alec Steven Fink, and John Joseph Leonard

THE WHARTON SCHOOL

The Albert A. Berg Scholarship Award: Elizabeth Katz, Bruce Landon, and Kenneth Wolf
The Walter J. Bodek Book Award: Tracey Scott
The Financial Executives Institute Award: Torsten Kreider
The William D. Gordon Award: Jonathan Coslet
The Adolph Matz Prize in Accounting: Wilma Hanna
The Beth Schachtler Memorial Scholarship: David Bechtold
The Herbert S. Steuer Memorial Prize (Junior): Michael Babiarz
The Herbert S. Steuer Memorial Prize (Senior): Jonathan Coslet
The Joseph Warner Yardley Prize: Peter Olaynack
The Adam Avrell Ross Prize: Andrew Schwartz
The Deloitte, Haskins & Sells Foundation Award: Dana Seaman
The Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants Award: Howard Lawrence Romanow
The Robert J. Schweich Prize in Security Analysis: Jeffrey Cheung
The Elias B. Cohen Insurance Prize: Joseph Shaulson

The Wharton Evening School

Sigma Kappa Phi Freshman Award: Kathleen Klinko
Sigma Kappa Phi Junior Award: Gary Tum-Suden
Chi Alpha Phi Sorority Award: Martha Spezia
Class of 1937 Award: Karina B. Kolandjian
Class of 1960: Reginald T. Stanley
Pi Delta Epsilon Award: Lee T. MacMinn
Class of 1974 Administrative Award: Barbara A. Smith
Louis Rudolph CPA Accounting Award: Pamela K. Loy
Wharton Evening Alumni Society of the University of Pennsylvania Award: Carol A. Blair
William R. Hockenberry Scholarship Award: Gertrude De Vose and Christine M. Bonanducci
Class of 1972 Award: Jonathan J. Ambos
Chi Alpha Phi Sorority Memorial Award: Regina M. Barnum and Linda K. Rubin
Class of 1974 BBA Award: William J. Burns
Class of 1975 Management Award: Joseph W. Adams and Carol A. Blair
Thomas K. Muldowney Award: Joseph A. Ryan and Eran Nevo
Robert L. MacDonald Special Achievement Award: Samuel Al Simkins and Michael K. Keene
Class of 1977 Economics Award: William J. Timmins
Class of 1980 Marketing Award: Florence M. Winkeler
Class of 1983 Award: Douglas A. Benson
Class of 1985 Award of Merit: Sarkis T. Etoian and Rita H. Cavalcanto

The Wharton Graduate Division

The Jerome Freedman Award in Real Estate: Jeffrey Linker

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

August 8, 1986

THE MARION R. GREGORY AWARD: Donna Peters

December 22, 1986

THE NIGHTINGALE AWARD: Ivy Fenton Kuhn
THE THERESA I. LYNCH AWARD: Susan Terjianian, Patricia Decina
THE DOROTHY A. MERENESS AWARD: Barbara Ewing
THE DEAN'S AWARD: Elizabeth Klein
THE SIGMA THETA TAU AWARD: Michele Cooper

May 18, 1987

THE NIGHTINGALE AWARD: Diane Iannacone, Marie Wiedman
THE THERESA I. LYNCH AWARD: Sally Sherman
THE DOROTHY A. MERENESS AWARD: Kristine Janaski
THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NURSES HUBER MEMORIAL AWARD: Lisa Shumaker
THE DEAN'S AWARD: Dawn Friedly, Lisa Shumaker
THE MALCOLM ALDERFER SCHWEICKER AWARD: Nancy Valentine
AWARD OF SPECIAL RECOGNITION: Susan Eckel

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Scott Joseph Bonomo
COLUMBIA DENTO-FORM CORP. AWARD: Scott Joseph Bonomo
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Michael Bufo, Jr.
QUINTESSENCE CLINICAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Stuart Alan Chavis
PIERRE FAUCHARD STUDENT AWARD: Alan H. Chenman
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF DENTISTRY FOR CHILDREN AWARD: David Alden Cottrell
GERODONTICS MUNKSGAARD AWARD: David Alden Cottrell
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Marc Anthony Cozzarin
ISHIYAKU EUROAMERICA, IND/PICCIN BOOK AWARD: Madeline Regina Lo Duca
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PERIODONTOLGY AWARD: David Brian Eitinger
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ENDODONTISTS AWARD: Gregg Robert Fader
HENRY B. ROBINSON AWARD IN RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY: Mitchell Joseph Farr
LOUIS I. GROSSMAN AWARD IN ENDODONTICS: Corey Lance Goldstein
ADRIAN R. & REGINA KRISTELLER PRIZE IN RADIOLOGY: Albert Smith Harris, III
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Albert Smith Harris, III
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Juliann Marie Hinton
AMERICAN DENTAL SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGY AWARD: Paul Gregory Hunter
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Paul Gregory Hunter
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Irena Jug-Weiss
GEORGE BRONKOVIC SERVICE AWARD: Michelle Pauline Kaufman
INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF DENTISTS AWARD: Edward Martin Klinger
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Mark David Kopper
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DENTAL RADIOLOGY AWARD: Edward Arthur Krukowski
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Katherine Mary Lambert
PENNSYLVANIA STATE DENTAL SOCIETY AWARD: Jeffrey Chi Fai Lee
ALPHA OMEGA SCHOLARSHIP AWARD: Lawrence Mark Levin
MATTHEW CRYER SOCIETY AWARD IN ORAL MEDICINE: Lawrence Mark Levin
THEODOR BLUM ORAL SURGERY AWARD: Lawrence Mark Levin
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORAL PATHOLOGY AWARD: Lawrence Mark Levin
PHARMACOLOGY/PHYSIOLOGY PRIZE: Lawrence Mark Levin
PHILADELPHIA COUNTY DENTAL SOCIETY AWARD: Lewis R. Maldonado
DR. EARLE BANKS HOYT TEACHING AWARD: Lewis R. Maldonado

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE—Continued

ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Lewis R. Maldonado
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Adam Marshall Maslow
ABRAM COHEN AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Jean Ryan Murphy
ACADEMY OF GENERAL DENTISTRY AWARD: Jean Ryan Murphy
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Margrit Mary Palmer
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN DENTISTS AWARD: Anne Lawson Pfarrer
ACADEMY OF DENTISTRY FOR THE HANDICAPPED AND SPECIAL PATIENTS AWARD: Anne Lawson Pfarrer
J. GEORGE COSLET AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Anne Lawson Pfarrer
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORAL MEDICINE AWARD: Keith Martin Phillips
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF GOLD FOIL OPERATORS AWARD: Keith Martin Phillips
ACADEMY OF OPERATIVE DENTISTRY AWARD: Keith Martin Phillips
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Michael Romanowicz
HENRY M. GOLDMAN AWARD IN PATHOLOGY: Virpi Helena Salo Schaeffer
QUINTESSENCE AWARD FOR CLINICAL ACHIEVEMENT IN RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY: Cheryl Ann Sandor
QUINTESSENCE RESEARCH AWARD: David Alan Sirois
NORTHEASTERN SOCIETY OF PERIODONTISTS, INC. AWARD: Bruce H. Spivak
E. HOWELL SMITH AWARD IN PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY: Jeannette Patricia Stempfhuber
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGEONS AWARD: Lisa Danielle Testa
DR. MORRIS BRADIN AWARD IN PERIODONTICS: Lisa Danielle Testa
MARTIN J. LOEB LEADERSHIP AWARD: Joseph M. Vitolo
ANNA & DR. LOUIS WOLF SCHOLARSHIP: Joseph M. Vitolo
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ORTHODONTICS AWARD: Andrew C. Wong

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

PHI DELTA KAPPA AWARD: Polly Ann Walker-Brown
PI LAMBDA THETA, ETA CHAPTER AWARD: Madeleine Grant
PI LAMBDA THETA, PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER AWARD: Norman Richardson
WILLIAM E. ARNOLD AWARD: Jessica Williams
JOHN HARRISON MINNICK AWARD: Ruth Sandy
MORRIS VITELES AWARD: James M. Day

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Class of 1937

OFFICERS

President ........................................... E. Craig Sweeten
Margaret Ford Kearney
Vice President &
Reunion Chairman ................................. Walter B. Gallagher
Treasurer ........................................... John P. Dolman
Reunion Treasurer .................................. Joseph M. Baxter
Secretary .......................................... Charles E. Roller, Jr.
Gift Chairmen ...................................... Cornelia Nagel Curley
Thomas Martindale

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Events Following Commencement

Graduates will receive their diplomas as indicated below immediately following Commencement or as noted. Families and friends are welcome.

The College of Arts and Sciences: Ceremony and reception, May 17

The College of General Studies
   Reception: Courtyard outside of the Wistar Institute, 12 noon to 2 p.m.
   Rain location: Penniman Room, Bennett Hall

The School of Engineering and Applied Science
   Ceremony: Palestra, immediately following Commencement
   Reception: Outside of the Palestra, following the ceremony

The Wharton School (undergraduate) and Wharton Evening School
   Diplomas: Suite 1053 Steinberg Hall-Dietrich Hall
   Ceremony: Civic Center, 4 p.m.
   Reception: Steinberg Hall-Dietrich Hall, following ceremony

The Wharton Graduate Division
   Ceremony: Civic Center Auditorium, 1 p.m.
   Reception: Vance Hall, following ceremony

The School of Nursing
   Diplomas: Records Office, Nursing Education Building, Room 474
   Reception: Nursing Education Building, street-level reception area, following Commencement

The Graduate Faculties (A.M., M.S., Ph.D.): School of Arts and Sciences, Room 200, College Hall, immediately following Commencement. All others to their respective school functions.

The School of Medicine: Ceremony, Irvine Auditorium, 4 p.m.

The Law School: Second Bank, 4th and Chestnut Streets, 4 p.m.

The Graduate School of Fine Arts: Meyerson Hall, outdoors or indoors

The School of Dental Medicine
   Ceremony: Irvine Auditorium, 1 p.m.
   Reception: Dental School, following ceremony

The School of Veterinary Medicine: Zellerbach Theatre, Annenburg Center, 2:30 p.m.

The Graduate School of Education
   Ceremony: Informational House, Hopkins Hall, 2:30 p.m.
   Reception: Following ceremony

The School of Social Work: Harrison Auditorium, University Museum, 3 p.m. (entrance via 33rd Street)

The Annenberg School of Communications
   Diploma Ceremony: Annenberg School, Room 212, 3 p.m.
   Refreshments: Annenberg School Plaza, 2:30 p.m.

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
The Commencement Marshals

Mary Jo Ambrose
Lavon H. Bair
Audrey C. Bedford
Alfred F. Beers
Janer D. Belson
Nancy J. Berriman
Arthur A. Brennan, Jr.
Nicholas D. Constan
Ambrose Davis
Steven R. Derby
Douglas R. Dickson
Ann J. Duffield
Hamilton Y. Elliott
Carol Fitzgerald
Robert A. Glascott
Stephen Goff
Sharon S. Hardy
Harold J. Haskins
John W. Hayden
Lloyd S. Herrick
Michel T. Huber
Sally H. Johnson

Linda C. Koons
Larry Lauchle
Edwin M. Ledwell, Jr., Chief Marshall
Gail C. Levin
Mark Frazier Lloyd
Robert G. Lorndale
F. Graham Luckenbill, II
Daniel M. Lundquist
Mary G. Martyny
David A. Merrick
Mary Ann Meyers, Mace Bearer
Steven G. Poskanzer
Roger Reina
Henry G. Sparks
Barbara R. Stevens
Francine F. Walker
Joseph P. Watkins
Joann V. White
Terri White
Thomas T. Winant
Dilys V. Winegrad

The ushers are members of the Kite and Key Society, the undergraduate service organization founded in 1924. Their participation is coordinated by Arthur L. Jenkins, College '89, and Robert S. Tintner, College '89.

Note:
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.